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ABSTRACT
The mixing of gas and liquid fluids in atomizing flows is a physical phenomena of fundamen-
tal and practical importance. The individual fluid streams, each with their own momentum,
viscosity, surface tension and thermodynamic states, mix to create a turbulent and chaotic
flow. The complexity of the mixing process is often too great to accurately predict, even using
modern computational models, and the resulting flow is often too optically dense to probe
experimentally using current methods. In the current thesis, a study into the use of x-ray
based diagnostics was performed on an optically dense, multiphase co-axial rocket flow using
a variety of new and established diagnostic techniques. The injector studied was a NASA de-
signed 110 N swirl-coaxial rocket injector designed to operate on gaseous methane and liquid
oxygen. During the investigation, a range of fluids combinations were studied including water,
liquid nitrogen and liquid argon as simulants for liquid oxygen, as well as air, gaseous nitrogen,
argon, and krypton as simulants for gaseous methane. A range of diagnostics were performed
in the study, with all experiments performed at the 7-BM beamline at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. The x-ray source at the APS provided both a
narrowband monochromatic x-ray beam for line of sight investigations of radiography and flu-
orescence and a polychromatic ’white beam’ for two dimensional, time-sequential radiography.
The advantages, limitations and accuracy of the techniques are discussed, and the results of
investigations into fluid mixing are given.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
The atomization and breakup of a continuous fluid into a diffuse flow field of ligaments and
droplets is of fundamental importance in many scientific and industrial processes. Applications
such as spray cooling, aerosol drug delivery, and combustion processes, all rely on the rapid
and uniform conversion via atomization of fluids from liquid reservoirs to droplet fields.
Given the importance of this physical process, it is of interest to further the scientific
communities physical understanding of these processes. In this vein, advanced numerical and
experimental models have been developed, which provide insight into the fundamental physics
of these flows. However, accurate numerical simulation of non-idealized flows are often com-
putationally expensive. Utilizing complex geometry and accurate incorporation of multiphase
effects further complicates this task, making simulation of these types of flow impractical, even
on state of the art computers.
In order to further the scientific communities understanding of these flow fields then, exper-
imental methods continue to be developed to study these complex flow fields. Unfortunately,
just as with numerical simulations, the complexity of these flow fields leads to difficulty probing
these environments, even with modern diagnostic techniques. For ‘optically dense’ flow fields,
and flow fields with many phase boundaries, standard optical techniques such as shadowgra-
phy, Mie scattering and Doppler anemometry experience strong scattering at phase boundaries,
resulting in limited data collection ability.
Alternative techniques have also helped to provide work arounds to the challenges associated
with these complex and optically dense flows. An example technique, structured laser illumi-
nation planar imaging (SLIPI), has been developed which uses an imaging and post processing
2approach designed to mitigate signal corruption from multiple scattering. In practice however,
the experimental technique is complex (requiring at least three laser sheets and a camera), and
its applicability to a wide range of practical flow fields and real injector elements is limited
for very dense conditions. Other techniques, such as optical connectivity and laser correlation
velocimetry, have also been employed for investigating complex, optically dense sprays, but
the viability for the study of ‘real’ injectors (not modified to support the diagnostic) remains
to be seen. Finally, these techniques are limited in their ability to quantify absolute mass
distributions within the spray.
An alternative approach to optical based diagnostics for the study of fluid flows has been
built around the utilization of x-rays. Unlike visible light wavelengths, which are susceptible
to strong scattering (particularly at phase interfaces), x-rays predominantly interact with fluid
media via photoelectric absorption and fluorescence. Consequently, line-of-sight x-ray diagnos-
tics allow for interrogation of optically dense flow fields. In this vein, a range of diagnostics
have been developed using both tube source x-rays and synchrotron based x-rays.
1.2 Problem Statement and Goals
When the investigations contained within this thesis began, several different x-ray based
diagnostic methods were being utilized and were considered the state-of-the-art.
The first and most widespread technique was the use of a tube source x-ray beam for
two–dimensional imaging. This technique was capable of producing high fidelity time-averaged
radiographs and three dimensional tomographic reconstructions. Additionally, the technique
was capable of producing limited time-resolved scans at speeds up to ≈ 1 kHz, though many
experimental setups were shown capable of accommodating large and unmodified injectors and
fluid flow setups.
Additional x-ray techniques were based on the utilization of synchrotron x-ray sources,
which are capable of producing beams at significantly increased flux. These include monochro-
matic focused beam techniques, such as time-averaged radiography, as well as gas phase argon
fluorescence. Additionally, some synchrotron based x-ray imaging techniques had also been
developed, most notably phase contrast imaging.
3While the techniques developed at the time of the beginning of this thesis work were capable
of producing high quality data of many sprays and flow fields, several limitations in spray
diagnostics existed. Firstly, no diagnostic was capable of providing simultaneous quantitative
information regarding the distributions of liquid and gas phases in an atomizing flow field.
Secondly, the collection of turbulent spectra was very limited for dynamic and multiphase flows.
Thirdly, existing x-ray based imaging techniques were limited to speeds of ≈ 1 kHz, which is
slower than many atomization time scales. Finally, the number of diagnostic techniques capable
of studying atomizing flow fields of cryogenic and multiphase flows was extremely limited.
Given the large number of applications that utilize cryogenic fluids in propulsion and cooling
applications, addressing this deficiency was of significant interest. Given these open areas in
the study of atomization and sprays, the following goals are addressed in this thesis:
• To utilize simultaneous fluorescence and radiography to extract quantitative liquid and
gas phase distributions in an atomizing spray;
• To investigate the utility of time-resolved radiography for the collection of turbulent
spectra and the study of turbulent sprays;
• To further the viability of synchrotron based x-ray imaging at speeds in excess of 1 kHz;
• To investigate the utility of x-ray based diagnostics for the study of cryogenic flows, which
are exceptionally difficult to study using conventional diagnostic techniques; and
• To use the combined set of developed diagnostics to better characterize the atomization
and fluid mechanics of the flow field created by the injector.
4CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Review of turbulent and multiphase sprays
The mixing and evaporation of spray droplets in turbulent environments is of importance
for a number of technical and industrial processes, particularly in the mixing of fuels and
oxidizers in combustion systems. For the breakup of multiphase sprays, there are many different
properties including the flow velocity, surface tension, viscosity and density which govern the
breakup. These physical parameters are most often categorized using the non-dimensional
Weber and Reynolds number to express the ratio of inertia to surface tension and the ratio
of inertial to viscous effects, respectively. These can also be expressed using the Ohnesorge
number which is a combination of the terms which eliminate the velocity. These terms are
often given as:
Re =
ρV L
µ
We =
ρV 2L
σ
Oh =
√
We
Re
=
µ√
ρσL
where ρ, µ, σ are density, viscosity, and surface tension respectively, V is a characteristic
velocity and L is a characteristic length. For many multiphase sprays, atomization is accom-
plished by enhancing the naturally occurring liquid phase breakup with strong aerodynamic
forces from a gas phase. To fully understand this process, it is helpful to first review the breakup
of liquid flows without the assistance of aerodynamic effects, and then review the combined
effects.
5For the breakup of liquid sprays, different regimes are used to classify the degree to which
breakup is occurring. Investigations into the instabilities of liquid jets date back to the work of
Lord Rayleigh (Strutt and Rayleigh (1878); Rayleigh (1879)). These include non-jetting, stable
liquid jet, Reyleigh breakup, first and second wind induced and fully atomized (Reitz (1978)).
A short review of the breakup of free liquid jets and sheets will be given here, though several
thorough and in-depth reviews exist for more detailed discussion. (Taylor (1950); Dombrowski
and Johns (1963); Ashgriz and Yarin (2011); Ashgriz et al. (2011)).
For a continuous liquid jet with a very low flow rate, the decomposition of the continuous
jet to a droplet field is initially governed by a balance between its inertia and its surface tension.
For liquid jets of low flow rate, the non-jetting, stable liquid jet and Rayleigh breakup regimes
can be mathematically traced to a direct force balance between the inertial and surface tension
forces. However, as flow rate is increased, aerodynamic forces, even from a quiescent medium
can decrease breakup and atomization lengths as the effect of the gas to create instabilities
becomes measurable. As flow rates are increased beyond the characterized Rayleigh breakup,
the first-wind breakup regime begins, characterized by twisting or helical instabilities being
imparted onto the liquid surface. As flow rate is further increased the second-wind breakup
mechanism begins and is characterized by a significant increase in surface instabilities leading
to much more rapid atomization. These instabilities can also be strongly influenced by other
instability modes which propagate through the liquid as unstable and growing perturbations
stemming from Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the fluid (Kundu and
Cohen (2008)).
With the addition of a turbulent coflowing or mixing gas to the liquid breakup, atomiza-
tion is strongly increased. Following the guidelines of Sommerfeld and Qiu (Sommerfeld and
Qiu (1998)), we can identify four flow domains where different physical properties govern a
multiphase spray:
1. primary breakup and disintegration of a liquid sheet or jet into droplets.
2. dense spray region where interactions between the droplets are prevailing
3. dilute spray region where the aerodynamic transport of droplets is dominant
64. secondary atomization (breakup of one droplet into several smaller droplets) and evapo-
ration
2.1.1 Primary atomization
Primary breakup and atomization is defined as the breakup of a continuous liquid sheet
or core into a disperse flow region (Faeth et al. (1995)). The primary breakup mechanism
controlling breakup can vary considerably between different injectors based on nozzle design,
injection pressure, and conditions of the medium into which injection is taking place. However,
the common property of primary breakup is that it connects the nozzle design with spray
properties and is often associated with the dense spray region (Chryssakis and Assanis (2008)).
For the study of primary atomization, a logical place to begin an investigation would be
the role of the conditions internal to the injector, prior to injection into a medium. Several
early studies using high speed photography and laser Doppler velocimetry investigated the role
of turbulent structure on an injected medium and found that turbulence generated in a flow
passage has a significant effect on jet breakup properties (Hoyt and Taylor (1977); Hiroyasu
et al. (1982); Mansour and Chigier (1994)). In these studies, turbulence of the flowing jet was
controlled using both flow velocity as well as surface roughness. Additionally, in the study by
Hoyt et al. investigation of the effect of coflowing air to a laminar jet was found to have a
pronounced effect in the production of helical instability modes on the surface of the liquid
flow. This variable was even shown to have a more pronounced effect in laminar to turbulent
transition than modifications to flow velocity over a range of conditions (Hoyt and Taylor
(1977)). In fact, several studies went on to demonstrate that careful control of injector and
flow conditions could produce a steady jet that would not undergo breakup over a wide range
of exit diameters, even at high flow velocity (Karasawa et al. (1992))–a condition which is
favorable for several industrial applications, including water jets for metal fabrication (Yokota
et al. (1988)).
72.1.2 Dense Spray Region
In between primary atomization, where a continuous liquid sheet is broken up, and sec-
ondary atomization, where the spray is often considered a diffuse droplet region, lies the dense
spray region. In this region, large liquid volume fractions are comprised of a combination of
droplets and irregular structures. These liquid structures often interact (droplet-droplet in-
teraction for example), though rates of mixing and turbulent kinetic energy are still strongly
linked to jet exit conditions. Several studies have demonstrated that the degree of developed
turbulence has a more significant effect on the dense spray region than on primary atomiza-
tion. Within the dense spray region of the flow, significant overlaps in the physical mechanisms
governing the flow are found with both primary atomization mode and the secondary breakup
mode. Since in the dense regions, mixing between liquid and gas phases begins to occur, in re-
acting sprays, this region is often where combustion begins. Because of this, dense spray regions
are an active area of research in combustion systems as well as new experimental techniques.
2.1.3 Secondary Atomization
Secondary atomization is a critical aspect of many multiphase sprays. Towards the end
of the dense droplet region, the liquid phase transitions from liquid structures and droplet-
droplet interaction regimes to aerodynamic dominated regimes. In secondary breakup, droplets
which may have formed in primary atomization or the dense spray region, are often unstable
when exposed to larger aerodynamic forces as the droplets fields become diffuse. In many
combustion systems, secondary atomization is where evaporation and mixing of liquid drops
begins, leading to steady combustion. Studies of flows in these regions have demonstrated
that drop size distributions after secondary breakup can be directly correlated to distributions
within the secondary breakup regimes.
Since secondary atomization is the region in which droplets undergo aerodynamic breakup
(and begin combustion in reacting sprays), understanding the physical processes governing
this region is critical. For many applications, the production of a consistent droplet field of
small droplets is desired. While one can assume that the largest aerodynamic drag possible
8will lead to the smallest drops, studies have shown this not to be the case. Consequently, the
understanding and application of these laws is critical in many applications. Because of its
active research cadence, several reviews of secondary atomization have been written and only
a short summary will be given.
In secondary atomization, aerodynamic forces deform droplets which are bound by surface
tension. As the aerodynamic forces distort the droplet, viscosity hinders the distortion and
dissipates transferred kinetic energy. If the applied aerodynamic forces on the droplet are large
enough, the droplet will begin to breakup and fragment. This fragmentation will occur in
different modes according the droplet and aerodynamic properties. Following the discussion by
Guildenbecher, Lopez-Rivera, and Sojka, droplet deformation and breakup can occur in several
different ways.
• Vibrational breakup is defined as the breakup of a droplet due to oscillations at or close
to its natural frequency.
• Bag breakup is defined as a breakup mode where distorting forces cause a spherical droplet
to distort into a thin hollow bag shape with a distinctive torodial rim. As forces increase
on the bag, the bag surface disintegrates into several smaller droplets.
• Multi-mode breakup is defined as breakup similar to bag breakup but with the addition
of a stamen oriented in the direction of the aerodynamic forces. As aerodynamic forces
continue, the droplet bag ruptures into several small droplets followed by disintegration
of the rim then the stamen
• Sheet stripping breakup is defined as breakup which occurs from the rapid removal of
films of liquid from the forward facing surface of the droplet. This process leads to the
rapid disintegration of the droplet
• Catastrophic breakup is defined as the breakup that occurs when a rapid onset of aero-
dynamic forces lead to quick stretching of the droplet surface leading to disintegration.
Theoretical and experimental investigation into these breakup modes have identified these
breakup regimes as being strong functions of droplet Weber number as well as droplet Ohnesorge
9number. With the importance of accurately understanding droplet flows and size distributions
in many applications, parallel to theoretical and experimental advances in secondary breakup is
the rapid use of large eddy simulation and direct numerical simulation for secondary atomization
flows. Several examples of droplet breakup as well as modern computational examples of
secondary breakup are given in the following sections.
2.1.4 Interaction between sprays and turbulent structures
The interaction between turbulent gas flow and liquid structure and droplets are critical
in many applications. Depending on the level of resolution, the interplay between turbulent
gas flows and spray is also important. At a high level, particularly when modeling flows using
averaged equations, the gas-liquid interactions are often associated with aerodynamic effects
(lift and drag) as well as straightforward exchanges in mean kinetic energy and momentum. For
flows with large velocity ratios between gas and liquid co-flows or significant thermal gradients,
the transfer of kinetic energy is direct and largely non-coupled. However, higher resolution
studies have allowed for more accurate investigations into these interactions. Studies have
shown that the transfer of mean kinetic energy to turbulent kinetic energy can actually in two
different classifications: direct and indirect. Direct transfer is defined to be the type in which
turbulent fluctuations or wake in either the liquid or the gas flow directly lead to turbulent
fluctuations in the opposing phase. In-direct transfer however would be the transfer where the
evaporation or vaporization of a liquid phase transfers mean kinetic energy of the liquid to the
turbulent kinetic energy of the gas phase (Sirignano (2010)).
It is also important in the study of turbulent sprays to effectively capture the interaction of a
turbulent flow field with both the large scale liquid structure (during the primary atomization
process) as well as the vortex-droplet interactions that occur during secondary atomization,
evaporation, and combustion.
To better understand the role of turbulent structure droplet fields, several studies were
performed. One of the first by Chein (Chein and Chung (1987)), studied the effects of vortex
pairing on particle dispersion in turbulent shear flows. They investigated this phenomena nu-
merically with a special emphasis on the effect of the vortex-pairing and compared their results
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to droplet and flow trajectories created using shadowgraphy. In their work, they found that
turbulent gas flows in dispersed droplet fields resulted in a distinctly higher capability to en-
train the particles and disperse their mass and momentum. This line of thought was extended
upon by the work of Chung (Chung and Troutt (1988)), who found that the extent of particle
dispersion was strongly a function of the ratio of particle aerodynamic response time to the
characteristic time of the jet flow. They found that when aerodynamic response time was domi-
nant, droplet dispersion was held less than that of the turbulent fluid and when the jet flow was
dominant, particles dispersed at approximately the fluid dispersion rate. However, when they
forces were approximately balanced, an increase to the maximum observed particle dispersion
was found. This suggests that for cases with a balanced distribution between aerodynamic and
particle forces, an optimal dispersion of the particles may be achieved.
Extending upon the physical and experimental evidence found for the effects of turbulent
flows on dispersed droplet fields, Faeth performed an experimental study on the accuracy of
three different model types often used in modeling two-phase flows (Faeth (1987)).
• Locally homogenous flow where the inter-phase transport rates are assumed to be infinity
fast
• Deterministic separated-flow analysis where finite inter-phase transport rates are consid-
ered but dispersed-phase and turbulent interactions are ignored
• Stochastic separated flow where both finite inter-phase transport rates and dispersed-
phase and turbulent interactions are considered using random walk computations for the
dispersed phase.
Faeth concluded that in many dilute dispersed flow, the effects of inter-phase transport
rates and turbulent dispersion were more significant than anticipated and models which as-
sumed infinite transfer rates or disregarded them were found to produce significant errors
between prediction and experiment. This was found in contrast to stochastic separated flow
modes, which yielded results in high agreement with experiment in particle laden gas jets,
non-evaporating and evaporating jets and bubbly jets. Faeth also found the effects of turbulent
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modulation on continuous liquid medium was significant even in cases where relative velocity
were comparable to continuous velocity. These interactions were hypothesized to be at least
a partial cause for irregular liquid structures found in the breakup of dense flow fields (Faeth
(1987)).
To better understand the fundamental effects of a turbulent flow field on the dispersion
of droplets, a study by Mashayek (Mashayek et al. (1997)), used Direct Numerical Simulation
to study the effects of isotropic turbulent on liquid droplet fields. The simulations found in
addition to the relationship between turbulent and aerodynamic response times, their was also
found to have a strong correlation between droplet and turbulent length scales. The authors
found that for medium and large scale droplets, that the droplet responses to the turbulent
flow field could often be found to have largely Gaussian distributions in particle drift velocity,
turbulent intensity and particle diffusivity. However, for small droplets (of the order of the
small turbulent scales of the gas), the turbulent flow field was shown to effect that created
distinctly non-Gaussian distributions of quantities of interest (Mashayek et al. (1997)).
Recent work by Elgobashi (Elgobashi (2006)), has used results from DNS experiments to
better classify interactions between droplet fields and turbulent flow fields. It was observed
that for very dilute sprays, the interaction between the turbulent gas phase and the liquid
phase was found to only have 1-way coupling with kinetic energy being transferred from the
gas to the liquid phase. However, as the droplet concentration was increased, this coupling was
found to have 2-way coupling with kinetic energy being transferred from liquid to gas and gas
to liquid phases. Furthermore, the 2-way rate was also found to be a function of the ratio of the
droplet to gas Reynolds number. This was observed through interactions with different sized
droplets where larger droplets were able to transfer more energy to the gas phase through the
production of vortex shedding and wake production. Finally, for dense particle flows, 4-way
coupling was observed where energy transfer between the gas phase and the droplets as well as
droplet-droplet interaction (Elgobashi (2006)).
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2.1.5 Flashing sprays
Flash evaporation, or flashing, in sprays is the rapid void development and phase change
associated with heating or pressure drop of a flow across an injector. Flash evaporation oc-
curs when a liquid transitions out of thermodynamic equilibrium with it’s environment due
to changes in pressure or temperature. Flashing can occur internal or external to an injector
depending on the flow and environmental conditions and can be desirable or undesirable de-
pending on its application. For certain sprays that utilize cryogenic liquid, such as many rocket
engine flows, the flashing of a subcritical liquid immediately following it’s exit from an injector
may can be desirable since the evaporation of small droplets can lead to efficient mixing and
combustion. However, in some cases flashing can occur in the form of cavitation or hydraulic
flip and cause rapid changes in discharge coefficient. Further, since the sonic velocity of a flow
is based on it’s void fraction, flashing has also been shown in cases to cause rapid choking in
nozzles with very negative consequences (Karami and Ashgriz (2011)).
The physical process governing flashing is controlled by the transfer of energy from the
expansion of vapor bubbles nucleated within the bulk liquid. Under adiabatic conditions, the
latent heat of vaporization for bubble formation comes from sensible heat of the bulk liquid.
As the liquid is dynamic and often in meta-stable state, reductions in surface tension can
facilitate a rapid onset of bubble growth (Karami and Ashgriz (2011); Vu and Aguilar (2009)).
When designed and controlled properly, flash-boiling injection offers a way of improving mixing
and atomization in many sprays (Oza (1984)). Because of it’s potential advantageous effects,
flashing sprays are still an active area of research for use in jet sprays (Peter et al. (1994);
Cleary et al. (2007); Witlox et al. (2007); Calay and Holdo (2008)). Because flashing is a
highly dynamic event requiring operation near superheated or subcooled fluid, high quality
experimental studies into flashing sprays have been limited. Further, mathematically modeling
of these flows is very limited and arbitrary assumptions are involved in most models (Zeng and
Lee (2001)).Despite this several quantitative and qualitative trends for flashing sprays have
been determined.
One of the most consistent results found in flash boiling sprays is the strong correlation
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between the intensity of flash induced atomization and the degrees of super heat in the liquid.
The work by Peter et al. (Peter et al. (1994)) classified four distinct regimes of flash induced
atomization for superheated water flows: nonshattering, partially shattering, stage-wise shat-
tering and flare shattering. In the nonshattering regime, the liquid jet retains it’s column
structure for an extended distance from the exit plane of the injector though ligaments and
breakup structure were are produced which were not found for non flashing flow conditions. As
the degrees of superheat were increased, the atomization of the jet continues to increase with
a droplet field being created instead of ligament structure. Atomization of the jet continues to
increase as degrees of superheat increase until the periphery of the jet is fully atomized leaving
only dense drops in the core of the flow, an effect the authors attributed to the effects of wall
friction in the production of bubbles. After the jet is already nearly fully atomized in the stage-
wise shattering regime, further increases in superheat were actually found to reduce the quality
of the atomization as the liquid breakup was found to produce an erratic and non-uniform
droplet field near the nozzle exit plane (Peter et al. (1994)).
One of the notes from the work from Peter et al. was regarding the strong sensitivity of
water purity on flashing. It was observed that for impure water, flashing was harder to control
with impurities being a more consistent source of bubble nucleation than surface roughness in
causing turbulent effects. Because these surface impurities could provide an irregularity that
leads to bubble growth at any point within the flow (provided the liquid was in a meta-stable
configuration), further investigation into the regimes of flashing were performed by several
different authors. Studies by Reitz et all using photographic analysis, determined how droplet
size correlated to degrees of superheat. In his study he found that, in contradiction to Peter
et al., droplet sizes could be reduced in the inner core as well as the surrounding droplets.
His paper hypothesized that bubble nucleation can lead to void development in the internal
passages of the flow. This void development in-turn can lead to liquid flow accelerations and
transitions to higher levels of turbulence in the core of the flow (Reitz (1990)).
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2.2 Diagnostics background
2.2.1 Turbulent Measurements
The measurement of experimental and turbulent flows are exceptionally difficult. Because
of the chaotic and random nature of turbulence, to understand the flow, we must be capable
of measuring the statistics of the flow. To the experimentalist, one of the first questions asked
about turbulence would be, what do we want or need to measure? The most common (but
certainly not a complete list) answers to this question would be(Bradshaw (2013)):
• the spatial distribution of velocities and the Reynolds stresses
• the rates at which the turbulent kinetic energy are produced, destroyed or transported
within the flow
• the contribution of different sizes of eddy to the Reynolds stresses
• the contribution of different sizes of eddy to total turbulent kinetic energy and the rate
of dissipation of energy from one range of eddy sizes to another
• what is the distribution of mass within this flow
Depending on the quantities of interest, several techniques have been developed to probe
flows, each with advantages and disadvantages. Some of the most common techniques which
will be discussed include: laser based techniques including particle image velocimetry (PIV) and
laser Doppler anemometry (LDA), hot wire anemometry, and emerging techniques including
X-ray fluorescence. While certainly not an exhaustive list, the following summary of modern
techniques is designed to provide an overview of many of the areas currently used in the modern
study of turbulence and under further advancement.
2.2.2 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
One of the most common ways to probe a turbulent flow is through the use of laser diag-
nostics. The major advantages to laser diagnostics in contrast to other diagnostics techniques
are their non-invasive nature, i.e. they do not interact or disturb the flow they are studying.
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Particle image velocimetry or PIV is a laser based technique used for the accurate, quantitative
measurement of fluid velocity vectors at a very large number of points simultaneously(Adrian
(2005)). The concept of PIV is based around the idea that by imaging a small tracer particles
in a flow, which moves at the flow velocity, over a very small time interval, the velocity of the
flow at that location can be measured. By using many tracer particles and illuminating the
flow with a laser sheet, a wide field of velocity vectors can be recorded.
The original development in the field of PIV can be traced back to 3 separate papers
published in 1977 that used the same principle of illuminating laser speckle using lasers in a
fluid flow to track fluid velocity (Grousson and Mallick (1977); Barker and Fourney (1977);
Dudderar and Simpkins (1977)). In these cases, the principle elements of their experiments
were the use of double-exposure photographs and planar laser light sheet illumination.
Because of the high average velocity as well as chaotic velocity fluctuations associated with
turbulent flows, modern PIV systems use double-pulsed solid-state laser, often projected into
a sheet in the flow. This technique was advanced significantly by Kompenhans and Reichmuth
who in 1986 introduced the Nd:YAG laser for PIV study, Kompenhans and Reichman (1986);
a standard for the technique still utilized today(Adrian (2005)).
While early PIV experiments utilized photographic sensors for particle tracking, the pro-
gression to digital cameras significantly advanced the accuracy of the instrumentation as well
as flow velocities (Reynolds number) that was possible to probe. In ether case and as is done
today, the entire image is divided into a grid and the particles are interrogated to obtain the
mean displace of the particle within the time between exposures.
One of the most important early advancements was done by Keane and Adrian who ad-
vanced the theory of cross-correlation in PIV (Keane and Adrian (1992)), were by velocity
correlation was performed on separately recorded exposures. Their work also addressed the
problem of image density which is the average number of scatters in an interrogation cell. The
low image density limit corresponds to particle tracking and the high density limit corresponds
to multiple particle correlation PIV. Keane and Adrian also developed a non-dimensional pa-
rameter, N1F1F0, which is essentially the mean number of particle image pairs per interrogation
volume, taking into account the size of the volume due to windowing (Adrian (2005)). Next,
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a relationship could be plotting showing the valid detection probability vs N1F1F0 (the mean
effective number of particle image pairs in the interrogation spot). With this plot, a valid detec-
tion probability can be set, and the parameter N1F1F0 can be controlled experimentally(Keane
and Adrian (1992)).
Modern PIV systems still generally use small tracers particles added to the flow. A planar
light sheet is pulsed twice with a time delay between pulses depending on the mean flow velocity
and the magnification of imaging. The light scatted by the tracer particles is recorded via com-
plementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) sensors with resolutions exceeding 1000x1000
per sensor element at kHz rates. This facilitates the acquisition of several thousand velocity
vectors per second (Raffel et al. (2013)).
One of the biggest recent advancements in PIV has been the progression of stereo (Gaydon
et al. (1997); Prasad and Adrian (1993)) and even three-component PIV measurement systems.
Since a classical PIV system only can project the velocity vector into the plane of the light sheet,
out-of-plane velocity measurements are not able to be captured. For turbulent or highly swirling
flows, this lack of information can be significant. To achieve stereoscopic PIV (allowing for
measurement of three-dimensional velocity vectors) most setups employ two cameras, though
systems using a mirror to record multiple planes on a common camera are also possible (Prasad
(2000)).
Beyond three-component PIV, recent advances in holography particle image velocimetry
(HPIV) appear to show many advantages over even state of the art stereoscopic PIV systems.
In holography, a recording device is used to store the amplitude and phase of a light wave. This
is done by recording the interference pattern that occurs when a second wave, often called a
reference wave, is superimposed. The original wave field can then be recreated by illuminating it
with a replica of the reference wave (Hinsch (2002)). By capturing the hologram of a fluid flow,
HPIV allows for measurement of three-component, three dimensional velocity measurements
of micron sized particles at kHz rates. This technique has recently been demonstrated in
microfluidics flows, (Cierpka and Ka¨hler (2012)), supersonic jet flows (Buchmann et al. (2013)),
turbulent pipe flows (Takuma et al. (2013)), even multiphase gas-solid pipe flows (Wu et al.
(2015)).
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2.2.3 Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA)
The laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) is a non-invasive measurement technique which allows
for local time-resolved measurements of fluid velocity. The laser-Doppler method is based on the
measurement of the Doppler shift of laser light scattered from small particles carried along with
the fluid medium (Buchhave et al. (1979)). Like PIV, LDA is a well established technique and
it can trace it’s initial development to work by Yeh and Cummins in 1964 (Yeh and Cummins
(1964)). Also like PIV, LDA works by measuring the velocity of droplets or tracer particles
which move at the local flow velocity of the medium of interest. However, PIV and LDA work
on significantly different principles and provide different statistics.
The concept of LDA works by splitting a stable coherent laser source into two separate
beams and then using transmitting optics, redirect the beams to intersect at a probe volume of
interest within the flow. By intersecting the coherent beams within a probe volume, an inter-
ference pattern is generated with spacing between the fringes at a known distance proportional
to the frequency of light beam (Zhang (2010)). The orientation of the fringe pattern will have
a directional bias related to the polarization of the incident beams which allow the measured
velocity vector to be know. Particles which pass through the probe volume scatter incident
light at a frequency which is Doppler shifted proportionally to the magnitude of their velocity.
By focusing a detector at the probe volume and measuring the frequency of the scattered light,
the velocity can be measured. Since the Doppler shift is a function of the magnitude of the
velocity, to remove ambiguity in the direction, the technique of using Bragg cells to slightly
shift the frequency in one or both of the two laser beams in each laser pair has become standard
(Albrecht (2003)). By shifting the light frequency, the interference fringes move in a prede-
fined direction at a known rate allowing for a directional bias to be known. Commonly found
laboratory Bragg cells can provide shifting of light frequencies at up to 40 MHz.
One of the major advantages of an LDA system is th ease by which multiple dimensions
can be studied. Because the interference pattern is frequency dependent, overlapping two
wavelengths of light with opposite polarization in the same probe volume can readily allow
for orthogonal velocity statistics to be measured simultaneously. It is even possible for three
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dimensional velocity statistics to be measured using three separate wavelengths of light (Schnei-
der et al. (1997)). This is most readily done by using an argon-ion laser which can provide
three selectable wavelengths at 514.5, 488, and 476.5 nm (Zhang (2010)).
Some of the modern advancements of LDA systems have come in the applied utilization of
LDA towards other modern areas of research. An example of this can be found from Zochbauer
et. al who used LDA to validate modern turbulent models by comparing observed turbulent
intensities and velocities to those calculated by three different turbulent models in a selective
catalytic reduction automotive exhaust system. In the test, they were able to use soot particles
from the exhaust flow and make in-situ measurements of the flow velocities and found good
agreement with simulations (Zochbauer et al. (2013)). Other experiments, such as those done
by Ritschl et al used LDA to measure flow velocity and turbulent intensities in true to scale
silicone biological models of human vascular systems. In the experiment, flows were studied
near a bifurcation in a model of a circulatory system. An investigation into transients caused
by heart beats led to hypothesis of turbulent flow separation, though experimentally none was
found. Instead fully oscillatory flow through the system was observed, though high degrees to
laminar flow was always maintained (Mu¨cke et al. (2013)). Similar biological studies into the in
vitro hydrodynamic characterization of prosthetic heart valves (Bazan et al. (2013)) have also
been performed demonstrating the progression of LDA from lab experiment to truly in-vitro
experimentation on biological devices.
2.2.4 Hot Wire Anemometry
One of the most common methods for measuring gas velocity is through the use of thermal
or hot wire anemometers (Bruun (1996)). Thermal anemometers measure fluid velocity by
sensing the changes in heat transfer from small, electrically heated sensors embedded in the
flow. In many cases, such as wind tunnels, fluid properties such as temperature, composition
and stagnation pressure are constant, so the only variable affecting heat transfer is velocity
(Goldstein (1996)). In this sense, the hot wire provides a direct measure of velocity without
a high degree of post processing. And, by using a very thin diameter wire such that radial
variation in heat transfer is minimized, time sensitive measurements up to MHz rates are
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possible which is an advantage over even modern laser systems.
While the use of hot wire anemometers has become commonplace, there are two significant
draw backs: the flow must be homogeneous and the measurement is invasive. For hot wires,
measurements are extremely repeatable, though any contact with contaminants in the flow
(even moisture in a gas flow) can cause significant anomalies in the data. Additionally, when
using a hot wire, it is also important to verify that that the diameter of the hot wire is smaller
than the smallest scales of interest. For many wind tunnel studies, wires are commonly found to
be smaller than the Kolmogorov scales, however, the length of the wire often can exceed these
scales(Ashok et al. (2012)). To compensate for these effects, a significant amount of recent
work has been directed at different approaches to spatial filtering (Tropea et al. (2007)).
While thermal anemometers for velocity measurements date back to the late 1800’s, they
are still a modern area of research. One particular advancement in thermal anemometry probe’s
comes from the development of nanoscale thermal anemometry probes. Recent work by Bailey
et all have demonstrated the use of nanoscale thermal anemometry probe (NSTAP) for the first
time. NSTAP has been developed to measure velocity fluctuations at ultra-small scales. Using
a platinum wire measuring, 100 nm x 2 µm x 60 µm suspended between two current carrying
contacts, should allow for well resolved measurements of Reynolds numbers up to 3.6 x 106
(Bailey et al. (2010)). The advancement of NSTAP’s have led to extremely high resolution
velocity measurements in the boundary layers of high Reynolds number flows (Vallikivi and
Smits (2013); Smits and Hultmark (2014)).
2.2.5 Recent alternative and laser based techniques
Up until the late 1990’s, conventional wisdom held that optically dense regions of highly
atomizing sprays were impossible to study using non-intrusive means (Linne (2013)). Limited
work was available on the study of rocket and diesel sprays where fast, and often multiphase,
flow velocities are commonplace. To address this problem, several different techniques have
been developed to address the measurement of optically dense flow fields which can be grouped
into two distinct groups: optical and laser based techniques, and X-ray based techniques.
Several recent optical and laser techniques have been developed recently to help inform
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the dense regions of spray which are susceptible to strong turbulent breakup. One of the first
techniques developed to inform this problem was ballistic imaging. Ballistic imaging (sometimes
also referred to as time-gate ballistic imaging), works by taking advantage of the fact that for
a series of photons that traverse through a dense spray field, many of the photons will scatter
or reflect off of liquid structure or droplet, which will slightly increase their path length, and
consequently their transit time across the spray. By filtering the shutter of the sensor to collect
only those photons which travel ’ballistically’ through the spray, a shadowgram of the liquid
structure is created (Linne (2013)).
In operation, this technique is most often performed using 50-150 fs, 4-10 mJ pulses of
a Ti:Sapphire laser system. The time gating is often performed using an optical Kerr effect
filter. Ballistic imaging has been shown to be applicable to several highly atomizing flow
including rocket (Galland et al. (1995); Schmidt et al. (2009)) and diesel sprays (Idlahcen et al.
(2012); Duran et al. (2012)), as well as laminar water jets in cross-flows (Linne et al. (2005))
and effervescent sprays (Linne et al. (2010)). Additionally, double image ballistic imaging has
been used with image correlation techniques to produced rough estimates of velocity (Sedarsky
et al. (2009)) in scramjet injectors. While ballistic imaging has shown to be able to produce a
significant amount of qualitative information on turbulent spray breakup, and some quantitative
information on velocity, the technique has been shown to be quite experimentally difficult to
perform.
Other recent laser and optical techniques which have recently been developed for the study
of optically dense sprays include structured laser illumination planar imaging (SLIPI) and
optical connectivity. SLIPI is recently developed technique that looks to improve on previous
planar imaging techniques which can be strongly hindered by scattering (Berrocal et al. (2008);
Kristensson et al. (2008)). In much the same way that ballistic imaging filters scattered photons
through time gating, SLIPI filters scattered photons by imprinting a structured signature (using
a sinusoidal irradiance structure) on the illuminating laser and filters ’corrupt’ light in image
processing (Linne (2013)). The advantage to SLIPI is that it allows for accurate measurement
of droplets and liquid structure without the interference or uncertainly that could be produced
from Mie scattering from the center regions of the spray or as the photons traverse the spray
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which has allowed for quantitative 3D imaging (Kristensson et al. (2012)).
Optical connectivity is another technique which has recently developed with the goal of
providing quantitative information on spray breakup length in optically dense turbulent sprays
(Linne (2013); Charalampous et al. (2009)). In optical connectivity, a fluorescent dye is added to
the flowing liquid medium. A fiberoptic light source is then introduced upstream in the injector
usually near the injector exit. One the liquid is emitted from the injector and undergoing
turbulent atomization, the liquid, which has a higher index of refraction than air acts as a
waveguide for the laser light via internal reflection. Once breakup of the core has occurred, the
waveguiding stops and a recorded image of the fluorescence is emitted only by the continuous
liquid.
Recent works demonstrated the techniques viability on a realistic, multi-hole diesel injector
with promising results (Heilig et al. (2012)). While this technique can provide quantitative
information of the breakup length, it has been found that for liquid flows in the presence of
highly turbulent co-flows, that the core can become quickly discontinuous prior to the onset of
full breakup. These breakup regimes would then suffer from errors associated with an assumed
total breakup length that was only due to partial breakup. Despite these limitations, optical
connectivity is a relatively inexpensive technique that has demonstrated the ability to measure
breakup length in optically dense flows and developments are ongoing (Charalampous et al.
(2009, 2010)).
2.3 X-ray diagnostics
As previously discussed, numerous techniques have been developed aimed at the study of
turbulent and optically dense flow fields. However, to date, these techniques have been subject
to significant limitations previously detailed.
In parallel to these efforts, a line of investigation based on the utilization of x-rays for
the study of sprays has been underway. Unlike visible light frequencies, x-rays predominantly
interact with matter via photoelectric absorption and fluorescence and have limiting scattering,
particularly from phase boundaries (Als-Nielsen and McMorrow (2011)).
Expanding on these characteristics, a suite of diagnostic techniques has been recently de-
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veloped looking at utilizing them for the study of optically dense and multiphase flows. Details
of these techniques are given in the following sections
2.3.1 X-ray Radiography
As mentioned, x-rays interact predominately with matter via photoelectric absorption. For
a homogeneously absorbing sample, where scattering can be ignored, the transmission of x-rays
through the sample can be expressed as:
dI(y, z)
dz
= −(λ)I(λ, t)
Where I is the x-ray intensity, z is the direction of X-ray propagation, and  is the wavelength
dependent linear absorption coefficient. To relate the x-ray intensity on either side of a sample
of length l, the equation can be integration producing:
I(λ, z)
I0(λ, z)
= e−
∫
µ(z)dz
Here µ is the attenuation coefficient defined as a product of the attenuation cross-section and
number density, z is the coordinate along the beam path, and y and z are the transverse
coordinates. This equation is often referred to as the Beer—Lambert law.
In short, the Beer–Lambert law states that if the absorption coefficient and the X-ray in-
tensity both before and after the sample are known, the path length through the sample as a
function of time be computed (Kastengren and Powell (2007)).It should be noted however, that
the attenuation coefficient of most materials and fluids is a strong function of wavelength, and
use of polychromatic x-ray sources results in difficult conversion to quantitative path length,
often requiring modeling. However, for monochromatic beams, the wavelength dependence be-
comes irrelevant, and quantitative results are straight forward (Kastengren and Powell (2007)).
Rearranging the previous result, we can produce the useful equation:
l(t) =
1
(λ)ρ
ln(
I0(λ, z = 0)
I(λ, z = l)
)
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Where ρ is the line of sight averaged density. For a highly focused monochromatic beam
of x-rays, the line of sight technique can accurately measured probe volumes on the order of
several microns and time rates of MHz can be recorded (Powell et al. (2000)). Line of sight x-ray
radiography has proven it’s ability to provide quantitative information for mass distribution in
several recent studies of optically dense sprays including aerated liquid jets (Lin et al. (2014)),
as well as impinging element (Halls et al. (2014)) and swirl coaxial rocket injectors Radke et al.
(2015).
Utilizing high flux synchrotron sources, it has shown significant promise for capturing highly
transient diesel spray structure at engine like pressures (Kastengren and Powell (2007); Kasten-
gren et al. (2009)). Using this technique, highly quantitative measurements of flow velocities
have been captured with great success (Kastengren et al. (2007)). Recently, the time and spatial
accuracy of X-ray radiography has been applied to highly transient and turbulent cavitation
events in diesel injectors (Duke et al. (2013, 2014)).
2.3.2 X-ray Fluorescence
While x-ray radiography does have a significant advantage in time and spatial resolution
compared to many laser techniques, it does suffer from its lack of ability to differentiate species
or phases within an optically dense spray. However, this obstacle has been the subject of
recent work by researchers who have used a combination of x-ray radiography and fluorescence
to simultaneously measure mixing and phase differences in an optically dense spray.
In x-ray fluorescence, illumination by x-rays with sufficient energy causes photoionization
of an electron in the shell, leading to the emission of x-rays at specific energies associated with
an electron filling the vacancy from a nearby shell. X-ray fluorescence can be used to identify
specific elements because the fluorescence photon energy is dependent on the atomic number of
each element. As such, x-ray fluorescence is sensitive to the density of the targeted element but
is insensitive to chemical bonding, pressure, temperature, or physical phase. As the emission
is in the x-ray regime, it is not attenuated significantly by scattering from phase interfaces and
may be a potentially valuable tool for studying the liquid and/or gas-phase distributions in
atomizing sprays.
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By simultaneously measuring the total mass distribution from the radiography measure-
ment, and then isolating a single phase through fluorescence, these works have demonstrated
the ability to make quantitative measurements of liquid and gas distributions in highly tur-
bulent, optically dense, mixing flows (Meyer et al. (2014); Halls et al. (2015); Radke et al.
(2015)).
2.3.3 X-ray Imaging
An additional synchrotron x-ray technique, known as phase-contrast imaging has also been
previously implored for the study of diesel sprays and has been shown capable of producing
sequential kHz rate images (Wang et al. (2006, 2008)). However, limitations in field of view
and the lack of sensitivity to regions of fluid structure not near phase boundaries has limited
the applicability of the technique.
Previous works have attempted to overcome these shortfalls by performing two-dimensional
radiography from both flash and tube sources. Time-average x-ray radiography and computed
tomography scans have previously been demonstrated in multiphase and propulsion sprays
(Heindel et al. (2008); Heindel (2011); Halls et al. (2014); Radke et al. (2014)) and time-
resolved radiographic imaging has been shown to feasible for speeds up to approximately 1-kHz
(Kuo et al. (1990); Lim et al. (2013)). While continuous wave x-ray sources have been shown
to be able to produce high-speed imaging with somewhat limited temporal resolution, flash
sources offer excellent temporal resolution, allowing for exposure times as low as 50 ns, though
only for a limited number (<5) of sequential images.
Recent upgrades at the Sector 7 bending-magnet beamline at the Advanced Photon source
have allowed for a high intensity continuous wave source of broadband x-rays with compara-
tively large field of view relative to previous phase contrast studies. Recent demonstrations
of this technique have shown it capable of producing sequential time-resolved radiograph im-
ages of multiphase spray breakup at speeds of up to 120 kHz. Discussions regarding this new
technique are discussed within this thesis in following sections.
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2.4 Turbulence Background
2.4.1 Turbulence Introduction
Turbulent flows are readily encountered in many aspects of our daily life from chimney
smoke to waterfalls. Turbulent flows are most often characterized as containing highly chaotic
and irregular motion in both position and time. While the structure of turbulent flows often
appears random, comprised of both large and small eddies moving in many directions, it is
critical to note that turbulence is deterministic. The fundamental laws of fluid mechanics, in
particular, the Navier-Stokes equations, exactly govern turbulent flows (Pope (2000)). How-
ever, in practice, the complexity of even simple turbulent flows often exceeds our ability to
numerically of computationally calculate the exact flow field. This is in large part due to the
drastic effects of small perturbations on initial conditions.
With a brief introduction of ’what’ turbulence is, one might wonder ’why’ turbulence? An
answer to this question might be obtained by comparison to other realms of engineering such
as heat transfer and thermodynamics. In both of these arena’s of science, we find that heat
and energy are transferred from high concentration to low and at a rate often proportional to
the gradient of the difference (Pope (2000)). In fluid mechanics, turbulence can be viewed as
an analogous mechanism by the quantitative properties of a fluid such as species concentration
or kinetic energy are transferred from regions of high concentration to low. This phenomenon
is often exploited in engineering applications and so it is a large and active area of research.
To understand this phenomenon, a further examination of the physical properties of turbu-
lent flow are needed. In practice, a precise definition of turbulence may be illusive, though as
explained by Tennekes and Lumley, several traits can often be associated with turbulent flows
(Tennekes and Lumley (1972)):
• Irregularity: All turbulent flows have irregular and seemingly random fluctuations of
field variables. Because of these irregular fluctuations, turbulence is often modeled us-
ing statistics which capture mean flow patterns and include and capture the fluctuating
components.
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• Large Reynolds Number: Turbulent flows always occur at large Reynolds numbers. Since
the Reynolds number is a measure of the ratio of inertial to viscous forces, high Reynolds
number implies large inertia and a lack of stability. These instabilities are related to the
interaction of viscous terms and nonlinear inertial terms in the equations of motion (Kuo
and Acharya (2012)).
• Continuum: While turbulence has many irregular and fluctuating components, all motion
on every scale from the large eddies to viscous dissipation is exactly and directly described
by physical laws. The motion of the turbulent flow is occurring continuously across the
entire range of these scales.
• Turbulent transport: In turbulent flows, the concentrated fluid properties such as mo-
mentum, heat and species concentration have an increased rate of diffusion, which occurs
at scales larger than normal molecular diffusion would facilitate.
• Dissipation: Turbulent flows dissipate energy as rotational eddies convert kinetic energy
to deformation work via viscous shear stresses.
• Three-dimensional vorticity fluctuations: Turbulence contains irregular and fluctuating
motion in different directions. While not all fluctuations are directionally homogenous,
even non-homogenous turbulent flows contain fluid motion in all directions.
• Turbulent flows are flows: Turbulence is not a property of fluids but of fluid flows. The
dynamics of turbulent motion is the same for gases and Newtonian liquids provided the
Reynolds number of the turbulence is large enough and the large scale mean forces are
sufficiently greater than molecular and micro forces.
2.4.2 Turbulent scales and Kolmogorov’s Hypothesis
Turbulence is a property of fluids that occurs over a wide range of spatio-temporal scales.
The dynamics of turbulence involves motion and velocity over a range of scales; these dynamic
motions occur simultaneously within the same system and are can often found to be a com-
position of superimposed motion (Kuo and Acharya (2012)). While the range of scales found
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in turbulent flows often spans several orders of magnitude, the dynamics are connected. The
energy driving the turbulent flow comes from bulk inertia and velocity. When the flow becomes
unstable, fluctuations produce motion on smaller and smaller scales until the energy of the mo-
tion is dissipated by viscous forces. This connection between the bulk inertia and the small
viscous scales is often referred to as the energy cascade and were first identified by Richardson
(Richardson (2007)). The energy cascade is important in that it describes a universal process
connecting the transfer of kinetic energy from the arbitrarily large scales of a system to the
fundamentally smallest scales of viscous dissipation. The rate of the dissipation at the end of
the processes is therefore determined by the incoming rate of kinetic energy at the beginning
of the process.
To begin a mathematical description of turbulence, it is helpful to define and calibrate a
range of scales over which can be used to catagoize the dominate physics within a regime. One
of the first steps is often to define an integral length scale. The integral length scale, l0, is
defined as the size of the largest eddies (on the order of size of the system). The eddies at this
scale also have a characteristic velocity, u0 and timescale, τ0=l0/ u0. We can also calculate
a characteristic turbulent kinetic energy contained in these eddys and their Reynolds number,
given are by:
k =
1
2
(u¯2 + v¯2 + w¯2)
Re0 =
uolo
ν
Where u¯, v¯, and w¯ are the average velocity components in each direction and ν is viscosity.
It is also helpful to express the integral length scale and turbulent Reynolds number in terms of
the integral length scale, turbulent kinetic energy, eddy dissipation rate and viscous dissipation
rate, given as.
l0 ∝ k
3/2

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ReL =
k1/2l0
ν
=
k2
ν
The physical mechanism that links these large system scale eddies to the viscous scales were
first proposed by Richarson (Richardson (2007)) but mathematically described by Kolmogorov
in 1941 (Kolmogorov (1941)) and are usually merged in a composite set of rules colloquially
known as K41 theory. Kolmogorov’s theory is usually written as 3 hypotheses (Pope (2000);
Kuo and Acharya (2012)):
• Kolmogorovs hypothesis of local isotropy. ”At a sufficiently high Reynolds number, the
small-scale turbulent motions are statistically isotropic.” This means that the state of the
small scales is determined by the incoming rate of energy transfer from the large scale
and from the rate that the energy is being dissipated by kinematic viscosity. It should be
noted that the term local isotropy means isotropy at small scales while larger fluid scales
may still be anisotropic.
• Kolmogorovs first similarity hypothesis. ”In every turbulent flow at sufficiently high
Reynolds number, the statistics of the small-scale motions have a universal form that is
uniquely determined by ν and .” The second hypothesis states that the statistics of small
scale turbulent motion are universal for all high Reynolds number turbulent flows and
u¯2 = v¯2 = w¯2 when l << l0. It also says that there is a universal length scales, velocity
scales, and time scales of turbulence all of which can be known from the eddy dissipation
rate, , and the kinematic viscosity ν.
• Kolmogorovs second similarity hypothesis. ”In every turbulent flow at sufficiently high
Reynolds numbers, the statistics of the motions of scales between the (Kolmogorov)
fundamental scale and the inertial scales have a universal form that is uniquely determined
by  and it is independent of ν.” The third hypothesis states that eddy dissipation rate
is the governing factor for the region between the large eddy producing region and the
dissipation range. This region is known as the inertial subrange and viscous effects are
negligible in this region. This region is often identified with a characteristic length scale
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lEI (with lEI ≈ 6l0 ) as a demarcation point between the anisotropic large eddies and the
isotropic small eddies.
The Kolmogorov hypotheses are some of the most important rules in the study of turbu-
lence (Pope (2000)). They describe the key physical parameters involved at different scales
of turbulent flows. Restated succinctly, they state that at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers
turbulent motion can be described in a statistically universal form, the small-scale turbulent
motions have no directional bias, and the key parameters describing the flow are the viscous
dissipation and the eddy dissipation rate.
Given the two parameters governing turbulent flows,  and ν, it is important for modeling
to understand the wide range of scales within turbulent flows. While similar and sometimes
repetitive, these ranges of scales will be important for distinguishing the governing physics at
each scale, as well as measuring and modeling the physics at each scale. Starting from the
governing parameters of turbulence, it is possible to state the fundamental length, velocity and
time scales of turbulence as functions of these physical parameters known as the Kolmogorov
scales(Pope (2000); Tennekes and Lumley (1972)). These scales are formulated as:
η = (
ν3

)1/4
uη = (ν)
1/4
τη = (
ν

)1/2
Reη =
ηuη
ν
= 1
By recasting the physical terms this way, we are able to see that Kolmogorov scales char-
acterize the small eddies and that the Reynolds number based on Kolmogorov scales is unity.
The fact that the Kolmogorov Reynolds number is unity gives physical insight to the fact that
the cascade proceeds to smaller and smaller scales until they are dissipated effectively. We can
also compare and relate the length, velocity and timescales of the integral (large) scale, with
that of the kolmogorov (small) scale for a turbulent flow. These are given as:
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η
l0
∼ Re−3/4L
uη
u0
∼ Re−1/4L
τη
τ0
∼ Re−1/2L
As can be seen, as the Reynolds number increases, the difference between the integral
(largest) and fundamental (Kolmogorov) scales also increases. From Kolmogorov’s second sim-
ilarity hypothesis, we also see that within the universal equilibrium range, there is a bifurcation
between regions where the flow is governed by the eddy dissipation rate and viscosity, and where
the flow is only a function of eddy dissipation rate. The characteristic length scale, lDI (with
lDI ≈ 60η ), splits the universal equilibrium range into two subranges; the inertial subrange
where motions are determined by inertial effects and viscous effects are negligible and the dis-
sipation range where motions experience viscous effects. One final scale is often used is known
as the Taylor microscale. This length scale does not have a clear physical interpretation, but
is a useful quantity helpful in characterizing the range between the large scale eddies and the
small scale eddies and it’s characteristic length is given as λ ≈
√
10νk
 . It can be defined by
it’s relationship to the integral length scale, as well as by using the root mean square (rms)
turbulence intensity, u′ ≡ (23k)1/2. With this new scale, a Reynolds number based on this
length scale can be defined, and related it to the integral Reynolds number.
Reλ =
u′λ
ν
Reλ =
√
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ReL
2.4.3 The energy spectrum
Since it is known that the energy is being transferred from regions of bulk fluid flow contain-
ing inertia to dissipation scales, it is insightful to calculate the turbulent kinetic energy. This is
often done by modeling the energy spectrum E(κ), over the different length scales. The length
scales are often expressed in terms of wavenumber, κ, where κ = 2pil . Using these definitions,
we can calculate the turbulent kinetic energy as:
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k =
∞∫
0
E(κ) dκ
Recall from the Kolmogorov hypothesis of local isotropy that in the inertial subrange,
lEI < l < lDI or alternately κEI < κ < κDI , the flow is uniquely governed by the eddy transfer
rate, . Consequently, an equation for E(κ) = f(κ, ), is desired which can allow calculation of
the energy-spectrum tensor. This can be found by integrating over the inertial subrange from
κEI to κDI given as:
k(κDI , κEI) =
κEI∫
κDI
E(κ) dκ
Identifying that E(κ) is only a function of κ and , Kolmogorov expanded upon his second
similarity hypothesis by using dimensional analysis to show that the energy spectrum function
can be given by,
E(κ) ∝ 2/3κ−5/3
E(κ) = C2/3κ−5/3
where C is a universal Kolmogorov constant, which experimentally was found to be equal to
1.5. The above equation is the well know Kolmogorov -5/3 law of turbulence. Now, for known
values of ν,  and k, it is possible to calculate the full turbulent energy spectrum. This is
simplified by normalizing the spectrum based on the Kolmogorov or the integral length scales
which are often used when describing turbulent flows. These results for turbulent spectra
have been experimentally validated numerous times over wide ranges of normalized Reynolds
numbers and in many different turbulent flows. While the exact shape of the normalized spectra
may deviate from model spectra in certain flow conditions, the theory presented represents the
foundation of turbulent theory and development(Pope (2000)).
2.4.4 Taylor’s hypothesis
In order to experimentally study turbulent flows, it is important to be able to extract data
that can be used to inform theoretical knowledge. Since turbulence is a chaotic, time-dynamic,
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multi-dimensional phenomena, the measurement of turbulent flows is often very difficult. In
addition, it is difficult to characterize the wider turbulent flow from a single or a few mea-
surements. As is known from introductory fluid mechanics, it is important to cast theoretical
models and experimental data using appropriate Eulerian or Lagrangian frameworks. To trans-
late between studying the Lagrangian statistics of a flow (as could be measured by watching a
dye or tracer) and the Eulerian statistics (that would be recorded when holding a stationary
probe in a flow) was a major point of contention until seminal work by G. I. Taylor, Taylor
(1922). Taylor developed an equation given as:
d
dt
〈|X(t)−X(0)|2〉 = 2
∫ t
0
〈u(0)u(t)〉dt
This formula links the Lagrangian and Eulerian statistics of turbulence. In this formula,
the left side is the Lagrangian trajectory, x = X(t,X(0)), whose initial position is X(t =
0, X(0)) = X(0). The right side denotes a statistical average of the Eulerian velocity u(t) with
an assumed zero mean 〈u(t)〉 = 0. It is important to note that this formula is independent
of the dynamics of the fluid and does not refer to the Navier-Stokes equations, it is instead
derived from the laws of statistical mechanics and allows for a more general application (Holm
(2005)).
While the general conversation between Eulerian and Lagrangian measurements was accom-
plished, Taylor continued his work making a more specific hypothesis for the measurements of
statistical quantities in the study of turbulent fluid mechanics. This line of work is most known
for his ’Frozen-in’ turbulence hypothesis (Taylor (1938)). Taylors frozen hypothesis works by
reasoning that for a flow at large Reynolds number, the advection contributed by turbulent
circulation is low compared to the advection by large scale fluid motion. Therefore, when the
mean flow velocity, U is significantly larger than the fluctuating velocity, or, u¯2 << U2, then
the advection of a field of turbulence past a fixed point can be taken as being mainly due to
the large energy containing scales. This allows the time series of a measured value at a single
point to be interpreted as spatial variations being swept along in the Eulerian mean flow (Holm
(2005)). Restated, Taylor’s frozen turbulence hypothesis allows for approximations of spatial
correlations by using temporal correlations from point measurements, since high-wavenumber
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isotropic frozen regions are carried at essentially spatially uniform velocities within the energy
containing eddys (Pope (2000); Lumley (1965)).
2.5 Modern Numerical Techniques for Multiphase Flows
2.5.1 Introduction to Atomization Models
Within the last century, the use of computational techniques for fluid flows have moved from
concept, to applications for very simple flows, to cutting edge time-resolved Direct Numerical
Simulations of the exact Navier-Stokes equations of non-simple flows. Modern CFD techniques
for sprays and other multiphase flow applications have proven capable of solving entire flow
fields with highly accurate simulations, instead of solving statistical quantities such as droplet
distributions. Additionally, while the primary goal of many computational techniques is to be
able to accurately simulate flow velocities, pressure fields or droplet statistics, these simulations
must also be done in a cost and time effective manner. The complexity associated with the
modeling of of turbulent flows and turbulent sprays come from the layers of complex physics
involved. For a multiphase turbulent spray for example, a numerical model must be able to
capture dynamically deforming interfaces which have large density and velocity gradients. To
further complicate the problem, the interfaces are not known ahead of time but must be solved
as part of the solution(Ashgriz (2011b)).
The balance the associated trade between computational time and accuracy, considerations
into the goals of the study and the relevant physics must be considered. A recent review of
modeling for multiphase sprays by Kolakaluri et al.,Kolakaluri et al. (2014), outlined the current
state of the art of computing and it’s current limitation for application. A further discussion
of the models is given in the next section.
• Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes Models (RANS) → Device-scale simulations of sprays
including droplet fields
• Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with stochastic particles→ Droplet-laden flows with com-
plex geometry
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• Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with physical particles→ Canonical droplet flows
• Point-particle Direct Numerical Simulation (PP-DNS) → Droplet arrays or clouds
• Fully-resolved Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) → Single Droplet Studies
In this case, the principal difference between point-particle DNS and fully resolved DNS
lies in the treatment of inter-phase regions of multiphase flows. For example, a PP-DNS
simulation may directly simulate the hydrodynamics of a droplet in a flow field, but may rely on
modeling the gas phase effects. For RANS and other models that are not directly simulating the
Navier-Stokes equations, it is critical to find numerical techniques which can accurately model
and predict multiphase turbulent flows. While not exhaustive, these techniques can often be
categorized in several different ways including flow modeling (Eulerian, Lagrangian or mixed),
interface modeling (capturing or tracking), flow-interface coupling (integrated or segregated),
and spatial discretization (meshless, finite difference, finite volume).
For multiphase flows, one of the most difficult aspects the accurate modeling of the interface
between different phases in a flow field. Often, standard numerical techniques such as finite
element, finite volume or finite difference can be used to solve the physics of the combined flow
fields, however, resolving the interface between phases is highly important. To do this, two
specific strategies are often employed: fixed grid solutions or deformable mesh solutions. As
their names suggest, deformable mesh solutions work by deforming to capture changes in local
fluid motion and fixed grid solutions track phase boundaries within fixed grids. Many fixed grid
models have implemented specific fixed grid methods to improve the resolution of tracking phase
boundaries. Three commonly used tracking techniques include interface capturing, interface
tracking and combined interface capturing-interface tracking techniques. Examples of interface
capturing methods include: marker and cell (MAC) (Tome and McKee (1994)), volume of
fluid (VOF)(Hirt and Nichols (1981)), level set (LS)(Sussman et al. (1994)), diffuse interface
(DI) (Anderson et al. (1998)), and Glimms’s front tracking method (Glimm et al. (1998)).
Examples of combined interface capturing-interface tracking techniques include: Tryggvason’s
front tracking, sharp interface (Tryggvason et al. (2001),) immersed boundary (Francois and
Shyy (2003)) and immersed interface methods (Lee and LeVeque (2003)).
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2.5.2 Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) Modeling for Multiphase Flows
Up until the past decade or so, almost all CFD simulations for multiphase flows have
been based on the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. RANS models are an
enormous area of modern research and thorough detailed reviews thoroughly cover the topic
(Pope (2000); Durbin and Reif (2011)), and reviews of RANS for multiphase flows and sprays
have also been given (Tanner (2011); Sirignano (2010); Kuo and Acharya (2012); Balachandar
and Eaton (2010)).
The concept of RANS modeling is to model a turbulent flow by expressing flow quanti-
ties, such as velocity or pressure, as being comprised of a average quantity plus a fluctuating
component expressed as:
Φ′ ≡ Φ− Φ
Φ ≡ 1
T
∫
T
Φ(t)dt
When this concept is carried through mathematically for a time average using a Reynolds de-
composition, the time resolved Navier-Stokes equations become the Reynolds averaged Navier-
Stokes equation given as
ρuj
∂ui
∂xj
= ρf i +
∂
∂xj
[
pδij + µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
− ρu′iu′j
]
Where the left side of the equation represents time fluctuating momentum of the flow, and
the right side is comprised of terms representing body forces, fluctuating pressure components,
viscous stresses and the Reynolds stresses respectively. The Reynolds stresses represent the
component of total stress stemming from turbulent fluctuations. Most turbulent models account
for the Reynolds stress by modeling it as an ’eddy viscosity’ or ’turbulent viscosity’ which relate
the Reynolds stress tensor to the fluid deformation. While averaging the conservation equations
is an effective way to simplify the governing equation, one is faced with the problem of closure.
By averaging the equations of motion, nonlinear terms are introduced and one is left with more
unknowns than equations. To solve this, RANS turbulent models create empirical relationships
between variables, which can be shown to be valid in narrow circumstances.
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One of the first RANS models which was accurately found to model two phase was developed
by Elghobashi et al (Elghobashi and Abou-Arab (1983); Sirignano (2010)). In their model, the
authors expanded on the commonly used k −  model (Chen and Kim (1987)) to handle the
modeling of each fluid phase simultaneously. The model used Eulerian formulations of each
phase and while it required the use of several empirically determined constants, it was found
to have favorable agreement, particularly for particle-laden round jets (Elghobashi and Abou-
Arab (1983); Sirignano (2010)). This model was further progressed to handle the drag and lift
effects on liquid-solid interfaces, particularly spherical drops (Rizk and Elghobashi (1985)), as
well as wall effects (Rizk and Elghobashi (1989)).
More recently, investigations into the use of a combination of Favre averaging and Reynolds
averaging has been used to good effect. Favre averaging, or density weighted averaging, is a
averaging technique commonly used in the treatment of compressible and non-constant density
flows. By using a combination of Reynolds and Favre averaging to the conservation equations of
mass, momentum and energy, fluctuation terms which are produced in only Reynolds averaging,
are not produced. This method was first demonstrated by Grosman et al.,Gosman et al. (1992),
and later improved upon by several authors (Behzadi et al. (2001); Burns et al. (2004)). This
methodology, called Favre Averaged Drag (FAD) has recently been implemented to account
for poly-dispersed multiphase flows, and the turbulence models which use the eddy diffusivity
hypothesis. These models have shown good promise, particularly in liquid-solid flows in mixing
vessels under k−  and Shear Stress Transport (SST) turbulence models (Burns et al. (2004)).
2.5.3 Large Eddy Simulation for Multiphase Flows
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) is a modern technique that is a very active area of research
in multiphase turbulent flows and sprays. The principle behind LES is that in a turbulent flow,
the large features of the flow (large eddies for example), are much more energetic and effective
transporters of conserved quantities than smaller scale features. These large flow features are
also more geometric dependent and anisotropic while small scale features are often isotropic
and often have a universal physical form, such as Kolmogorov scaling. With these features
identified, LES works by exactly directly simulating the large aspects of the flow which are
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largely three dimensional and time dependent, and then modeling the more universal, subgrid
scale eddy’s (SGS). With this methodology, LES has shown to be less computationally expensive
than DNS but significantly more expensive than RANS for an identical flow. Because of this,
in many situations such as high Reynolds number flows or flows with complex geometry, LES
is currently the preferred computational method due to it’s accuracy compared to RANS and
it’s cost compared to DNS (Ashgriz (2011b)). Because of it’s rapid development several recent
though reviews of LES for multiphase flows have been published (Kolakaluri et al. (2014); Fox
(2012); Crowe et al. (1996)).
For turbulent sprays, very few recent advances have generated the response that LES has.
Large Eddy Simulation has been effectively implemented in the study of many turbulent and
multiphase sprays. One recent study of note was the work by Bini and Jones, Bini and Jones
(2008). In the work, the authors were able to reproduce experimental studies on particle
laden flows in isotropic turbulence using a new LES method where the filter between simu-
lated and modeled components was based on a Lagrangian probability distribution function.
Using this method, they were able to observe of the spectral modulation of the turbulence
and flow characteristic and observe two-way coupling of the mediums. In particular, they were
able to demonstrate that large scale turbulent features such as vortex sheets can gain energy
and acquire longevity through the interaction with particle motions. The authors attributed
this observed phenomena to capability of large-scale vortical structures to transfer rotational
momentum from dispersed droplets via phase interfaces (Bini and Jones (2008)).
Other recent studies have demonstrated the ability of LES to simulate with high precision
the combined turbulent spray breakup and evaporation effects. In a recent study by Irannejad
et al. (Irannejad and Jaberi (2014)), the droplet transport, breakup, wake, coalescence, heat
transfer, and evaporation models were able to be simulated for a high pressure liquid jet sprayed
into a high-temperature, high-pressure gas chamber. In the mode, the spray breakup was
simulated using a Lagrangian model where instabilities were able to be calculated using relative
gas-liquid phase results. The interaction of the droplet with the medium was taken into account
and finite rate heat and mass transfer were included by using Favre-filtered Navier-Stokes
which are more effective for compressible and non-constant density flows. Results of the study
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indicate that droplet wake have a significant effect on the global spray behavior. Impressively,
the authors were able to show that droplet wake interactions were actually shown to increase
local turbulence intensity in regions very near the dense spray regions leading to an increase in
atomization rates (Irannejad and Jaberi (2014)).
Other recent applications of large eddy simulation include the spray breakup and combus-
tion in gas turbine combustion (Jones et al. (2014)), compression ignition (Pei et al. (2015)),
and the effect of spray breakup and atomization for NOx and soot concentration (Moriai et al.
(2013)).
2.6 Spray Models
Building off of theoretical frameworks, many models have been developed for the use of
multiphase and turbulent sprays. Up until the last two decades, the use of computational fluid
dynamics was significantly limited by computational power of even the largest supercomputers
available. To compensate for this, several models often based on empirical data have been
constructed to help analyze these flows (Chryssakis et al. (2011)). For many multiphase models
utilizing a liquid and gas phase, separate treatment of the liquid phase is often recommended.
Modeling of the liquid phase is a critical step towards predicting an accurate droplet field
in both size, distribution, and velocity. While the atomization process governing breakup is
certainly different for many different types of injector, many of the flow physics are similar.
Further, once primary breakup is complete, which is strongly injector dependent, aerodynamic
breakup of a droplet field is a strong function of aerodynamic effects and is not strongly injector
dependent.
2.6.1 Linearized Instability Sheet Atomization (LISA) Model
To address the primary breakup of liquid jets, several models have been created. This
line of work was initially designed for fundamental studies of fluid mechanics but motivation
from diesel and gasoline direct injection sprays have led to continued development. One of
the first standard models for primary jet breakup was developed by Huh et al. (Huh et al.
(1998)), who developed an atomization model for plain-orifice sprays. This model considered
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the effects of infinitesimal wave growth on the jet surface, as well as instability effects caused
by jet turbulence. It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally that pressure drop
of liquids can lead to the onset of cavitation (Duke et al. (2013)). The Huh model approached
this problem by modeling the shear stresses on the liquid that could be caused by surface
effects as well as any possible cavitation effects in a force and energy balance. As a result
of its innovative treatment of the liquid turbulence internal to the injector, this atomization
model has become widely used. Validation experiments in both primary and secondary droplet
distribution have also shown good agreement to experimental results (Chryssakis et al. (2011);
Huh et al. (1998)).
Similar to the model by Huh, the Linearized Instability Sheet Atomization (LISA) model
was developed to address the primary breakup model of the liquid film emerging from high-
pressure swirl injectors typically used in Gasoline Direct Injection (Schmidt et al. (1999);
Senecal et al. (1999)). As opposed to a liquid jet that is largely continuous when exiting the
injector, injectors such as those found in gasoline direct injection and rocket sprays produce a
continuous rotating conical liquid sheet. While breakup of this type of injector is similar, the
effects of centrifugal velocity and a center annulus of gas must also be considered. To address
these issues, the LISA model assume a two-dimensional, viscous, incompressible liquid sheet.
This sheet is then given a perturbation wave velocity. These wave disturbances are then prop-
agated through the sheet and once a maximum, or critical, wave velocity is found, ligament
and droplet statistics can be estimated using a Rosin-Rammler distribution. This method of
finding a critical wave velocity has led to good agreement between theoretical and experimental
results for estimating breakup (Chryssakis et al. (2011)).
2.6.2 Taylor Analogy Breakup (TAB)
While LISA and the model by Huh have led to excellent agreement between calculated and
experimental values for primary breakup, the effects of secondary breakup have not effectively
captured the relevant physics and have left much to be desired. One of the first models to
address secondary breakup were the TAB (Taylor Analogy Breakup) and later the Enhanced-
TAB models (O’Rourke and Amsden (1987); Tanner (1997)). The TAB model has become
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considered one of the standard models for spray breakup, and has been designed to integrate
with other primary atomization models, such as the LISA atomization model for liquid sheets
and the Huh model for liquid jets (Chryssakis et al. (2011)).
The TAB model is based on an analogy between a flowing liquid sheet and a spring-mass
system. The restoring force of the spring corresponds to the surface tension forces, while the
external force on the mass is equivalent to the gas aerodynamic force and the damping force
represents the liquid viscosity effects. Similar to the LISA model, once a critical value for
the oscillation is found, ligaments and droplets are found. Unlike LISA however, the effects
of secondary breakup are also addressed. This is done by using a conservation of energy and
momentum calculation on the droplet statistics. As was done for the sheet, the droplets were
modeled as an oscillating system balancing the binding forces of surface tension, only the driving
force for breakup in the breakup model are aerodynamic forces from droplet-gas interaction.
By calculating a total potential aerodynamic force or drag per area for the calculated liquid
velocity, droplet breakup calculations occur until the binding force of surface tension is at
stable equilibrium with the aerodynamic drag (Chryssakis et al. (2011); O’Rourke and Amsden
(1987); Tanner (1997)). While initially developed in the late 1980’s, the TAB and E-TAB
models continued to be refined (Park et al. (2002); Baranger (2004)) to better model droplet-
droplet interaction. Presently, the E-TAB model is a standard of droplet dynamics and is often
as a benchmark for modern CFD models for medium range (O(103)) weber number flows (Apte
et al. (2003)).
2.6.3 Unified Spray Breakup (USB) and Cascade Atomization and Droplet Breakup
(CAB) Model
While the distortion and breakup of a turbulent liquid jet or sheet is a common area of
study, the inclusion of the turbulent conditions of the injection environment is critical for many
applications. With this in mind, two significant models that combine the primary spray breakup
models such as LISA, with a stronger emphasis on turbulent gas dynamics was created. The
first was known as the Unified Spray Breakup or USB model (Chryssakis and Assanis (2008))
and the second was know as the Cascade Atomization and Drop Breakup (CAB) model (Tanner
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(2004)).
The USB model developed by Chryssakis et al. operated based on previous studies that
showed that the physical mechanisms controlling secondary breakup depend on the Weber
number of the drops created from primary atomization, independent of the primary breakup
mechanism that was used to create them (Chryssakis and Assanis (2008); Faeth et al. (1995)).
The USB model works by calculating a given droplets Weber number once it leaves primary
atomization. From this, it can define the secondary atomization and droplet breakup mode,
such as bag, multimode, shear/stripping, or catastrophic. Experimentally collected data on
non-reacting sprays can then be used to estimate breakup times and final resultant droplet
diameters that would be expected at the end of secondary breakup. In this way, instead of
attempting to model the complicated effect of the aerodynamic and turbulent effects on the
droplet field, experimental data is used which captures the effects. The USB model has been
demonstrated to have very high performance, and successful implementation into the KIVA-3V
internal combustion engine model has made it one of the most commonly used spray models
(Amsden (1997); Chryssakis and Assanis (2008)).
Like the USB model, the Cascade Atomization and Drop Breakup (CAB) model expanded
upon primary atomization models (specifically the TAB primary atomization model), to include
the effects of secondary breakup. While the TAB breakup model effectively predicted droplet
diameters for medium range weber number flows, atomization of low and high weber number
flows caused significant discrepancies with experimentally observed flows. It was observed in
independent validation cases that the physical parameters governing the ’parent to child’ droplet
ratio was susceptible to significant non-linear effects outside its intended flow regime. Physical
mechanisms, namely bag breakup for low weber numbers, and catastrophic breakup for high
weber number were found to significantly alter the breakup dynamics from the nominal breakup
model. To account for this, in much the same way as the USB model, enhanced numerical
calculations which are fine tuned by experimental data are used to bound different breakup
regimes over a wider range of Weber numbers. This has shown to have been implemented
with good success and has been implemented into a range of commercial applications including
ANSYS CFX (Kumzerova and Esch (2008); Ali et al. (2013); Tanner (2004)).
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2.6.4 Evaporating sprays
For many flows, an injected medium is subject to evaporation to promote mixing and
combustion. The evaporation of an injected liquid medium is caused by the liquid being in non-
thermal equilibrium with its injected medium. In many fuel sprays such as rocket combustion,
liquid fuels are injected into extremely hot combustion chambers causing rapid evaporation.
Additionally, for many subcritical liquids such as freon or cryogenic liquids, being injected
from high pressure environment to a lower pressure one can cause the liquid to undergo a rapid
phase change. Because of their wide spread application, several thorough review articles on
spray evaporation have been published and only a quick review will be given (Sirignano (1983);
Abramzon and Sirignano (1989); Sirignano (2010)).
For a spray that is subject to evaporation, it’s phase change can occur several ways based
on the conditions that it is. For a stable liquid sheet, evaporation is often a surface effect
caused by heat transfer from the ambient environment. Alternatively, the phase change can be
driven by boiling. For the case of boiling, nucleation of vapor pockets within the liquid flow
can grow according to two different methods: pressure driven or heat transfer given. In the
pressure driven mode, a bubble or void can have a pressure that is larger than the binding
surface pressure causing the bubble to grow larger until an equilibrium is found. Alternatively,
heat transfer from the liquid phase, which may be superheated, can cause the evaporation at
the liquid-bubble interface. While either method can happen, it is important to note that the
heat transfer mode will have a considerably longer growth time scale as the heat transfer effects
must happen as a rate proportional to surface area and heat transfer rates (Karami and Ashgriz
(2011)).
While the evaporation by liquid sheets is important, a more common area of modern study
is the understanding and modeling of droplet evaporation. Following the work by Sirignano,
Sirignano (2010), models for evaporation of droplets and droplet fields can usually be grouped
into six different categories.
1. Constant droplet temperature models where the drop temperature is constant throughout
the evaporation process
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2. Infinite liquid phase conductivity where the temperature is dynamic but homogeneous
throughout
3. Conduction limit models which model the transient heating process of the droplet
4. Effective conductivity models which consider the internal drop recirculation and variable
liquid conductivity
5. Vortex models which describe the drop heating by considering internal flow dynamics of
the droplets include the Hill vortex.
6. Models based on full solutions of the Navier-stokes and energy equations
Recently, several lines of work have continued the study of plain orifice atomizers for diesel
injection, which has shown to be very technically challenging due to the high pressures and flow
velocities involved. To capture the combined effects of high-pressure injection and evaporation,
many investigations have moved toward the use of computationally heavy calculations using
computational fluid dynamics. While research in these conceptually simple, but physically
complex sprays is still a highly active area of research for even non-reacting flows (Morgan
et al. (2001); Abani et al. (2008); Zhou et al. (2013); Magnotti and Genzale (2015); Ismail et al.
(2012)).
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND REVIEW
3.1 Advanced Photon Source Introduction
All of the experiments performed within this work were performed at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Lab. The x-ray source at the APS is a bending-magnet,
which can provide both a narrowband monochromatic x-ray beam for line of sight investigations
of radiography and fluorescence, as well as a polychromatic ‘white beam’ for two dimensional,
time-sequential radiography. A full detail of the 7-BM facility can be found in several locations,
but notably detailed by Kastengren et al. (2012).
The beamline at the APS consists of two ‘hutches’ or enclosures each with different func-
tions. The first enclosure, named 7-BM-A, takes the broad band x-ray beam from the source
and conditions the beam for use in the second enclosure, named 7-BM-B. The conditioning
of the beam is dependent on the application, particularly depending on experiments requiring
either monochromatic focused x-rays or polychromatic ‘white beam’.
3.2 Diagnostic setup and instrumentation
3.2.1 Narrowband radiography and fluorescence
For experiments requiring narrowband, focused x-rays, the broadband beam is allowed to
enter the facility through a series of slits that provide some level of filtering of the source
beam. The beam then enters a monochromater (∆E/E = 1.4%) to create a nearly collimated
monochromatic beam. The beam is then focused using a pair of 300 mm long mirrors in a
Kirkpatrick-Baez geometry at 5 mrad grazing angle (Eng et al. (1998)). Using this setup,
shown in Fig. 3.1, the APS is capable of producing beam energies between ≈ 6-15 keV. The
flux of the beam is approximately 1.6× 1011 photons/s at 15 keV.
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Figure 3.1: Figure showing the layout of the 7-BM A and B hutches at the Advanced Photon
Source.
Once focused, the resolution of the monochromatic beam, normal to the beam direction, is
5 µm x 7 µm full width at half maximum focus of the beam. The divergence of the beam is
approximately 2 mrad (vertical) x 3 mrad (horizontal).
For narrowband radiography measurements, incident focused x-rays first pass through fo-
cusing mirrors, before passing through a diamond crystal diode to measure incident radiation
intensity. After leaving the diamond diode, the x-ray beam transverses through the spray to a
silicon PIN diode detector. The PIN diode is an unbiased 300-µm thick silicon detector, which
can absorb ≈ 89% of incident transmitted radiation.
For many narrowband x-ray experiments, tracer fluorescence signals were simultaneously
recorded with radiography measurements. For all fluorescence measurements, a silicon drift
diode (SDD) integrated the fluorescence signal along the ∼ 1 cm long probe volume at a
distance of approximately 15 cm. To reduce slight elastic scattering from the excitation beam,
which is comparable to the fluorescence signal but spectrally distinct, the SDD was positioned
at approximately 90 degrees and placed behind a Teflon collimator. A schematic of this is
shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Experimental setup for simultaneous radiography and fluorescence measurements.
For time-averaged measurements, the PIN diode output was amplified with a trans-impedance
amplifier and normalized by the beam intensity monitor. Absorption measurements were col-
lected at 1 MHz for 2 second exposures on a digital oscilloscope sampling at 6.25 MHz.
For time-resolved measurements, the PIN diode output was amplified with a transimpedance
amplifier, recorded on a digital oscilloscope, and normalized by a diamond crystal beam monitor
location prior to the spray to correct for modulations in beam intensity. Radiography data was
recorded with a PIN diode using a multipole filter at 1 MHz and recorded in 2 second exposures
on a digital oscilloscope sampling at 1.25 MHz.
3.2.2 Polychromatic Radiographic Imaging
For polychromatic x-ray imaging at the APS, several changes in experimental setup were
made. Most notably, the monochromator and focusing mirrors were removed, allowing the
source beam to diverge from its source point to the experiment. The source point has a size
of 80 µm x 200 µm full width at half maximum, and the distance between the source point
and the experiment were approximately 36 m from the experiment. As a result of the lack
of conditioning optics, the resulting beam used for the studies lacks many optical aberrations,
has significantly wider field of view, and has a greatly increased flux. In fact, the raw power
of the beam, approximately 0.6 W/mm2, can readily damage equipment and is stopped with
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Figure 3.3: Experimental setup showing imaging setup for high-speed radiography.
a set of cooled lead blocks at the end of the hutch. Additionally, to prevent degradation of
equipment due to the high-flux beam, a rotating chopper wheel was placed in the line of the
beam to reduce the exposure of the beam prior to data collection. Additionally, lead shielding
was placed around the imaging equipment to shield from scattered x-rays. Using this setup,
the APS is capable of producing beam energies between approximately 1-200 keV.
3.2.3 Time-sequential two dimensional x-ray radiographic imaging
The experimental setup used for recording high speed radiographs is shown in a labeled
schematic in Fig. 3.3 and a photograph is shown in Fig. 3.4. The beam first passes through
the atomizing spray and then through a 100-µm-thick LuAG:Ce scintillator screen that emits
visible light linearly proportional to the intensity of the incident x-ray radiation. The visible
light emitted from the scintillator screen was then reflected on a mirror and imaged using a
high speed CMOS camera. The camera used in the experiments was a Photron SA-Z with
a 50 mm f/1.2 lens. For the radiographs, the individual pixel resolution was found to be 21
µm and the spatial resolution, as measured using the 10%-90% rise distance across a sharp
opaque edge was 65 µm. The spatial field of view of the radiographs shown was measured
to be approximately 8 mm x 7 mm. Additionally, high speed visible light shadowgrams were
recorded for comparison. Shadowgrams were recorded at 40 kHz and with an individual pixel
resolution of 74 µm, producing a spatial field of view of approximately 38 mm by 50 mm.
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Figure 3.4: Picture of experimental setup with lead shield removed.
To counteract the effects of scattering, several mitigation strategies were implemented to
protect equipment and ensure clean data. Upstream of the equipment in Fig. 3.3 are movable
slits to control the beam size. Additionally, a pair of water-cooled filters preharden the beam
and limit high-energy photons from interfering with the experiment. Finally, a lead shield
and lead oxide window further reduced the scattered x-ray flux from reaching the camera and
limited high energy photon strikes to the CCD.
3.2.4 Visible light high speed shadowgraphy
For many experiments, visible light high–speed radiographs, narrowband fluorescence, and
radiography, were simultaneous to allow complete interrogation of the flow field. For visible
light images, images were also recorded at 40 kHz using a Photron SA-Z with a 50 mm f/1.2
lens. An individual pixel resolution of 74 µm, producing a spatial field of view of approximately
38 mm by 50 mm was measured.
3.3 Experimental setup and installation
3.3.1 Injector background
The injector studied was a gas-liquid swirl coaxial injector designed to produce 110 N thrust
utilizing liquid oxygen and gaseous methane propellants. In the injector, a centrally located
pressure swirl atomizer discharges a hollow cone into a circular annulus of flowing gas. The
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Figure 3.5: Cross section of the injector used in all experiments.
pressure swirler has an inner diameter of 3.2 mm and an outer diameter of 6.8 mm. The distance
between the pressure swirl atomizer and the injector exit is 10.2 mm. The outer diameter of
the gas annulus is interchangeable, with an outer diameter of 10.5 mm, 12mm and 13.5 mm.
A cross section of the injector with the smallest outer diameter is shown in Fig. 3.5.
For all experiments, the injector was mounted to a vibrationally isolated, two dimensional
translation stage, which translated the injector in a two-dimensional plane around the beam. To
facilitate an investigation of both the center liquid phase and the combined gas-liquid atomizing
flow field, the injector studied was designed to operate using only the central liquid pressure
swirl atomizer (with it’s geometry exposed), as well as in a combined gas-liquid flow field. A
schematic of the injector installed into the 7-BM hutch is shown in Fig. 3.6.
3.3.2 Instrumentation overview
During the experiments, a range of instrumentation was used to collect fluid state properties.
All instrumentation was recorded by a digital oscilloscope sampling at 1 Hz to time synchronize
instrumentation data with collected x-ray diagnostics information.
For all experiments, a series of Omega PX319 series pressure transducers and Omega type
K thermocouples were integrated into the fluid setup on both gas and liquid systems at multiple
locations. The data was recorded at both the source, at the flow meters, and directly upstream
of injector as can be seen in Figs. 3.6 and 3.8.
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Figure 3.6: Picture of injector installed into 7-BM-B hutch.
To record volumetric flow rates of injected liquid and gas, volumetric flow rates were
used. A Turbines Inc. liquid flow meter was used to recorded liquid flow rates while a Hoffer
HO1/2X1/4A turbine gas flow meter was used to record gas flow rates. Images of these systems
installed can be seen in Fig. 3.7.
3.3.3 Experimental setup for water based experiments
For many experiments, the use of cryogenic fluids in the injector was often not feasible. To
make the study of such an injector possible, experiments using water as a simulant for cryogenic
oxygen were performed.
The water that was supplied to the injector was provided using two different methods.
The primary method used was pressurizing a bottom–feeding ASME pressure vessel that was
connected to the injector via flexible nylon tubing. Once the flow was atomized and left the
injector, it was collected and recycled in stainless collection tank. While this method had the
advantage of allowing for very steady flow, free to pressure transients, it only provides limited
run time.
The second method used in the experiments was to make a continuous “closed loop” system
utilizing an electrically powered twin gear pump pushing through a liquid regulator. This
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(a) Picture showing vacuum jacketed feedlines
from dewar, relief and shutoff valves, as well as
installed liquid flow meter.
(b) Picture showing gas flow meter and instru-
mentation.
Figure 3.7: Pictures showing gas and liquid system instrumentation.
method allowed for continuous running, and no pressure transients were observed in any flow
data.
3.3.4 Experimental setup for cryogenic based experiments
To more accurately simulate the relevant fluid mechanics of the injector as it would operate
during combustion and to provide a more relevant environment for the demonstration of diag-
nostics, a study was performed using cryogenic fluids. Within the experiments, studies were
performed using liquid nitrogen and liquid argon as simulants for liquid oxygen. The choice of
these fluids was based on their density, fluorescence properties, and availability.
In order to accurately and safely simulate a cryogenic flow field, subcritical cryogenic liquids
were injected into the injector via pressurized dewars. The dewars were pressurized with gaseous
helium and heavily instrumented with temperature and pressure transducers to ensure fully
subcooled flow entering the injector. As with experiments with water, the system was fully
instrumented with volumetric flow meters on both liquid and gas inlet systems. To thermally
condition, or “chill–in” the system prior to data collection, a set of two dewars were plumbed
together in parallel that could be operated independently. Using this set up, the first dewar
could be used to thermally condition prior to data collection, and the second could be used to
provide the liquids needed for the experiments.
Due to the rapid expansion of the cryogens upon vaporization, a series of air movers were
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Figure 3.8: Installed injector showing configuration for cryogenic operations. As can be ob-
served, setup facilitated visible light shadowgraphy, in addition to simultaneous x-ray radiog-
raphy and fluorescence.
positioned near the injector exit to prevent accumulation of gaseous nitrogen or argon near the
probe area. This was accomplished using a series of air movers that were ducted together and
vented out of the experimental hutch as shown in Fig. 3.9.
3.3.5 Cryogenic Operation
For cryogenic runs, it is important that the fluid properties be relatively constant while
collecting spray data. In order to best ensure that steady state properties were achieved, the
following series of steps were performed for every run.
1. The first dewar was manually vented through the liquid lines to thermally chill in the
lines and injector until liquid was observed to be exiting the injector. The manual valve
was then closed and the remote pneumatic valve is armed.
2. While the first dewar was conditioning the system, the second dewar was vented through
it’s ulage vent to allow the cryogen to reach thermal equilibrium within the dewar at
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(a) Picture of flow catcher with injector installed.
(b) Picture of air movers and exhaust vent following
data collection run.
Figure 3.9: Pictures of air moving setup for cryogenic experiments.
ambient pressure. Once equilibrium was achieved, the vent valves were closed, and the
ullage pressure was set by the helium regulator.
3. The hutch was cleared, and closed.
4. Gas flow (if being used) was set on regulators external but adjacent to the hutch. Flow
rate of the gas flow meter was then verified.
5. The x-ray shutter was opened, the signal was verified on the oscilloscope, and the pneu-
matic valve was opened allowing cryogenic flow.
6. Temperature sensors and pressures at the injector inlet were monitored until the target
subcooled temperature was met and reached steady state value.
During data collection, steady state temperatures were measured to ensure relatively stable
conditions throughout the run. An example plot can be observed in Fig. 3.10.
Based on the results of Fig. 3.10, it can be observed that while the temperature was
relatively constant, their were variations in injection pressure. To understand if these pressure
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Figure 3.10: Example plot of temperature and pressure for a cryogenic run.
variations would have an impact on the density of the resulting cryogen, the density of the
cryogen was computed using REFPROP and the recorded pressure and temperature data,
Lemmon et al. (2007). These results show that while there was some pressure variation, leading
to small variations in density, the variations are relatively small. An example plot of computed
density is shown in Fig. 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Example plot of computed density during the data run shown in Fig 3.10.
Examining Fig. 7.3, plots of density as a function of temperature are shown for both ambient
pressure and an ullage pressure of 1200 kPa. As is detailed in 3.3.5, by venting the cryogenic
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dewar to ambient pressure, the liquid cryogen within the tank moves to an equilibrium position
in the liquid phase region of the graph. As a result of pressuring the dewar to an higher pressure,
the cryogen has several degrees of ‘subcooling’ before it will evaporate at its increased pressure.
However, since the liquid is exiting to ambient pressure where is it no longer necessarily in
equilibrium, the flow can rapidly vaporize.
3.4 Data processing
3.4.1 Time-averaged radiography data processing
As discussed in section 2.3.1, x-ray radiography is a technique whereby measurements of
the initial flux of the beam, the transmitted flux, the material and beam wavelength are used
to calculate a line of sight absorption path length of a fluid, in accordance with ‘Beers law’,
given as:
I(y, z)
I0(y, z)
= e−
∫
µ(x,y,z)dz
where µ is the attenuation coefficient defined as a product of the attenuation cross-section
and number density, x is the coordinate along the beam path, and y and z are the transverse
coordinates.
To obtain quantitative radiographic measurements, knowledge of the incident beam in-
tensity was measured using a 52 µm thick diamond photodiode upstream of the spray, while
transmitted intensity was measured by a 300µm thick silicon PIN photodiode downstream
of the spray. In calculations of path length, absorption coefficients are extracted from NIST
(Hubbell and Seltzer (1995)) for the incident beam wavelength.
For radiography measurements within the spray, a vibration–isolated translation stage
translated the injector through the beam along a grid which was customizable. At each point, a
time–resolved measurement of attenuation was recorded. Once the measurement was recorded,
several steps were needed to extract path length, following a process fully described in Kasten-
gren and Powell (2007).
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To create the time–averaged data traces, the fully time–resolved signals were processed,
first by computing the time-resolved attenuation of the beam using measurements of the PIN
diode and beam intensity monitor, and then averaging over the signal integration time. The
signal was then dark current subtracted with dark-current scans taken by recording data with
the x-ray shutter closed.
3.4.2 Time-resolved radiography data processing
The experimental setup for time-resolved radiography collection was identical to that used
to collect time–averaged radiography data. However, the data processing steps are significantly
different.
To examine the frequency content of the x-ray beam attenuation signal, a MATLAB based
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm was created. This algorithm was designed to correct
for several physical effects and signal content. In the processing of the time-resolved steps, the
following steps were performed for scans at both the scan location of interest and in the ‘air’
outside of the spray. The resultant FFT of the background was then be subtracted from the
FFT of the region of interest, leaving the clean FFT of only the location of interest.
The algorithm design has several steps. First, the signal from the beam intensity monitor
(BIM) has a low pass filter applied to compensate for its low signal to noise ratio given its
design of absorbing as few photons as possible. The artificial high frequency content from
the BIM was removed by creating a window based finite impulse response filter with a cutoff
frequency of 1 kHz. To further remove discontinuities from the BIM, a Hann window function
was also used. After filtering the BIM signal, the attenuation of the beam through the spray
is performed by normalizing the transmitted signal (PIN Diode) by the incident signal (PIN
) in accordance with Beers Law. To maintain consistency with the Beers Law, the natural
logarithm of the beam attenuation is used for spectral analysis.
Next, to minimize spectral leakage, a Hann function was applied with 50% overlap to the
entire signal. After windowing the signal, an order 2 10 FFT was computed for each frame.
A sampling of 2 10 was chosen because it provided enough resolution to capture the features
of the spectra but prevented the signal from getting over choppy or incoherent. Finally, the
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average of all the calculated FFT computations gave the beam attenuation spectra. The power
spectra of the calculated beam attenuation was then obtained by multiplying the spectra by its
complex conjugate. The frequency axis was then obtained by building an array with elements
equal to half the FFT order, plus one, and populating with the frequency starting at zero Hz,
and incrementing by the sampling frequency divided by two.
As previously mentioned, these processing steps were performed at every spatial location of
interest, and, at a location known to be outside of the fluid flow. The processed time–resolved
data taken outside of the scan, was then subtracted from the processed time-resolved data
taken at the point of interest. In this way, the remaining spectra is only of the dynamics of the
fluid flow and free of ambient effects which may have been produced in the line–of–sight of the
beam, but outside of the spray.
3.4.3 Fluorescence
A major goal of the current thesis is to investigate measurement techniques allowing for
simultaneous quantifications of liquid and gas phase distributions in atomizing flows. X-ray
fluorescence is a unique measurement technique that allows for highly spatially–resolved mea-
surements of concentration in optically dense flow fields. In practice, however, care must be
taken when selecting a fluorescence tracer due to self-reabsorption of the emitted fluorescence
photon.
In this work, several different fluorescence tracers were utilized and their advantages and
disadvantages were compared and contrasted. A summary of these fluorescence tracers is given
in Table 3.1, and graphs of their attenuation coefficients over the range of beam energies is
shown in Fig. 3.12.
As can be observed in Fig. 3.12, for all fluorescence tracers, as the photon energy increased,
the attenuation to the photon as it transmitted through the media decreased. When using
simultaneous fluorescence and radiography, the difference between the incident beam energy
and the emitted fluorescence photon is significant. For studies using argon for example, an
incident beam energy at 10.1 keV will have an attenuation coefficient with coherent scattering
of 61.40 cm2/g while the argon Kα fluorescent photon at 2.9 keV with have an attenuation
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Figure 3.12: Plot showing attenuation coefficients with coherent scattering for all fluorescence
elements.
1
Table 3.1: Fluorescence media, incident beam energy, phase in study, emitted fluorescence
energy.
Fluid Media X-ray Beam Energy Phase Fluorescence Kα
Nickel Sulfate Hexahy-
drate
10.1 keV Dissolved liquid tracer 7.5 keV
Zinc Sulfate Heptahy-
drate
10.1 keV Dissolved liquid tracer 8.6 keV
Argon 10.1 keV Gas 2.9 keV
Argon 15 keV Liquid Cryogen 2.9 keV
Krypton 15 keV Gas tracer 12.6 keV
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coefficient with coherent scattering of 186.7 cm2/g.
In our investigation, a fluorescence photon emitted within the spray must traverse through
the spray before being measured by the silicon drift diode. However, since the photon was at a
lower energy and susceptible to significantly more reabsorption, large errors were encountered
when using media, such as argon, that have low energy fluorescence photons.
In order to compensate for this, a first method using dual tracer fluorescence was used, as
described in Radke et al. (2015). A second method, utilizing krypton fluorescence was then
explored, and finally a third method, utilizing the fluorescence property of liquid argon with
a co-flowing gaseous krypton flow was also demonstrated. The full details of these studies are
given in Section 4.2
In all cases, the adjustments for fluorescence reabsorption were also accompanied by cor-
rections to compensate for dead time in the fluorescence photon counting system, variations in
the incoming beam intensity, and attenuation of the incident beam and resulting fluorescence
signal.
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CHAPTER 4. X-RAY STUDIES USING A MONOCHROMATIC
FOCUSED BEAM, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Within the study of this thesis, two fundamental questions were posed: one, can synchrotron
x-rays non-invasively study an optically dense, multiphase, dynamic flow; and two, what do
those results contribute to the existing knowledge of coaxial rocket injectors and multiphase
flows in general? This chapter and the following address the first question, while chapter 6
discusses the later question. This Chapter details investigations related to the use of mono-
chromatic x-ray diagnostics techniques. The following chapter discusses polychromatic ’white
beam’ investigations. Finally, chapter 6, addresses the composite data set collected, and how
it can be used to describe and detail the spray.
4.1 Time-averaged radiography
As detailed in Section 2.2.1, numerous techniques have been developed to study turbu-
lent and optically dense flow fields. However, to date, these techniques have had significant
limitations. Optical techniques, such as Doppler anemometry and Mie scattering suffer from
significant scattering at phase effects, limiting both there applicability in dense flow regions
and their scope to external and diffuse flows. Hot wire-anemometry has proven to be extremely
effective at collection of turbulent spectra, though its utility is limited to single phase flows,
and it is inherently invasive.
Recently, an alternative approach using x-ray radiography has been subject to significant
investigation. Unlike visible light, x-rays are known to interact predominately through ab-
sorption, with significantly decreased levels of scattering compared to visible light. X-ray
radiography is a technique based on linear absorption, which is largely insensitive to phase
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effects. Additionally, for a monochromatic beamline, the technique has recently shown capable
of producing highly resolved, quantitative measurements of flow fields not previously possible,
Kastengren and Powell (2007); Kastengren et al. (2009); Duke et al. (2013). Recalling Beers
Law, given as:
I(λ, z = l)
I0(λ, z = 0)
= e−(λ)ρl(t)
Where I0 is wavelength dependent x-ray intensity prior to the sample, I is wavelength
dependent x-ray intensity after propagating the sample, (λ) is the wavelength dependent
attenuation coefficient, ρ is the density of the absorbing medium, and l(t) is the time dependent
sample path length. In the investigation of fluid flows, knowledge of density or path length
is often a variable of interest. Rearranging the previous equation, we can create the useful
equation:
l(t) =
1
(λ)ρ
ln(
I0(λ, z = 0)
I(λ, z = l)
)
For experiments within the following thesis performed at the APS 7-BM, the incident fo-
cused x-rays first pass through a diamond crystal diode to measure incident radiation intensity,
I0. After leaving the diamond diode, the x-ray transverses through the spray, then is inci-
dent onto a silicon PIN diode detector that records final beam intensity, I. In monochromatic
studies, the attenuation coefficient of a fluid media can be calculated using the NIST XCOM
database and the density can be calculated using the NIST REFPROP database. With these
known variables, the equation can be solved for path length.
During the experiments, data from the diamond beam intensity monitor (BIM) and a silicon
PIN diode (recording I and I0 respectively) was recorded over a duration of 2 seconds on a
digital oscilloscope sampling at 1.25 MHz. When recording data, the injector was translated
through the spray using a vibration isolated two-axis translation stage. The raster scanning was
programmable, allowing for recording varying levels of resolution across the spray in regions of
interest. Care was taken at all scans to ensure several scans were taken outside of the spray
in ’air’ to allow for background normalization. After the data was recorded, several steps were
taken to process the data. First, the data points were dark-current subtracted and flat field
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Table 4.1: Flow constituents and attenuation coefficient
Flow Constituents Beam Energy (keV) Attenuation Coefficient (cm2/g)
Water 7.1 14.85
N2 6.6 13.54
N2 15.0 1.236
99% N2 1% Kr 15.0 2.392
Ar 6.6 200.3
Ar 15.0 19.83
Air 6.6 17.07
Air 7.1 13.72
Air 15.0 1.56
normalized. Care was taken to check for bias errors that can manifest due to the non-linearity
in Beers-Law near large gradients in absorption. Once these corrections were performed, the
data was then converted to an average extinction length (non-dimensional attenuation). Next,
the attenuation coefficient of a fluid media was calculated using the NIST XCOM database and
the density was calculated using the NIST REFPROP database.
Additionally, since the attenuation of the spray is a line-of-sight effect, it is important to
properly account for attenuation of the beam due to air along the line of sight in all scans.
For all experiments where a quantitative path length is given, air effects were accounted for by
including the attenuation coefficient of air and the density of air as part of the absorption.
4.1.1 Pressure Swirl Atomizer
As part of the investigation to understand the applicability of the diagnostic for utilization
on rocket engine flows, a series of experiments were performed using water and the pressure
swirl atomizer of the injector. The injector studied was designed to operate using its pressure
swirl atomizer standalone, with the top exposed, or with the addition of the gas-flow circuit.
To build experience with the system and experimental setup, a series of time-average scans
were performed on just the pressure swirler using water. An example of the injector and a
representative flow field of the pressure swirler is shown in Fig. 4.1.
As part of the investigations, different values for attenuation coefficient were used depending
on beam energy and flow media. Example values are given below in Table 4.1.
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(a) Cross section of the injector
(b) Example visible light image of the pressure
swirl atomizer.
Figure 4.1: Figures showing (a) cross section of injector used in experiments and (b) shadow-
gram collected at 40 kHz with a spatial scale of approximately 30 mm by 50 mm.
Figure 4.2: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at X=0.1 mm (x/d0 =
0.03) from nozzle exit.
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As shown in Fig. 4.2, the quantitative path length of the spray can be calculated with a
horizontal line spacing of 0.1 mm. The spray, which is a hollow cone, has a pronounced edge
effect as the beam propagates through the edge of the spray. As the scan moves toward the
center of the spray, the path length decreases until it reaches its local minimum at 0.81 mm.
For water scans, a closed loop cycle was designed facilitating continuous operation and
scanning. This allowed for highly spatially resolved data collection at many data points. An
example plot demonstrating the level of spatial resolution capable is shown in Fig. 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at different axial
locations from the nozzle exit plane at flow of 40.5 g/s.
Once the technique was demonstrated, its utility for comparing different fluid flows was
investigated. The liquid flow rate was changed to a different flow condition using the liquid
regulator, and additional investigations were performed to compare the different flow conditions.
An example plot of this can be observed in Fig. 4.4. As shown, at very near exit conditions,
the measured film thickness is measurably smaller for the higher flow rate condition. While
counter-intuitive, this result matches with theoretical predictions. Correlation of these results
with theoretical models is discussed in further detail in Section ??. Additionally, Fig. 4.4 shows
that as the spray have nearly identical thickness and distributions throughout the flow field as
the spray continues to propagate out of the nozzle exit.
Following these first sets of experiments using time-averaged radiography for water simu-
lant flows, a second round of experiments was performed with the injector being subjected to
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Figure 4.4: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at different axial
locations from the nozzle exit plane at flow between 40.5 and 44.0 g/s.
cryogenic flow conditions using liquid argon and liquid nitrogen.
In the calculation of path liquid path length, the following equation is often used:
l(t) =
1
(λ)ρ
ln(
I0(λ, z = 0)
I(λ, z = l)
)
The dependence on density is an important aspect of this equation for the study of cryogens.
For single phase flows, such as our water experiments, the density terms is constant. However,
for the study of cryogens, the density of the flow can not be assumed to be constant throughout
the flow region. As a consequence of this, quantitative calculations of path are only valid so
long as the state properties can be accurately estimated.
In order to estimate potential effects of the cryogen evaporating, a first series of inves-
tigations was performed using liquid nitrogen (LN2). In order to get an idea of potential
evaporation effects, vertical scans were taken to estimate how the path length is observed to
change. Vertical line scans were found to be particularly helpful in understanding the evolu-
tionary dynamics of the fluid flow. In the processing of this data however, it was important to
accurately calibrate the line scans since the entirety of the scan was within the flow, and no ’air’
scans were taken. For data processing of this thesis, the vertical line scans were calibrated using
horizontal scan data taken for nearly identical flow conditions (and taken in nearly successive
scans).
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Figure 4.5: Example plot showing quantitative path length of liquid nitrogen spray at different
axial locations from the nozzle exit plane at flow of 98.6 g/s.
An example of a processed vertical line scan can be observed in Fig.4.5 for a liquid nitrogen
flow rate of 98.6 g/s. This plot shows that the path length can be observed to decrease
significantly with increasing distance from the nozzle exit. Since the conical flow field is known
to expand, a decrease in path length at increasing distance from the nozzle is expected. This
observation is also reflected in data from water flows, shown in Fig. 4.4.
To further this investigation, an additional experiment using liquid argon was performed.
Since liquid argon has both a larger attenuation coefficient and higher density, the transmission
of the beam was monitored to ensure adequate signal was received at the PIN diode. In fact,
for several scans, the flow field was observed to nearly attenuate the entire beam and the flow
rate was reduced to in an attempt to allow adequate transmission of the beam. An example
plot of vertical line scans showing path length of water, liquid nitrogen, and liquid argon is
shown below in Fig. 4.6.
As reflected in Fig. 4.6, all three flow fields are largely similar, with an asymptotic decrease
in path length down the centerline of the flow. While the fluids have significantly different path
lengths, the results are close to theoretically predictive values. The most significant difference
between the different flowing fluids is reflected within the first ≈ 2 mm. Within this region,
the evolution of each flow field has a unique profile. For both water and liquid nitrogen flows,
the profile decreases rapidly in a exponential shape. However, for liquid argon flows, this
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Figure 4.6: Example plot showing centerline quantitative path length of different fluids and
flow rates.
immediate trend was not observed in the very near nozzle region, as would be expected. This
result, coupled with very low transmission at these locations, provide insight into potential
issues stemming from a lack of signal intensity for this flow condition. To characterize this
phenomena further, the mean and standard deviations of signals were analyzed.
(a) Liquid nitrogen (b) Liquid argon
Figure 4.7: Comparison of uncertainty for (a) liquid argon and (b) liquid nitrogen flows at X=
0.5 mm (x/d0 = 0.16).
As Fig. 4.7 demonstrates, for flows of liquid nitrogen, a significant increase in signal uncer-
tainty occurs in liquid argon cases. An attempt to quantify this can be done using a coefficient
of variation analysis, where the coefficient of variation is given as:
cv =
σ
µ
Where cv is the coefficient of variation, σ is the calculated standard deviation of the time
integrated signal, and µ is the mean value of the time integrated signal value. Applying this
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formula for the example cases used in Fig. 4.7, liquid nitrogen flows were found to have
a maximum uncertainty less than 10%, while liquid argon flows were calculated to have a
maximum uncertainty of 32 %.
To understand the spatial effect of this, an investigation into the amount of uncertainty
relative to distance from the injector exit was performed. In this area, the flow is known to be
at its most optically dense and dynamic. However, as the distance increases from the nozzle
exit, the liquid path length is known to decrease, potentially decreasing the amount of signal
attenuation and lowering signal intensity. Example plots showing mean signal and variation
for vertical scans of both liquid argon and liquid nitrogen are shown in Fig. 4.8.
(a) Liquid nitrogen (b) Liquid argon
Figure 4.8: Comparison of uncertainty for (a) liquid nitrogen and (b) liquid argon flows at X=
0.5 mm (x/d0 = 0.16).
Fig. 4.8b demonstrates that, for liquid argon flows, the relative uncertainty significantly
decreases for increasing distances of the injector. In fact, calculations of cv for these flow
conditions reveal a maximum value of 0.538 located at the X = 0.1 mm from the injector. In
contrast, a calculation of cv for the scan shown in Fig. 4.8a, indicate a maximum value of cV
of 0.078, though at a location of X=0.75 mm from the injector exit. This information gives
insight that, while liquid argon should in principle provide better signal attenuation, it actually
attenuated too much signal, resulting in higher uncertainty compared to liquid nitrogen flows.
4.1.2 Swirl Co-axial Injector
Once the capability of the diagnostic was demonstrated for a single phase and geometrically
simple flow, its utility in the study of a multiphase rapidly atomizing flow was investigated.
As with before, a first series of experiments was performed using water and air or gaseous
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Figure 4.9: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at an axial location
of X= 0.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.59) for a water mass flow rate of 41.3 g/s and gas flow Reynolds
number of Reg ≈ 7, 000.
nitrogen as the atomizing gas. This experimental setup has the advantage of operating in a
’closed loop’ configuration, allowing for scans with longer signal integration times and mapping
at high spatial resolutions. Non-dimensional parameters, such as the Reynolds number, are
extremely helpful in defining flow dynamics, and is defined for the purposes of the experiment
as:
Regas = Reg =
ρVgas(Douter −Dinner)
ν
Where ρ is the calculated gas phase density, Vgas is the gas velocity, Douter is the outer
annulus diameter, Dinner is the inner annulus of the injector, and ν is the calculated viscosity
of the gas. A first example plot of a combined gas-liquid coaxial flow is shown in Fig. 4.9.
Observed in Fig.4.9, high resolution line scans of the flow field show a narrow and significant
edge structure on both sides of the spray, with a smooth and continuous central region. For
these scans, the horizontal spacing of the scan locations was 0.1 mm, and 145 total line scans
were taken across the spray. Additionally, two nearly symmetrical ’bumps’ near the centerline
of the spray. Since the technique is line of sight and path averaged, the approximate liquid
film thickness is most accurately defined at the spray centerline (position 0.0 mm), at a local
minimum of the spray, where the liquid film thickness is defined one half of the absorption
measured liquid path length through the center of the spray without co-flowing gas.
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Figure 4.10: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at an axial location
of X= 0.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.06), X= 3.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.35), and X= 9.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.94) for
a water mass flow rate of 41.3 g/s and gas flow Reynolds number of Reg ≈ 7, 000.
To further investigate the flow field, a series of line scans for the flow condition shown
in Fig.4.9 were co-plotted in Fig. 4.10 to illustrate comparisons in structure. As the plot
demonstrates, the scan profiles can be observed to evolve slightly, with edge profiles appearing
to soften slightly and the flow field distribution appearing to broaden.
In order to better understand the technique’s ability to distinguish changes in observed fluid
motion, flow conditions were changed and the experiments were repeated. These investigations
demonstrated that the technique was indeed able to observe small changes within the flow field
with high accuracy. An example plot demonstrating this conclusion is shown in Fig. 4.11.
Figure 4.11: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at an axial location
of X= 3.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.35) for a water mass flow rate of 41.3 g/s and gas flow Reynolds
number of Reg ≈ 7, 000 and Reg ≈ 16, 250.
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Fig. 4.11 illustrates that, with an increase in gas flow rate, the attenuation signal measur-
ably broadens and the previously narrow edge peaks reduce in intensity for even small changes
in Reynolds number. Recalling that the attenuation in these experiments with water and
gaseous nitrogen is almost entirely from the liquid phase (due to the density of water), this
experiment demonstrations that measurable effects on mass distribution of the flow field as a
result of changing the gas flow rate, keeping all else constant. Very high spatial accuracy is
demonstrated in the high number of points across the flow field and the continuous shape of
the distribution.
To further this investigation, a set of scans was performed studying the full evolution of
the flow field. Shown in Fig. 4.12, these scans found that as gas flow rate is increased, the
pattern of the flow field changes significantly. Between Reg ≈ 16, 250 and Reg ≈ 23, 000, the
edge effects are shown to completely disappear and the profile is observed to change it’s shape
drastically. Increases in gas flow rate beyond this condition cause a further change in the
evolution, as the flow field becomes more concentrated in the center, but the drastic change
in flow structure between Reg ≈ 16, 250 and Reg ≈ 23, 000 is significant and worth further
investigation. Discussions regarding this ’regime change’ will be a major topic of discussion in
Chapter 6.
Figure 4.12: Example plot showing quantitative path length of water spray at an axial location
of X= 5.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.55) for a water mass flow rate of 41.3 g/s and gas flow Reynolds
number of Reg ≈ 16, 250, Reg ≈ 23, 000,and Reg ≈ 29, 000.
Once the utility of the diagnostic was proven on water flows, it was again applied towards the
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utilization of cryogenic flows. Unlike the water based experiments, the cryogenic experiments
required the operation of a cryogenic dewar and had limited run time. As a consequence, the
number of data points taken at each flow condition was particularly limited. Further, the flow
rate of the cryogenic fluid was limited to a range that produced fully subcooled cryogenic fluid
at the injector, but did not require an excessive amount of helium pressurant within the dewar.
As with previous investigations, a first set of experiments set out to determine how the
technique could be utilized for this flow. A first set of experiments was performed at a low
level of atomization, and can be seen in Fig. 4.13.
Figure 4.13: Example plot showing quantitative path length for liquid nitrogen. Liquid mass
flow rate of 87.2 g/s and a gas Reynolds number of Reg ≈ 12, 000 at a spatial location of X=5.1
mm (x/D0 = 0.50).
Fig. 4.13 shows a familiar profile with distinct edge effects, very similar to results of
water scans at comparable gas Reynolds number. Unlike water flow conditions where a spatial
scanning distance of 0.1 mm was used, a scanning distance of 0.5 mm was used. Although
this scanning resolution did not provide the level of resolution of the water scans, it provided
enough data to observe clear fluid distributions, decreasing the amount of time per scan from
approximately 3 minutes per scan to 45 seconds per scan.
Similar to previous investigations with water, a series of experiments was performed to
analyze if the the shape of the liquid phase distribution could be observed to drastically change
by altering the gas Reynolds number, Reg. In order to most accurately perform this experiment,
two liquid dewars containing liquid nitrogen were plumed in series to the injector. The first
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liquid dewar was used to ’chill-in’ the fluid lines and injector. Once fully sub-cooled liquid
cryogen was flowing out of the injector, the second liquid dewar was pressurized with gaseous
helium and a constant liquid mass flow rate was set based on the regulated pressure. The hutch
was then closed, and both the gaseous flow rate and the scan position were controlled outside
the hutch to allow for constant liquid conditions to be maintained. For the experiments shown
in Fig. 4.14, the liquid mass flow rate was set, and line scans at X=0.5 mm and 5.1 mm were
taken at several different gas flow rates.
Figure 4.14: Example plot showing quantitative path length for liquid nitrogen at different gas
Reynolds number. Liquid mass flow rate of 87.2 g/s and a gas Reynolds number of Reg ≈
12, 000, Reg ≈ 17, 500, and Reg ≈ 50, 000 at a spatial location of X=5.1 mm (x/D0 = 0.50).
As shown in Fig. 4.14, the liquid distribution follows the same trend as that of the water
scans. At low gas Reynolds number flows, the distribution has a pronounced edge effect. As
the Reynolds number is increased, the prounced edge effects give way to a centrally located
uniform distribution, though with a spatial distribution comparable to the lower Reynolds
number condition. Further increasing the Reynolds number, a significant narrowing occured
in the liquid distribution. Interestingly, central path length values are quite similar for all
cases. This fact seems to indicate a significant increase in fluid velocity as the total mass flux
through the injector for all cases is approximately constant, though the path integrated mass
flux observed in these radiographic line scans seems to show significantly less mass at higher
flow rates.
Another observation worth noting in Fig. 4.14 is the asymmetry in the ’air’ portion of
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the scans. For cases with Reg ≈ 17, 500 and Reg ≈ 50, 000, path length values at positive
transverse locations are uniformly distributed at approximately 0 mm for a number of line
scans. However, at negative transverse positions, there is a measurable offset. A hypothesis to
explain this observation was that the spray evacuation system was not able to keep up with
the increased mass flux for high gas flow conditions. The spray catch system used for cryogenic
experiments was designed to effectively remove the atomized spray, while at the same time,
not impacting the dynamics of the spray. It is possible that as gas flow rates are increased,
the spray evacuation system was overloaded, allowing for some remnant gaseous nitrogen to
provide small amounts of attenuation. Since the gas flow was momentarily stopped and reset
between runs, the spray evacuation chamber could have removed stagnant nitrogen from the
area. This phenomena is further discussed in Section 7.2.2.
In the development of a new diagnostic technique, it is important to quantify the accuracy of
the technique. As with previous scans, plots of uncertainty were created for different conditions.
The plots shown in Fig. 4.15 demonstrate the amount of variation for the flow conditions
referenced in Fig.4.14.
(a) Reg ≈ 12, 000 (b) Reg ≈ 50, 000
Figure 4.15: Comparison of uncertainty for liquid nitrogen with a gas Reynolds number of (a)
Reg ≈ 12, 000 and (b) Reg ≈ 50, 000 X= 5.1 mm (x/D0 = 0.50).
As previously mentioned, a useful method to quantify uncertainty is by computing the
mean and maximum values of the coefficient of variation, cvm of the measurement. For the
cases shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15, mean values for cv ranged from 0.013 – 0.027, while
maximum values of cv ranged from 0.021–0.065.
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4.2 Time-averaged fluorescence
As discussed in Section 3.4.3, several different techniques and combinations of fluorescence
media were used to measure liquid-gas distributions. The first method was based on the use
of two simultaneous liquid tracers with an atomizing gaseous argon flow. A second method,
which used krypton fluorescence, was also demonstrated. The adjustments for fluorescence
reabsorption were also accompanied by corrections to compensate for dead time in the fluores-
cence photon counting system, variations in the incoming beam intensity, and attenuation of
the incident beam and resulting fluorescence signal. Example spectrum for each are given in
4.16.
(a) Example fluorescence spectrum for dual tracer
fluorescence tracers (b) Example fluorescence spectrum for krypton runs
Figure 4.16: Example spectrum for experiments.
4.2.1 Dual tracer Fluorescence
For all experiments in the investigation of dual tracer fluorescence, the incident X-ray beam
was set to 10.1 keV. This energy is low enough to enable significant attenuation in the liquid
while also exciting both liquid and gas-phase x-ray fluorescence. To excite liquid fluorescence,
200 ppm of nickel sulfate hexahydrate (7.5 keV Kα, 8.3 keV Kβ) and 200 ppm of zinc sulfate
heptahydrate (8.6 keV Kα, 9.6 keV Kβ) were dissolved in water. The liquid properties of the
salt solutions were similar to water within the accuracy of the measurements of viscosity (∼1%)
and surface tension (∼3%), using a falling ball rheometer and force tensiometer, respectively.
Previous investigations have shown that the use of two tracer species allow for correction of
fluorescence reabsorption through the spray to an accuracy of approximately 5% by comparing
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Figure 4.17: Example showing uncorrected spectrum for transverse locations across the scan
at a location of 1.6 mm (x/D0 = 0.16)from the injector exit.
the ratio of detected fluorescence from the two species (Halls et al. (2015)). If the attenuation
from the location of fluorescence signal generation to the detector is large, for example, then
the lower energy fluorescence from nickel will be more highly attenuated than that from zinc.
Gas phase fluorescence of argon was collected simultaneously with the liquid phase fluores-
cence. Argon also strongly absorbs x-rays, providing measurable contrast between argon and
ambient air. In this manner, the gas-phase distribution can be measured by either directly us-
ing the argon fluorescence signal (after correction for reabsorption) or by subtracting the liquid
path length, measured using fluorescence, from the total liquid and gas-phase path lengths,
measured using radiography. An example line plots of total liquid and gas-phase path lengths
measured from radiographs are shown in Fig. 4.18a. Note that the units of extinction lengths
are not quantitative, as they assume an absorption coefficient of 1.
To obtain a quantitative measurement of the equivalent path length (EPL) of argon at
each transverse location, a multi-step post-processing procedure was performed to correct for
reabsorption.
First, a cuvette study is performed where a correlation equation is determined between the
absorption path length (thickness of the cuvette) and fluorescence yield at the detector for
each liquid tracer at their concentration in water. By traversing the signal across the width of
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(a) Total extinction lengths (b) Water extinction only
Figure 4.18: Example line plots showing (a) total extinction lengths from attenuation and (b)
the extinction lengths of the water correlated from the measured fluorescence signal of the
liquid tracers. Note units of extinction length are arbitrary.
the cuvette, the equation takes into account self reabsorption of the liquid and any potentially
scattering effects. Additionally, by using two tracers, the differential absorption of the tracers
allowed (due to different fluorescence wavelength) for the compensation of reabsorption of the
photons from the liquid across the scan. These effects can be observed in raw fluorescences
traces shown in 4.17.
Once the correlation equation is created, the measured fluorescence yield of the liquid tracers
can be correlated to an expected liquid path length, shown in Fig. 4.18b. By subtracting
the calculated liquid path length (from the liquid fluorescence) from the total attenuation
(calculated from radiograph line scans and shown in Fig. 4.18a), the differential amount can
be inferred to be the gas phase.
Once the measurements of each phase is known from the measurements in extinction lengths,
the wavelength dependent attenuation coefficient and density can then be used to calculate the
quantitative path lengths of each phase using the Beers Law. An example plot of this is shown
in Fig. 4.19.
This technique has an advantage in cases where high liquid densities near the injector exit
cause substantial trapping of argon fluorescence. This leads to significant signal reabsorption
and producing high uncertainties in the argon EPL measurements. By contrast, the relatively
more precise measurement of total-minus-liquid attenuation can be used for accurate measure-
ments, even at locations with low argon fluorescence signals caused by low concentrations or
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Figure 4.19: Example showing quantitative measures of path length for liquid and gas phases.
Figure 4.20: Example showing quantitative measures of path length for liquid and gas phases
at axial locations of X = 6.0 mm (x/D0 = 0.58) (top) and X = 14 mm (x/D0 = 1.37) (bottom).
high levels of reabsorption An example plot demonstrating the technique is shown in Fig. 4.20.
Based on the total transmission through the spray, as measured using radiography, the
spray is radially symmetric to within approximately 1.4 %. This is also reflected in the liquid
EPL profiles of Fig. 4.20, with peak values that are symmetric to within 0.1% and 2.5%,
respectively, at 6 mm and 14 mm downstream. This is consistent with prior work on dual-tracer
X-ray fluorescence reported in literature, Halls et al. (2015), implying that accurate absolute
liquid EPL values can be obtained through calibration of the corrected liquid fluorescence
signals measured without argon flowing. The argon EPL data showed slightly higher potential
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Table 4.2: Flow constituents and measured Signal-to-noise.
Flow Constituents Signal to Noise
Argon 20
Liquid Tracer 260
Total 83
(a) Reg=14,700 (b) Reg=17,600
Figure 4.21: Example plots for a constant liquid flow rate of 27.76 g/s and a gas Reynolds
number of (a)14,700 and (b) 17,600 at axial locations of X = 6.0 mm (x/D0 = 0.58) (top) and
X = 14 mm (x/D0 = 1.37) (bottom).
systematic errors, with peak values that are symmetric to within 1.6% and 5%, respectively at
6 mm and 14 mm downstream. The latter are consistent with dual-tracer liquid fluorescence
attenuation corrections reported in prior work and represent systematic errors relative to the
attenuation measurements used for calibration of fluorescence signals. The minimum precision
of the EPL measurements is 4 µm, based on ratios of signal-to-background noise of 83, 260,
and 20 for the total, water, and argon EPL data, respectively.
In the application of studying sprays, this technique facilitates the probing of information
relative to liquid and gas phase distributions. To understand how the spray of interest evolves as
a function of different flow condition, the technique was applied to a series of runs with differing
gas Reynolds number, Reg, but with a constant liquid water flow rate, show in Fig.4.21.
By comparing the two flow conditions at identical spatial locations, for Reg=14,700, the near
injector region 6mm from the injector is shown to have a distinct decrease in argon path length
as compared to the Reg=17,600 condition. This could suggest that for the higher Reynolds
number case, the gas is shown to force more liquid into the center of the flow as compared to
the lower case where the gas can diffuse to the middle without fully atomizing the liquid flow.
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Additional support for this theory can be found by examining the relative width of the liquid
distributions. For the Reg=17,600 condition, the liquid distribution is shown to have a much
narrower distribution of approximate -3 to 3 mm. Considering that the injector exit diameter
is approximately 10.3 mm across, this seems to suggest that as gas flow is increased, the gas
pushes the liquid towards the center of the flow initially.
Further downstream at X = 14 mm, the liquid path length is shown to decrease and broaden
its distribution, indicative of atomization and mixing. The gas-phase profile is also observed to
broaden downstream for both conditions. Interestingly, for the Reg=14,700 condition, the gas
EPL is shown to broaden and decrease, indicating that the flow is expanding outward, but at a
constant flow velocity. In contrast, for the Reg=17,600 condition, the distribution is shown to
broaden, but increase in EPL. This seems to suggest that in addition to mixing and atomizing
the liquid flow, the gas flow is decelerating once it is in the quiescent atmosphere.
4.2.2 Krypton Fluorescence
While the dual tracer fluorescence technique is successful in its ability to provide a simul-
taneous, quantitative, measure of both gas and liquid phases, it has several drawbacks. First,
it requires doping the liquid phase with two separate tracing elements. While the low concen-
tration makes this feasible with water solutions, for other fluids, such as cryogenic fluids, this
becomes impractical. Second, the technique is labor intensive and requires constant monitoring
of tracer concentration. Since the flows being studied are being rapidly atomized, even well
designed fluid ’traps’ are not able to retain 100% of the fluid media as some is ’ejected’ into
the ambient environment. This is often troublesome for nearby optical equipment, and also
results in varying concentration of tracing element within the flow, leading to uncertainty in
calculations.
An alternate approach that was utilized was the use of a gas phase fluorescence tracer, such
as krypton. For moderate beam energies (≈ 15 keV), krypton has a low attenuation coefficient
and does not significantly attenuates the incident probe beam. Additionally, its high-energy
fluorescence emission (12.6 keV Kα) also experiences limited self-reabsorption as it propagates
through the spray. The major draw back is its inability to provide qualitative measures of
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Figure 4.22: Example plot showing simultaneous Radiography (top) and Krypton Fluoresce.
(a) Axial position 0.5 mm from injector exit
(b) Axial position 5.1 mm from injector exit
Figure 4.23: Example line plots from radiographs and krypton fluorescence for identical flow
conditions. (Left) scan taken at X=0.5 mm (x/D0 = 0.05) from the injector exit and (right)
scan taken at X = 5.1 mm (x/D0 = 0.50) from the injector exit.
gas phase path length without separate calibration scans to correlate measured counts to path
length. Since the fluorescence production is concentration dependent, the results do provide
insight into relative concentration at areas within the spray, but with arbitrary units. For all
experiments within this thesis, a blend of 99% by mass N2 and 1% Kr was used.
To demonstrate the technique’s ability to resolve phase and liquid information within a
spray, a series of scans were taken for a constant liquid flow rate of water, with varying gas
flow rate. An example plot is shown in Fig. 4.22.
As with dual tracer fluorescence, the technique was utilized to facilitate understanding of
the evolution of the flow. An example of this is demonstrated in Fig. 4.23.
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To further examine the viability of the method as a measurement technique, it is important
to characterize the signal’s signal–to–noise (SNR) from in-situ measurements.SNR’s were cal-
culated by comparing peak, and or averaged, fluorescence yields (signal) to fluorescence values
of scans in air. An example of calculated SNRs are shown below. To provide a thorough de-
scription of the technique, several different calculation methods for a series of runs are shown
in table 4.3 to provide full characterization of the technique.
4.3 Time-resolved x-ray radiography
While a large amount of experimental data on turbulence spectra has been acquired in
dilute flows using physical probes, such as hot-wire anemometers, (Pope (2000); Balachandar
and Eaton (2010)) there is very little data on turbulent scalar mixing within the near-field
breakup region of optically dense multiphase flow environments. Furthermore, Direct Numerical
Simulation (DNS) of multiphase flows with high levels of turbulence is prohibitively expensive
because of the difficulty in capturing the wide range of spatiotemporal scales in the flow. As
such, advanced nonintrusive diagnostics are required to validate the accuracy and resolution
of new computational models designed to estimate and predict the relevant physics. For flows
with high optical density, measurements of both liquid and gas distributions using traditional
nonintrusive methods are extremely difficult, due to strong scattering and refraction from
droplets and fluid structures with varying size and shape (Linne (2013)). This is especially
challenging in cryogenic fluids, or in fluids that are undergoing rapid vaporization and changes
in fluid properties.
Despite the growing body of work in the study of dense sprays, there is relatively little known
Table 4.3: Experimental run number, and in-situ measured calculation of SNR for krypton
fluorescence signal.
Run Num-
ber
Single Point SNR 3-point SNR 3-point SNR with ensemble average noise
599 175.33 167.75 122.27
600 88.46 87.37 138.68
602 143.67 95.68 91.56
606 662.39 661.57 155.36
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about the energy cascade and its relationship to the complex internal mixing process, especially
for the case of turbulent gaseous flows interacting with liquids undergoing rapid break-up,
entrainment, atomization, and vaporization. Such flows result in the rapid dispersion of droplets
or aerosols, and are relevant to the modeling of many multiphase phenomena. Cryogenic flows
are a representative example, where high optical density obscures the underlying physics in
regions undergoing rapid phase change. In cryogenic propellants, such as liquid oxygen, liquid
methane, and liquid hydrogen, turbulent interaction is critical for rapid mixing and combustion
of rocket propellants.
A key question is whether the high-speed, line-of-sight radiography measurements can be
used to evaluate the energy cascade via the power spectrum computed from scalar fluctuations,
and more specifically, whether this can be done for the gas and/or liquid phases. It is of
particular interest to determine if the limit of isotropic and homogeneous turbulence reflected
in the -5/3 scaling law in Kolmogorovs classical theory (Kolmogorov (1941)) is correlated with
changes in the gas-liquid mixing process that can be related to input flow conditions.
As previously detailed in Section 3.3.5, sub-cooled liquid nitrogen was delivered to the
injector test article from a dewar pressurized with gaseous helium. The insulated feed system
ensured that liquid sub-cooling was maintained up to the injector tip for all of the data reported
here. As also detailed in Section 3.4.2, to process time resolved radiography data, PIN diode
was recorded at 1 MHz and recorded over a duration of 2 seconds on a digital oscilloscope
sampling at 1.25 MHz. As a consequence, fluctuations in the attenuation through the spray
were resolved at a bandwidth of 625 kHz after accounting for the Nyquist criterion. A MATLAB
based Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm was created to process the data. This algorithm
was designed to correct for several physical effects and signal content, and is performed at both
a location of interest within the spray, as well as a signal in the air. The processed signal of
interest then has the background signal subtracted leaving only content of the flow of interest.
As detailed, the first step in data processing, is to accurately model a region of air and back-
ground. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4.24. As demonstrated in the plot, the background
signal can be seen to be largely flat for frequency content up until approximately 1× 105 Hz.
However, several large spikes can be observed between 1× 105 Hz and 1× 106Hz stemming
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Figure 4.24: Example plot showing processed time-resolved radiography data for a data collec-
tion scan in ’air’.
(a) Raw time-resolved radiography scan (b) Processed time-resolved radiography scan
Figure 4.25: Example plots showing (a)’raw’ time resolved radiography scan and (b) ’cleaned’
time resolved radiography with background subtraction.
from synchrotron harmonics. These spikes noticeably distort power spectrum, demonstrating
the necessity for background removal.
After successfully quantifying the background content from air and synchrotron harmonics,
further analysis of the fluid flow can be measured.
While the signal is significantly improved, there is still a noticeable trace of spurious signal
at high frequencies that appears to originate from synchrotron harmonics. In an effort to better
characterize this content and reduce it, the number of samples used to compute the FFT (N-
point FFT or NFFT) were varied and results were analyzed. Since the computation of the FFT
is computationally optimized for data sequences that are a power of two, a range of signals
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(a) NFFT = 512 (b) NFFT = 1024
(c) NFFT = 4096 (d) NFFT = 8192
Figure 4.26: Example plots showing the number of points used in calculating the FFT.
between 29 and 213 was calculated. Example plots for the same flow condition calculated at
two different flow conditions is shown in Fig. 4.26. Based on the analysis, it was observed
that using an NFFT size of 29 produced very clean signals, but at times lacked resolution at
low frequency content. Conversely, using an NFFT size of 213 was receptive enough at distinct
frequencies, when present in the data, though it also resulted in distortion in the signal and
results were difficult to interpret at times. A compromise frequency of 2× 1010 was found to
be receptive to distinct frequency content, while producing results that were easy to interpret
and characterize.
Once a method for computing the time-resolved radiography signals was established and
optimized, its utility in studying fluid flows was investigated. The transmission was measured
from the ratio, I/I0, of the transmitted beam intensity, I, to incident beam intensity, I0, which
for a monochromatic beam can be related to concentration fluctuations through the Beers Law:
I(λ, z = l)
I0(λ, z = 0)
= e−(λ)ρl(t)
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Table 4.4: Flow constituents, signals detected, and target parameters used in the experiments.
Flow Con-
stituents
X-ray Beam Energy Signal Detected Target Parameter
Liquid N2 6.6 keV X-ray Attenuation Liquid-phase frequency spectrum
Liquid N2 6.6 keV X-ray Attenuation Liquid-phase spatial distribution
Gaseous Ar 6.6 keV X-ray Attenuation Gas-phase frequency spectrum
Liquid N2 15 keV X-ray Attenuation Liquid-phase spatial distribution
Krypton in
GaseousN2
15 keV X-ray Fluorescence Gas-phase spatial distribution
Fourier decomposition of ln(I/I0), therefore, captures fluctuations in the scalar distribution
(number density and path length) integrated along the beam path.
A key advantage of x-ray radiography is its ability to be ‘tuned’ to be sensitive to different
phases through selection of flow media and beam energy. Since the x-ray attenuation coefficient
for a given flow media is a function of x-ray energy, and the monochromatic beam at the APS is
tunable from 6-15 keV, an experiment can designed to obtain the spectra largely from individual
phases. Table 4.4 shows details of the experiments performed.
A first investigation into understanding the temporal dynamics of the flow was performed
using time-resolved radiography with an x-ray source energy of 6.6 keV, which led to trans-
mission levels as low as ≈ 70% through the liquid nitrogen at the jet exit. By contrast, the
attenuation through the gaseous nitrogen in the outer annulus at 6.6 keV was only ≈ 1.7%.
These calculations indicate that the attenuation signal, and observed flow dynamics in this
case, was dominated by the liquid nitrogen.
For investigations into understanding gas phase turbulent spectra, in some cases the gas-
phase nitrogen was replaced by gas-phase argon with ≈11% attenuation at 6.6 keV. Since
gaseous argon absorbs much more strongly than nitrogen, even though the liquid nitrogen is
providing some content, the dynamics are dominated by the gas phase.
For the range of flow conditions investigated in this work, the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) in the ln(I/I0) transmission data ranged from 5.30 to 11.05 and additional values of
SNR for cases used within the thesis are shown in Table 4.5.
A first series of investigations to demonstrate the technique was performed using only the
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Table 4.5: Experimental run number, and in-situ measured calculation of Signal-to-noise.
Run Number Signal to Noise
571 5.30
573 11.05
574 10.37
584 5.50
Figure 4.27: Example shadowgram of flow field created from the pressure swirl atomizer col-
lected at 40 kHz with a spatial scale of approximately 30 mm by 50 mm.
cryogenic pressure swirl atomizer. An example visible light shadowgraph is shown in Fig. 4.27.
The resulting flow had an optical depth of approximately six in the core of the spray, meaning
that optical wavelengths were attenuated by about 99.8% through the spray, and multiple
scattering obscured much of the internal fluid dynamics.
While analysis of the visible light shadowgraphs that were observed in Fig. 4.27 were found
to have high optical density, certain visible light structures were able to be observed. One such
structure was a liquid ligament shedding or rollup event. As shown in a sequence of images,
the flow was found to leave the injector, and a small osculation was found to lead to a vortex
sheet roll-up, consistent with Plateau-Rayleigh and Rayleigh-Taylor instability modes. Since
the vortex roll up can be characterized by a local increase in pathlength, and consequentially,
x-ray attenuation, it was hypothesized that this periodic feature should be observable using
time-resolved radiography.
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Figure 4.28: Example plot of time-resolved radiography showing spectral peak centered at 4880
Hz. Scan location was at an axial position of x = 0.2 mm (x/do = 0.0625), from the liquid
nozzle.
To investigate this effect, a vertical raster scan of time-resolved radiographs was collected of
the injector. An example plot of the scan is shown in Fig. 4.28. Shown, at an axial position of X
= 0.2 mm (x/do = 0.0625), from the liquid nozzle, a distinct peak in the attenuation spectrum
centered at 4880 Hz can be observed. This peak points to a coherent oscillation associated
with the shedding of high-density or liquid structures near the nozzle exit, as expected based
on visible light shadowgraphs.
Another observation that can be made in Fig. 4.27 is the rapid evolution and vaporization
of the cryogen within near proximity to the injector exit. Vortex sheets are shown to ‘roll’
down the sheet, and shortly there after, can be observed to diffuse and lose coherence. It is
hypothesized that in this phase, the structures are undergoing rapid evaporation and diffusion.
Since there is no co-flowing gas to force convection and enhance mixing in this condition, the
atomization is largely based on internal instability modes within the flow. To characterize this,
analysis of additional plots of the raster scan were performed, as shown in Fig. 4.29.
As expected for a hydrodynamic instability originating from the exit lip of the injector, the
magnitude of this peak drops substantially with increasing distance from the injector as the
liquid sheet undergoes primary breakup and mixes with the ambient air. Also visible in these
scans are the previously mentioned synchrotron beam harmonics at 271 kHz and 543 kHz and
aliasing observed at 434 kHz. The power spectrum displays a smooth roll-off from low to high
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(a) X = 0.75 mm (x/do = 0.23) (b) X = 2.0 mm (x/do = 0.63)
(c) X = 3.0 mm (x/do = 0.94) (d) X = 8.0 mm (x/do = 2.50)
Figure 4.29: Plots showing evolution of centerline spectral content at different axial locations.
frequencies, indicating that there is a wide range of scales captured by the x-ray attenuation
measurement. However, this roll-off does not display the -5/3 slope that is characteristic of
isotropic, homogeneous turbulence. This is not unexpected, given that the rotating conical flow
and rolling vortex solutions are likely a strong source of inhomogeneity.
To further demonstrate and understand the validity of the technique, a series of experiments
were performed to gather the time-resolved radiography of the injector in combined gas-liquid
atomization conditions. An example figure of this flow field is shown in Fig. 4.30.
Additionally, to understand the applicability of the technique, a series of experiments were
performed using liquid nitrogen as the liquid, as well as gaseous nitrogen, gaseous argon, and a
blend of 99% gas nitrogen and 1% gas Kr for fluorescence purposes. As previously detailed in
Table 4.4, because the attenuation of the media is a function of beam energy and flow media,
different flow combinations were designed to probe different elements of the flow.
A first series of experiments was performed to investigate the liquid phase flow dynamics of
the cryogenic flow, and a combination of liquid nitrogen, and gas phase nitrogen were studied.
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Figure 4.30: Example shadowgram of flow field created from the swirl-coaxial injector with
liquid nitrogen and gas argon. Shadowgram collected at 40 kHz with a spatial scale of approx-
imately 30 mm by 50 mm.
To investigate the flow dynamics, the beam was set at 6.6 keV. At this beam energy, transmis-
sion levels of the incident beam were as low as ≈ 70% through the liquid nitrogen at the jet exit,
as estimated using measured liquid mass flow meters. By contrast, the attenuation through
the gaseous nitrogen in the outer annulus at 6.6 keV was only ≈ 1.7% using the gas phase
flow meters. As a consequence, the attenuation signal in this case was dominated by the liquid
nitrogen phase, and an example plot, representative of many flow conditions, is demonstrated
in Fig. 4.31.
As 4.31 shows, the spectrum of the flow is largely clear of coherent spectral content, which
was observed in near nozzle conditions in Fig. 4.27. Instead, the slope is shown to be largely flat
for low frequency content from the filter cutoff frequency of 1× 104 through 1× 104, indicating
uniform fluid motion at these scales. However, at approximately 1× 104, a clear change in
slope takes place, which is maintained through approximately 2× 105. At this frequency, the
slope further decreases, though the interpretation does become more difficult as synchrotron
harmonics can be observed to distort the data.
As previously discussed, for flows of liquid nitrogen and gas nitrogen, attenuation of the
beam is dominated by the liquid phase. Since the cryogen is expected to rapidly vaporize, it
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Figure 4.31: Example plot of spectra from time-resolved spectra for liquid nitrogen and gaseous
nitrogen. Scan is taken at the centerline of the spray, and at an axial distance of 0.5 mm from
the jet exit.
was of interest to see if the signal changed measurably as the flow evolved and atomized. An
example plot of this is shown in Fig. 4.32.
The spectrum was largely similar, though measurable differences do exist. To further in-
vestigate dynamic and measurable changes in the liquid, flow conditions were varied to better
understand the evolution of the flow. Since the co-flowing gas was expected to both increase
the intensity of the atomization and the level of forced convection, potentially promoting or
increasing phase transitions, it was of interest to see how different gas flows impact turbulent
spectra.
To effectively quantify the levels of atomization, the experiments were designed around
keeping liquid levels largely constant and instead varying gas flow conditions. This was per-
formed for two reasons. First, previous experiments with water and gas had demonstrated that
varying gas flow rates alone (for a constant liquid flow rate) was enough to significantly vary
observed levels of atomization from continuous liquid flow, at near injector exit conditions. The
second reason was based on the operation of the cryogenic setup. To ensure subcooled liquid
cryogen at the injector inlet, the dewar required a certain amount of pressure to keep the liquid
subcooled. This pressure in turn, determined a minimum mass flow rate for the system, and
relief capability of the dewar provided a maximum mass flow rate of the system. To ensure
consistent repeatable experiments, a median point was selected that balanced these constraints,
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Figure 4.32: Example plot of spectra from time-resolved spectra for liquid nitrogen and gaseous
nitrogen. Scan is taken at the centerline of the spray, and at an axial distance of 5.6 mm from
the jet exit.
and allowed anchoring, via non-dimensional parameters, for water-based experiments.
Flow conditions were measured using volumetric flow meters for both liquid and gas phases.
For all cases reported within this thesis, state properties, even for time resolved data, are
reported as the average value over the time of integration of the signal (1.0 seconds). State
properties, such as density and viscosity, are computed using recorded temperature and pressure
data and NIST REFPROP.
Examining Fig. 4.33, several observations regarding the levels of turbulence within the flow
can be made. First, examination of the visible light shadowgraphs, shown in Fig. 4.33a and
b, shows a clear difference in the structure of the injected flow. For Reg ≈ 17, 000, some small
vortex sheets from turbulent interaction are visible, though the overall appearance of the jet
is largely uniform. Additionally, in the wake behind the vortex sheets, small droplets can be
regularly observed. By contrast, for the gas flow conditions at Reg ≈ 44, 000, very significant
vortex wake appear throughout the jet, indicating clear and significant levels of turbulence
within the flow. Additionally, as demonstrated by examining a sequence of images at this
conditions, the vortex wakes produce a mist–like wake, but no droplets can be observed. The
absence of drops indicates a more significant level of mixing and conduction. Since Fig. 4.33
a demonstrates that injection of the liquid at these conditions alone is not enough to dictate
such a strong phase change.
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(a) Reg ≈ 12, 000 (b) Reg ≈ 44, 000
(c) X = 0.5 mm (x/DO = 0.048) (d) X = 5.6 mm (x/DO = 0.53)
Figure 4.33: Example plots showing shadowgrams and centerline time resolve spectra at dif-
ferent spatial and flow conditions. Shadowgram collected at 40 kHz with a spatial scale of
approximately 30 mm by 50 mm. Line scans taken at identical liquid flow rates and gas
phase Reynolds numbers of Reg ≈ 17, 000 and Reg ≈ 44, 000, taken at (c) X = 0.5 mm
(x/DO = 0.048) and (d) X = 5.6 mm (x/DO = 0.53) from the injector exit.
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Given the significance of the difference observed in the high speed shadowgraphy, a cor-
responding difference would be expected if, as hypothesized, the technique is sensitive to the
spatiotemporal dynamics of the spray. Indeed, significant and noticeable differences are ob-
served in Fig. 4.33 c and d. In Fig. 4.33 c, the Reg ≈ 17, 000 flow condition has higher
levels of beam attenuation across all frequencies, and a significantly more noise in the signal at
frequencies above 2× 105. Since the attenuation at this condition is largely due to the liquid
phase, these results point to increased levels of evaporation and enhanced mixing of the flow.
This argument is strengthened by the significant increase in beam attenuation at increasing
distances from the injector exit.
Further examination of Fig. 4.33c and d, also demonstrates a significant difference in the
slope of the spectra between the turbulent and non-turbulent conditions. For the Reg ≈ 17, 000
condition, the slope has a measurably smaller slope across the measured frequency, particularly
between 3× 104 and 2× 105. Additionally, the shapes of the curves are quite distinct. The
slope for the Reg ≈ 17, 000 condition has a more gradually curving slope, particularly noticeable
in 4.33d, while the Reg ≈ 44, 000 condition appears to hold an approximately constant slope
over a majority of the spectral range of interest. In fact, a measurement of the slope of the
spectrum found in 4.33c and d for the Reg ≈ 44, 000 condition, was measured to be -1.667 or
-5/3, indicating the conditions of the flow behave in accordance with Kolmogorov’s theory of
homogeneous and isentropic flow.
Since the attenuation signal measured in Fig. 4.33c and d stems from liquid phase atten-
uation, the observation and measurement of a -5/3 slope is an unexpected result considering
the large dynamic range over which the liquid phase is shown to be containing dynamics over.
Comparing the visible light shadowgraphs in Fig. 4.33a and b provides a physical expla-
nation of how the attenuation from the liquid phase can lead to the turbulent spectra. For
the Reg ≈ 17, 000 condition, the flow is found to have small periodic vortex motion. Since
the time radiography signal is a line-of-sight measurement, these vortexes introduce variations
in the attenuation signal. As the gas phase flow rate and turbulence level is increased for
the Reg ≈ 44, 000 condition, the amount of variation in path length increases, stemming from
vortex motion seen in the edges of the spray. Additionally, the vortex motion can be found to
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Figure 4.34: Example plot of spectra from time-resolved spectra for liquid nitrogen and gaseous
argon for gas phase flow of Reg ≈ 31, 000.
produce small dynamic regions of ’mist’ that contain eddy scales much smaller than the large
scale vortexes on the edge of the jet. Combined, these produce large variations in both path
length and density, with spatio-temporal dynamics over a large range of scales.
Following observations that the liquid phase can display characteristics of homogenous and
isentropic turbulence, an experiment investigating the spectra of the gas phase was performed.
Since the scales of the gas phase are considerably larger, ranging from the size of the jet exit
down through molecular motion, a similar spectrum should be observed.
To probe the gas phase dynamics, the gas phase flow was changed from gaseous nitrogen
to gaseous argon. Argon has a significantly higher attenuation coefficient, which leads to
significantly higher levels of attenuation. An example plot of turbulent spectrum is shown in
Fig. 4.34.
As expected, the turbulent spectra, stemming from gas phase flow dynamics, was found
to have a clear and pronounced -5/3 slope in accordance with homogeneous and isentropic
turbulence. Specifically, a power law fit to the experimental data confirmed a slope of -1.6672 (or
-5/3) over the frequency range of 12,200 Hz to 272,200 Hz with a coefficient of determination of
R2 = 0.981. Further discussion regarding the observation of the -5/3 scaling, and its implication
to the measurement of Kolmogorov’s classical theory, will be discussed in Section 6.1.
Further investigation of the technique can be used to probe the evolution of the flow dy-
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Figure 4.35: Example plot of spectra from time-resolved spectra for liquid nitrogen and gaseous
argon. Plots of centerline spectra shown for x/DO = 0.048, x/DO = 0.53,x/DO = 1.00.
namics by comparing the spectra at different spatial locations, but at identical flow condi-
tions, as shown in Fig. 4.35. The measured spectra were largely the same, however, dis-
tinct levels of beam attenuation was observed particularly for frequencies less than 1× 104.
For x/DO = 0.048, the attenuation at 4883 Hz was measured to be nearly half of that of
x/DO = 1.00 signal, 21.53 compared to 41.48. This indicates less pronounced large scale mo-
tion, as would be expected for near nozzle exit flow, since the gas phase has had limited time to
mix and expand throughout the flow. However, at higher frequencies, the levels of attenuation
for the different conditions converge, indicating small scale motion is consistent, as would be
expected.
As part of previous investigations, a series of experiments were performed with beam ener-
gies of 15.0 keV for utilization of krypton fluorescence, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. As part
of these investigations, it was of interest to see if the simultaneous collection of time-resolved
radiography with Krypton fluorescence was possible. An example plot of this figure is shown
in Fig. 4.36.
Fig. 4.36 shows that the resultant signal had a significant amount of noise, and interpre-
tation of the results was difficult, particularly at high frequencies. An additional summary
plot, Fig. 4.37, facilitates a more complete comparison between the diagnostic application at
different beam energies and media. Argon attenuation at 6.6 keV, can be observed to track
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Figure 4.36: Example plot of spectra from time-resolved spectra for liquid nitrogen and gaseous
nitrogen at a beam energy of 15.0 keV. Plots of centerline spectra collected at X= 5.6 mm (
x/DO = 0.53) and with Reg ≈ 25, 600.
the turbulent spectra over the frequency range of interest, up until the Nyquist frequency. For
liquid phase attenuation measurements, nitrogen attenuation was observed to capture spatio-
temporal dynamics, though the signal begins to lose resolution at frequencies greater than
2.25× 105. Finally, attenuation from the liquid phase at 15.0 keV is extremely noisy with
limited value compared to the 6.0 keV signal. Calculations of relative beam attenuation at ≈
8500 Hz show the argon attenuation at 6.6 keV to be a factor of 49 larger than the nitrogen at
6.6 keV and 648 times larger than nitrogen at 15.0 keV.
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Figure 4.37: Plot comparing centerline time-resolved scans of different media and at different
beam energies, but for comparable flow conditions. All scans collected at X= 5.6 mm ( x/DO =
0.53). Plot shows comparison of attenuation for argon at 6.6 keV, nitrogen at 6.6 keV and
nitrogen at 15.0 keV.
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CHAPTER 5. X-RAY WHITE BEAM IMAGING, RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
5.1 Introduction and Experimental Setup
Following investigations which utilized monochromatic time-averaged and time-resolved
scans, a follow on series of experiments were performed aimed at investigation of two dimen-
sional transient fluid phenomena, such as ligament breakup and droplet formation using x-ray
radiation. Recent upgrades at the Sector 7 bending-magnet beamline at the Advanced Photon
source have recently allowed for a high intensity continuous wave source of broadband x-rays
with comparatively large field of view.
In the current experiment, a recently developed two-dimensional x-ray radiography tech-
nique is applied to the study of transient fluid structure during spray atomization at speeds
of 120 kHz. Results of these scans revealed complex and dynamic liquid structure within the
atomizing flow not previously observed. These results provide insight into the structure of
fluid flows not previously observed, and demonstrate the viability of the technique for future
investigations.
In previous experiments at the 7-BM, the raw source beam was spectrally filtered and
spatially focused using a double multilayer monochromator and mirrors in a Kirkpatrick–Baez
geometry. In the current experiment, their is neither spectral filtering or focusing of the source
beams; the polychromatic beam is simply allowed to diverge from the x-ray source (80µm x
200µm FWHM), approximate 36 m from the spray in a tube under vacuum, and then through
the field of interest. By avoiding filtering and focusing, both the flux and field of view of the
beam is significantly increased.
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(a) Raw Radiograph (b) Flat Field Image
(c) Dark Current Image (d) Processed Image
Figure 5.1: Compilation of images showing (a) raw radiograph (b) flat field image (c) dark current
image and (d) processed radiograph with dark current subtraction and flat field normalization. The
spatial field of view of the radiographs is approximately 8 mm x 6 mm.
5.2 Data Processing and Quantitative Modeling
For all radiographic images presented, the images were post processed to remove the dark
current as well as flat-field normalization using an image recorded without the fluid flow. An
example of image processing is shown in Fig. 5.1. Since pure water results in limited attenuation
in the x-ray energy regime used, a 10% by mass solution of potassium iodide was used to increase
signal contrast.
Using the Beer-Lambert LawAls-Nielsen and McMorrow (2011), the relative transmission
of radiation through a flow field can be converted into a quantitative path length if the density,
the x-ray energy dependent attenuation cross section, and x-ray spectrum are known. Since the
bending magnet source produces an effective x-ray spectrum from 5–200 keV, the attenuation
coefficient was modeled using X-ray Oriented Program (XOP) 2.4 and Matlab. The attenuation
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coefficient can be described as a transfer function accounting for the spectral variations in at-
tenuation through the spray and absorption by the scintillator and subsequent visible emission.
The x-ray spectrum for a bending magnet source matching the specifications of the beamline,
as well as polychromatic absorption coefficient of each optical element between the beam source
and the spray was created in XOP. The transmission of the spectrum through each element was
then calculated up the scintillator. The polychromatic absorption of the scintillator was then
calculated based on the incident spectrum, which can be correlated to it’s visible emission. The
visible emission from the scintillator was assumed to be linear with x-ray energy. The CMOS
detector was assumed linear over the range of pixel intensities used, excluding the highest and
lowest counts.
Since the spectrum of the beam at the scintillator is dependent on the flow media and path
length of the spray, in order to get quantitative path lengths from the images, an iterative
processing step within the model is required. To model the spray, a polychromatic absorption
coefficient was modeled using XOP for the flow media (water with 10% KI) and an estimate of
the path length is input. The total absorption coefficient of the beam line setup (including the
spray) is then calculated, and used to estimate a liquid path length based for a given absorption.
The path length is then changed until the input path length matches the calculated path length,
based on the updated attenuation coefficient. For each fluid, this process was repeated for a
range of path lengths and a lookup table was created to allow easy processing. Similar models,
which have been calibrated to known path lengths of water and 10% KI solutions, have been
found to be accurate to ≈ 1% (Halls et al. (2017)). The model discussed here does contain
inherently higher uncertainty due to lack of modeling of vertical variation in source beam
intensity, though this effect is estimated to result in uncertainty’s of less than 5%. Shown in
Fig. 5.2, the source spectrum and the spectrum at the scintillator through a 2mm sample of
water with 10% KI is shown.
In order to better quantify the accuracy of the created quantitative model, a series of
validation cases were created. To validate the model, a series of line scans extracted from white
beam radiographs were extracted and compared to line scans taken from previous investigations
of the monochromatic beam. An example validation case is shown in Fig. 5.3.
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(a) Pure DI Water (b) 10% by mass KI
Figure 5.2: (A)Source beam spectrum and spectrum at the scintilator through 2 mm of water
with 10% KI and (b) computed lookup table of attenuation versus liquid path length for water
with 10% KI.
Figure 5.3: Plot showing modeled film thickness from the polychromatic beam with a monochro-
matic beam scan at comparable flow rate and spatial position.
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(a) Pure DI Water (b) 10% by mass KI
Figure 5.4: Comparison between pure water at 27.5 g/s and water with 10% by mass KI
contrast agent at 28.5 g/s. The spatial field of view of the radiographs is approximately 8 mm
x 6 mm.
As can be observed in Fig. 5.3, the model was able to accurately produce results with good
agreement compared to monochromatic beam investigations. Interestingly, while their appears
to be variation in film thickness values in the center lines of the scans, this variation is in fact
due to measured variation in the fluid flow which stem from the onset of atomization and not
the measurement technique. This effect is further observed below.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Pressure Swirl Atomizer Results
One of the first series of experiments performed at APS was an investigation into determin-
ing the ability of the white beam to image a relatively simple fluid flow of pure water. Since
pure water results in limited attenuation in the x-ray energy regime used, a 10% by mass so-
lution of potassium iodide (KI) was diluted into the water to increase signal contrast for many
experiments. KI has been used as contrasting agent in several previous x-ray experiments due
to its solubility, lack of effect on viscosity, and high attenuation coefficient (Halls et al. (2014)).
A side by side comparison of flows with pure DI flow and one with 10% KI is shown in
Fig. 5.4. The images appear qualitatively similar, with flow instabilities visibly propagating
throughout the flow. However, with the addition of KI as a contrast agent, smaller flow features
are also able to be resolved.
In order to better understand the utility of the technique for the study of atomizing flows,
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several different aspects of the atomization process were probed, all of which were performed
using water with a 10% solution of KI to add contrast. For the atomizing flow, many features,
such as droplets, have drop sizes much less than 1 mm, where SNR values would limit available
signal without the use of contrast agent. A first set of experiments was performed using only the
pressure swirl atomizer, which is a common component in many liquid combustion applications,
such as kerosene boilers and rocket engines.
To further utilize the technique, a series of line scans were extracted from radiographs and
modeled for quantitative thickness, as was performed using the monochromatic beam in in Fig.
4.3. An example of this analysis is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Shown in Fig. 5.5, measurable variations stemming from liquid structures produce varia-
tions in film thickness. These features can be observed to be continuous in shape and increase
at increasing distances from the spray.
One significant advantage of synchrotron-based white light imaging is the combination of
field of view and imaging speed capable given the flux of the beam. To demonstrate this, a first
investigation was performed to better understand the propagation of instabilities propagating
along a fluid sheet. The study of breakup and atomization of liquid sheets has been investi-
gated numerically, and detailed experimental and numerical studies have investigated the flow
phenomena (Ashgriz et al. (2011)). However, non-optical based diagnostics provide additional
information, which could not be obtained using traditional diagnostics and warranted further
Figure 5.5: Plot showing modeled film thickness from the polychromatic beam with a monochro-
matic beam scan at comparable flow rate and spatial position.
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(a) Time = 0 seconds (b) Time = 83 µs (c) Time = 166 µs
Figure 5.6: Propagation of sheet instability for a liquid flow of 28.5 g/s. Sequential set of
images with every 10th frame shown. Location is approximately 17 mm downstream from the
injector exit. The spatial field of view of the radiographs is approximately 8 mm x 6 mm.
investigation.
A representative series of images highlighting the time sequential nature of the technique
is presented in Fig. 5.6. These images show a large surface wake propagating, as would be
expected from previous theory and experiments. However, several unique aspects stem from the
line-of-sight nature of the technique. First, since each pixel value is an absorption measurement
along the line-of-sight, small variations within the continuous liquid sheet are actually variations
in path-length, though, they do appear similar to often observed reflective surface phenomena
in visible light images.
Additionally, while the large wave propagation defines the edge of the spray, small varia-
tions, resembling ripples, can be observed in continuous regions of the fluid. While the liquid
propagating from the circular injector creates a largely conical flow, it is important to note
that the ripples are a line-of-sight phenomena and can not be distinguished from either side of
the cone.
The utilization of this technique to measure breakup, shown in Fig. 5.7, further demon-
strates the utility of the technique. Within the figure, a liquid hole grows and expands as the
surface tension in the liquid rim causes the surface to retract. By comparing sequential images,
it is possible to measure the hole growth and hole velocity within the figure. For example, the
hole shown in Fig. 5.7 was found to expand by a total of 958 microns in the horizontal direction
and at an average speed of 5.08 m/s.
As the liquid continues to propagate from the injector, the sheet undergoes further atom-
ization and breakup. As Fig. 5.8 demonstrates, ligaments from holes, which formed closer to
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(a) Time = 0 seconds (b) Time = 125 µs (c) Time = 250 µs
Figure 5.7: Propagation of a liquid hole growth for a liquid flow rate of 28.5 g/s. Image location
is approximately 23 mm from the injector exit. The spatial field of view of the radiographs is
approximately 8 mm x 6 mm.
(a) Time = 0 seconds (b) Time = 125 µs (c) Time = 250 µs
Figure 5.8: Propagation of a rim structure undergoing breakup and droplet formation for a
liquid flow rate of 28.5 g/s. Image location is approximately 32 mm from the injector exit. The
spatial field of view of the radiographs is approximately 8 mm x 6 mm.
the injector, have expanded to the point that further breakup of their ligament occurs. The
continuous ligaments are stretched, and as momentum of the liquid overcomes the binding force
of surface tension, small liquid sections tear the ligament apart and form individual droplets.
5.3.2 Combined Gas-Liquid Injector Results
A series of visible light shadowgraphs is shown for reference at three flow conditions in Fig.
5.9, along with corresponding x-ray radiographs at approximately the same flow conditions and
smaller fields of view. As is shown in Fig. 5.9 (top), primary and secondary atomization can be
observed with bulk liquid sheets breaking up into ligaments and finally droplets. The intensity
of the atomization is shown to increase with increasing gas Reynolds number, defined as:
Reg =
ρgVgDHydraulic
µg
where ρ, Vg, and µg are the gas phase density, velocity and viscosity, respectively, and
DHydraulic is the hydraulic diameter of the annulus of the injector.
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(a) Reg=6,500 (b) Reg=10,500 (c) Reg=21,500
(d) Reg=6,500 (e) Reg=10,500 (f) Reg=21,500
Figure 5.9: Visible light shadowgraphs (top) collected at 40 kHz and x-ray radiographs (bottom)
collected at 120 kHz for constant liquid flow rate and approximate gas Reynolds numbers of
(a and d) 6,500 (b and e) 10,500 and (c and f) 21,500. Each composite radiograph with
three vertical locations has total spatial scale of approximately 8 mm wide x 21 mm high, and
shadowgraphs have spatial scale of approximately 21 x 25 mm.
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These images can be compared to a compilation of x-ray images shown in Fig. 5.9 (bottom),
which demonstrate comparable evolution in atomization intensity. Examination of Fig. 5.9
(d) reveals complex circular structures within the liquid phase, which can be attributed to
the internal flow structure not visible in the optical images. These ’honeycomb’ features can
be observed in many radiographs and appear to be in quasi-static within the rotating and
atomizing liquid column. While a direct causation of the liquid structures is currently unknown,
the reduced attenuation in these regions indicates they are voids consisting of low-density air
or vapor. Moreover, regions of very low attenuation representing thin liquid sheets (≈ 45 µm)
show spherical voids that are stable and larger than the thickness of the sheets. This indicates
that they are likely stable bubbles within the sheets. Figs. 5.13 shows the growth of a hole
with a rim that rolls up due to surface tension, which is in contrast to the stable bubbles
that propagate with little to no growth. In regions with thicker ligaments, the voids are small
enough to fit entirely within the liquid structures.
Breakup of the large continuous liquid regions can be observed in Fig. 5.9 (e), and the
voids continue to be visible in the ligaments and droplets. In addition, a substantial number
of non-spherical droplets can be observed. This observation is significant, as current optical
diagnostics such as phase Doppler anemometry, Mie Scattering, and fluorescence techniques
rely on assumptions of symmetry and homogeneity, and measurements of these types of fluid
structures would lead to inaccurate conclusions regarding droplet counts and mass distributions.
In addition to the shape of the droplets, it is possible to track their velocity and acceleration
since there is sufficient time resolution in the sequential images. For example, bubbles in the
liquid sheet in Fig. 5.9 (d) have a typical vertical component velocity of about 4 m/s, while
droplets in Fig. 5.9 (f) have a typical vertical component velocity of about 13 m/s. This
allows tracking of the liquid sheet movement, along with velocities of rims, ligaments, droplets
and other flow features in fine detail for investigating local phenomena leading to primary and
secondary breakup.
The atomization increases in intensity in Fig. 5.9(f), and individual droplets can be readily
observed propagating immediately from the injector exit. These results are in contrast to the
visible light shadowgrams, which are optically opaque throughout the central image and in the
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Figure 5.10: Histograms of normalized x-ray signals for different flow conditions
near injector region.
An advantage of the recently developed high-speed x-ray imaging technique is the number
of sequential images which are able to be successively recorded. Within the current experiment,
a collection of up to 2,000 radiographs were recorded for each experimental run which can be
used for quantitative analysis. To further facilitate characterization of the breakup state of
the flow-field, normalized signals were extracted at the center points of the bottom frames of
Fig. 5.9. Since the normalized signal can be correlated to a liquid path length, analysis of
the signal variation through histograms provides insight into the variation of the liquid path
length for different atomization conditions, as shown in Fig. 5.10. The lowest gas Reynolds
number case (Reg = 6, 500) shows the widest range of signals and, therefore, liquid path
lengths because of the large liquid structures in the flowfield. At the highest Reynolds number
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Figure 5.11: Comparison between stable mixed phase void regions measured in a ligament, and
within the sheet, to an expanding breakup hole region.
case (Reg = 21, 500), the distribution of signals is relatively narrow because of atomization to
smaller droplets and the lack of larger liquid core structures.
To further utilize these data to investigate breakup dynamics, the signals were processed
using a MATLAB based Welch’s power spectral density algorithm to investigate frequency
content apparent in the signal. The algorithm used a 50% overlap and the number of discrete
Fourier transform points (NFFT) used was 512 points.
As can be seen, for Reg = 6, 500 spectral content can be observed to be largely a continuous
evolution with a measurable breakup frequency at 700 Hz. In contrast, for increasing Reg, a
sharp decrease in frequency content can be observed at low frequencies. Interestingly, for
Reg = 10, 500, several structures can be observed in spectra at 5,100 Hz, 6,500 Hz, and 8,600
Hz. These imply the existence of large periodic fluid structures of varying path length, such as
ligaments, which were visually observed in radiographs. Finally, for Reg = 21, 500, no distinct
spectral content can be observed within the data indicating a uniform flow field without regular
periodic flow structures or measurable breakup frequencies.
Time sequential radiographs provide insight into features that would ordinarily be scat-
tered by optical techniques, such as hollow droplets, which were routinely observed in these
experiments. Hollow droplets are subject to investigation and production in several industrial
processes, although their production in an atomizing rocket spray was not expected. Previous
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experiments using undulator radiation have also previously reported hollow droplets in limited
detail, indicating that their formation may be more common in spray breakup and atomization
than previously anticipated.
A first investigation into these structures was performed by measuring the sizes of several
structures. Example measurements of stable mixed-phase (i.e., void or hole) regions are shown
in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13. A void here is characterized as a circular region with less attenuation that
the surrounding liquid phase and with a stable shape as the liquid flow propagates downstream.
Holes are characterized as regions with less attenuation and which expand as they propagate
downstream. Many void regions observed in the ligaments and within the continuous liquid
sheet can be observed to remain nearly stationary in size throughout the entire field of view.
In contrast, an expanding hole within the liquid sheet, forms and grows rapidly, as shown
in Fig. 5.13. In addition to the growth rate of the hole region, a noticeable rim structure
can be observed to form around the hole as it expands due to surface tension. In contrast,
observations of stable mixed phase regions with voids revealed a distinct lack in boundary
features surrounding the voids since the voids are not expanding as the spray propagates
downstream.
To further investigate the observed hollow droplets, an effort to quantitatively measure the
hollow droplet was performed and is shown in Fig. 5.14. In the figure, the droplet can be
observed to have a well-defined rim with a measurable decrease in path length in the middle.
(a) Time = 60 µs (b) Time = 140 µs
Figure 5.12: Sequential radiographs tracking a ligament void (square dash outline), sheet void
(circle dash outline), and an expanding hole (continuous outline) 80 µs apart.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between stable mixed phase void regions measured in a ligament, and
within the sheet, to an expanding breakup hole region.
(a) Hollow droplet
(b) Droplet path length
Figure 5.14: (A) enlarged image of a hollow droplet with approximate field of view of 2000 µ
m x 60 µ m and (b) a line scan of liquid path length. Line of extracted pixels used in modeling
is shown in (a).
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Since the pixel intensity is directly related to attenuation, this is known to correlate to a
measurable decrease in liquid path length, which is reflected in the measured liquid path length.
Based on the measurements shown in Fig. 5.14, a rim thickness of ≈ 0.13 mm can be measured
on both sides of the spray producing a void fraction of approximately 77 %.
Two additional features of this image are also worth noting. First, the dark spot, which
can be observed in Fig. 5.14(a), is a stationary ‘zinger’ stemming form a scattered x-ray which
interacted with the CCD the high speed camera, and is not a flow feature. Second, it is of
note to ensure that the droplet is indeed hollow and not a manifestation of several droplets
‘stacked’ which could produce an aberration due to the line of sight nature of the technique. To
ensure this, a series of sequential images were analyzed and compared to ensure the ‘void’ was
relatively stationary, although very small droplets could at times be observed to pass in-line
with the large drop. In fact, two small drops can be observed within the void, shown in Fig.
5.14(a), and inferred in the line scan in Fig. 5.14(b). Since the rim structure of the void is
measured on the edges to be ≈ 0.13 mm, one would expect this to be the measurement in the
centerline of the scan as well. However, while careful observation of the droplet does indeed
show this to be the case at a position of 0.13 mm, a secondary droplet of diameter 0.07 mm
can be measured within the void of the larger droplet. By subtracting the secondary droplet
from the centerline path length, we are able to confirm a largely symmetric rim structure.
In addition to the hollow droplets, the sequential nature of the imaging technique allows
for investigation into transient physical events, such as droplet formation. An example of an
observed droplet formation is visible in 5.15. In this figure, a sequence of images shows the
breakup of a continuous liquid ligament stretched between two liquid regions. The ligament
was measured to have a diameter of ≈ 275 µm and a length of ≈ 1400 µm. Through the series
of images, the ligament can be observed to stretch and form a droplet ≈ 450 µm in diameter.
Also of note is the observation of a void region near the point of breakup of the ligament, which
then becomes encapsulated within the produced droplet. This void region was measured to
have a diameter of ≈ 180 µm.
While a physical mechanism regarding the formation of the hollow region of the droplet is
not certain, a hypothesis of locally high dynamic pressure associated with ligament stretching
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(a) Time = 0 µs (b) Time = 100 µs (c) Time = 200 µs
(d) Time = 300 µs (e) Time = 400 µs (f) Time = 500 µs
Figure 5.15: Sequence of sequential images showing ligament breakup and droplet formation.
Every 12th frame shown. The spatial field of view of the radiographs is approximately 8 mm
x 6 mm.
may cause localized cavitation, producing the void region.
Additionally visible in the first frames of Fig. 5.15, is a complex liquid droplet approximately
1200 µm in length shown to contain multiple internal void regions. These stable mixed-phase
regions resemble bubbles and measurement of the internal voids show sizes ranging from≈ 84µm
– 150 µm in diameter. Complex stable mixed-phase regions can be observed within Fig. 5.15.
These bubble like regions were measured to routinely have sizes in the range 80µm – 600µm
and were observed to propagate with the bulk flow velocity. Investigation of these phenomena
show them to be stable and without any measurable rim structure. Such rim structures are
indicative of surface tension produced mass growth, as can be observed on the rim of the large
fluid structure in Fig. 5.15.
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CHAPTER 6. SPRAY ATOMIZATION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
6.1 Turbulent Spectra
One of the main findings, documented in Section 4.3, was the observation that, path aver-
aged, time–resolved, monochromatic x-ray attenuation was found capable of measuring turbu-
lent spectra of liquid and gas phases in a multiphase atomizing flow. Particularly of note, was
the measurement of isotropic and homogeneous turbulence reflected in the -5/3 scaling law in
Kolmogorov’s classical theory. Given this finding, further investigation is warranted to ensure
the validity of this claim.
From turbulence theory, we know that the spectra of a turbulent flow will only acquire it’s
characteristic -5/3 power law slope when the flow has developed an energy cascade. Within this
energy cascade, isotropic and homogeneous fluid motion transmit energy from the motion of
the largest scales to the motion of the small scales, where the energy is dissipated by viscosity.
This was famously and succinctly summarized by Richardson in 1927 with his expression: “Big
whirls have little whirls that feed on their velocity. Little whirls have lesser whirls, and so on
to viscosity.”
An implication of Kolmogorov’s turbulent theory, however, is that when the flow is not
homogeneous, and their is not isentropic motion, then it would not make sense for a -5/3 law
scaling. Two investigate this phenomena, a series of successive experiments was performed to
study the flow at different levels of turbulent intensity. Previous analysis had observed that
for with both water and cryogen sprays, at low gas Reynolds number, the liquid phase was
largely contained in semi-stable liquid columns. However, as gas flow rate was increased, the
atomization of the flow rapidly increased. As the levels of atomization increased, the flow can
be observed to rapidly promote mixing and a linking of the scales between the large and small
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scale can be observed.
For the experiment performed, a constant flow rate of liquid cryogen was supplied to the
injector and the gas Reynolds number was varied to previously observed flow regimes correlating
to ‘low atomization’, ‘intermediate atomization’, and ‘full atomization.’ Gaseous argon was used
due to it’s large attenuation coefficient.
To ensure that the experiment was only varying one variable (Reg), the liquid flow rate of
the cryogen was started and maintained at a constant rate for all experiments, additionally,
the data recording sequence (raster scan locations, integration times, etc.) was also identical
for all conditions. During the data collection, high-speed shadowgraphs were recorded for flow
conditions in addition to the radiography. Shadowgraphs and time averaged radiography scans
are shown in Fig. 6.1.
Based on the experimental data shown in Fig. 6.1a, b, and c, as expected, as Reg was
increased, flow features commensurate with turbulence were observed to increase proportionally
to increases in Reynolds number. Additionally, simultaneously collected line scans of time–
averaged radiography shown in Fig. 6.1d, e, and f, revealed significant changes in the observed
distribution of attenuation. The observed changes, mimic what was observed in water spray
data in Fig. 4.12 as expected. For low gas Reynolds number, edge effects of gas and liquid were
observed to dominate the periphery of the spray. However, as the gas flow rate was increased,
the ‘edges’ begin to soften, until finally the mass becomes largely focused in the center of the
spray. Since the gas was injected on the outer annulus, this suggests that as the gas flow rate
was increased, the liquid phase is forced inwards and mixing was significantly increased.
Since these three conditions were clearly each at different levels of mixing and atomization,
a hypothesis was stated that centerline turbulent spectra, collected from the time–resolved
radiographs, should only have a -5/3 scaling law for the ‘fully atomized’ flow condition. Ad-
ditionally, it was hypothesized that scans at ‘low atomization’ and ’intermediate atomization’
should each have a different slope, allowing for qualitative indication of the level of turbulent
mixing that is occurring within the spray.
Shown in Fig. 6.2, with a gas Reynolds number of Reg ≈ 11, 000, the center energy
containing slope can be measured to have a power fit slope of -1.1046 over a range of frequencies
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(a) Reg ≈ 11,000 (b) Reg ≈ 13,500 (c) Reg ≈ 28,500
(d) Reg ≈ 11,000
(e) Reg ≈ 13,500
(f) Reg ≈ 28,500
Figure 6.1: Top: Visible light shadowgraphs taken at 40 kHz with a spatial scale of approx-
imately 30 mm by 50 mm, shown for a constant liquid flow rate and an approximate gas
Reynolds number of a.) 11,000 b.) 13,500 and c.) 28,500. Bottom: Time averaged radiographs
taken at X = 0.5 mm (x/DO = 0.048) at Reynolds number of d.) 11,000 e.) 13,500 and f.)
28,500.
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Figure 6.2: Plot showing time–resolved turbulent spectra collected at X = 0.5 mm (x/DO =
0.048) for a liquid nitrogen flow rate of 88.5 g/s and a gas phase Reynolds number of Reg ≈
11, 000.
between 12,000–156,000 Hz with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.991.
Figure 6.3: Plot showing time–resolved turbulent spectra collected at X = 0.5 mm (x/DO =
0.048) for a liquid nitrogen flow rate of 88.5 g/s and a gas phase Reynolds number of Reg ≈
13,500.
Next, shown in 6.3, for an intermediate level of turbulence with Reg ≈ 13,500, a measured
slope of -1.2188 over a range of frequencies between 12,000–169,000 Hz with a coefficient of
determination of R2 = 0.981 can be observed.
Finally, shown in Fig. 6.4, at an Reg ≈ 28, 500, a measured slope of -1.6691 over a range of
frequencies between 12,000–169,000 Hz with a coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.995 can
be observed.
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Figure 6.4: Plot showing time–resolved turbulent spectra collected at X = 0.5 mm (x/DO =
0.048) for a liquid nitrogen flow rate of 88.5 g/s and a gas phase Reynolds number of Reg ≈
28, 500.
By combining the information in Figs. 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, with our previous information,
shown in Fig. 6.1, several observations were made.
Firstly, at low levels of turbulence, with Reg ≈ 11, 000, a line–of–sight measurement through
the center of the spray is indeed not observed to have the characteristic energy cascade akin to
homogeneous and isentropic turbulence. Instead, the lower slope indicates a slower transition
in the amount of energy from high frequency to low. As the turbulence intensity increases
fromReg ≈ 11, 000 to Reg ≈ 13,500, the slope of the spectra shown in Fig. 6.3 is again observed
to have a distinctly non -5/3 slope, though, the slope was observed to be measurably higher
than for Reg ≈ 11, 000. Finally, as the gas phase Reynolds number increased to Reg ≈ 28, 500
and experienced ‘full atomization’, a clearly defined power law spectra of -5/3 can be observed
in Fig. 6.4.
In addition to observation of experimental data, to better estimate if the frequencies that
are observed within our data match the predictions of turbulent theory, example calculations
were performed using state for the gas phase flow for the conditions analyzed in Figs. 6.2, 6.3,
and 6.4. Turbulent frequencies were estimated using equations previously stated and derived
in Section 2.4.2.
Observed in table 6.1, theoretically calculated values for both energy containing frequencies,
as well as dissipation containing frequencies were observed to have strong correlation to data
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Table 6.1: Experiment number, Reynolds number, and calculated turbulent frequencies.
Scan Num-
ber
Reg Energy Contain-
ing Frequency
(Hz)
Dissipation Eddy
Frequency (Hz)
Kolmogorov
Eddy Frequency
(Hz)
581 11,000 10,500 219,000 659,000
577 13,500 12,400 287,000 862,000
583 28,500 14,000 470,000 1,400,000
presented in Figs. 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. Unfortunately; however, the Kolmogorov frequencies were
calculated to be faster than the Nyquist frequencies of measurement technique for Scans 577
and 583, and adjacent to synchrotron harmonics on Scan 581, rendering them impossible to
validate.
6.2 Breakup Processes and Operating Regimes
Following an thorough development of the detailed diagnostics useful in the study of sprays,
the collected data was processed to investigate potential insight into the atomization and
breakup characteristics of the injector itself. In an effort to quantify and correlate new findings
from x-ray based diagnostics, such as observed turbulent spectra, with current atomization the-
ories, a detailed analysis was performed analyzing breakup conditions. This analysis utilized
several previously detailed investigations and findings notably, Vingert et al. (1995), Zaller
et al. (1995), and Ashgriz (2011a).
In many previous investigations of spray breakup, the categorization of droplet breakup
phenomena has been performed using both qualitative information of sprays (e.g shadowgrams),
as well as limited quantitative analysis (e.g PDPA for droplet diameter). These representative
diagnostics have been applied to similar injector designs for many simulant flows, such as water.
However, extremely limited data exists in the diagnostics of cryogenic sprays. It is of interest
to investigate if it is possible to correlate observations made with water sprays to those of
cryogenic sprays.
One of the preliminary observations made while collecting data was an evolution of the
spray from low levels of atomization, comprised of liquid columns and non-turbulent spectra,
to full atomization conditions, comprised of a dense droplet field, and turbulent spectra, with
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intermediate flow conditions between the two also possible. Examples of this can be displayed
succinctly in Figs. 6.1 and 5.9 and in the composite figure in 6.5. The observed physical
structure found at different flow conditions, particularly those observed in shadowgrams and
two-dimensional radiography of water, are similar to the findings of previous investigations in
spray breakup an atomization, as detailed in Section 2.1 and detailed in Vingert et al. (1995).
To expand, and attempt to correlate, previous investigations of water and simulant flows,
with cryogenic flows, time-averaged radiography, collected from both water and cryogenic sprays
was used to interpret apparent levels of atomization and breakup. This was based on previous
analysis which showed correlations between time-averaged distributions and time-resolved tur-
bulent spectra (e.g. Fig. 6.4), as well as correlations between time-averaged radiographs and
two-dimensional shadowgraphs (e.g. Fig. 6.1) and radiographs.
Since it hypothesized that fluid features, such as liquid ligaments or droplets, exist in cryo-
genic flows (though they are not readily observed in shadowgrams due to optical density),
accurate correlation to previously reported breakup regimes are difficult using shadowgraphs
and droplet information alone. In contrast, time-averaged line scans of water, which can be cor-
related to flow features observed in visible light shadowgrams and x-ray radiographs, do allow
for accurate comparison to time-averaged line scans of cryogenic flows. By using this mea-
surement as an indicator of turbulence and breakup intensity, accurate comparisons between
cryogenic breakup regimes and water breakup regime, despite the difference in fluid properties,
can be performed.
In order to characterize breakup modes, time-averaged line scans were analyzed scans at a
range of different flow conditions for experiments which used either water or liquid nitrogen for
the liquid phase, as well as either gaseous nitrogen or argon for the gas phase flow conditions.
For each flow conditions, recorded state properties were computed using instrumentation de-
tailed in Section 3.3. Line scans were computed for all conditions at axial locations less than
1.0 mm from the injector exit. In order to more facilitate a wide range of breakup conditions,
the injector exit gas diameter was varied using different inserts for water flows, and gaseous
nitrogen and argon were used for cryogenic flows.
For ease in classification, breakup intensity was categorized as either ’low atomization’, ’in-
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(a) Reg ≈ 6,500 (b) Reg ≈ 10,500 (c) Reg ≈ 21,500
(d) Reg ≈ 6,500 (e) Reg ≈ 15,000 (f) Reg ≈ 23,500
(g) Reg ≈ 11,000 (h) Reg ≈ 13,500 (i) Reg ≈ 28,500
(j) Reg ≈ 11,000
(k) Reg ≈ 13,500
(l) Reg ≈ 28,500
Figure 6.5: Top: visible light shadowgraphs taken at 40 kHz with a spatial scale of approxi-
mately 30 mm by 50 mm, are shown for at representative atomization conditions of a.) low b.)
intermediate and c.) full atomization conditions. Second row: corresponding line plots from
time-averaged radiographs at representative atomization conditions of d.) low e.) intermediate
and f.) full atomization conditions. Third row: visible light shadowgraphs taken at 40 kHz
are shown representative of atomization conditions of g.) low h.) intermediate and i.) full
atomization conditions. Bottom row: corresponding line plots from time-averaged radiographs
at representative atomization conditions of j.) low k.) intermediate and l.) full atomization
conditions.
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termediate atomization’ or ’full atomization’. In most of the standard literature regarding spray
breakup, the breakup intensity is often characterized based on observed breakup mechanism
(e.g. Rayleigh breakup), or structures which are observed within the flow field (e.g. membrane
breakup). In our study, these classification methods were determined to not be appropriate
due to the optically dense nature of the cryogenic flow field which prevented identification of
fluid structure as well as the sometimes unclear mechanism which determined breakup. In our
study, the following classification metrics were used to categorize time-averaged line scans:
• Low atomization: sharp peaks on the edges of sprays indicating liquid columns and low
levels of mixing.
• Intermediate atomization: a reduction in intensity and a broadening of ‘edges,’ along
with an an increase in slope of the edges, both indicating some levels of mixing and mass
diffusion
• Full atomization: no ‘sharp’ edge structures and nearly symmetrical humps in the center
of the spray indicating high levels of mixing. Centerline time-resolved traces for this
condition should have ≈ -5/3 slope in the energy cascade portion of the spectra.
Previously described breakup summaries have often utilized the non-dimensional Reynolds
and Weber number to categorize breakup regimes. For these studies, the calculation of these
parameters require appropriate classification of variables. For Weber number number cal-
culations, for example, droplet statistics collected from PDPA data are often used, which is
impractical to collect in the near-nozzle region of cryogenic flows due to high optical density. In
our investigation, geometrical considerations, as well as measured fluid path lengths were used
to calculate dimensional and non-dimensional parameters. In this analysis, the non-dimensional
parameters were used and defined in table 6.2.
In the process of collecting experimental data, observations of changes in flow breakup
were observed to be strongly correlated to changes in gas flow rate. A first series of breakup
classifications was analyzed for flows of liquid water and various gas Reynolds number and
Weber numbers. Within our study, and as detailed in Table 6.2, a mix of parameters were
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Table 6.2: Variable, variable definition, and interpretation for spray breakup analysis.
Variable Definition Interpretation
ReLiqAtn ReLiqAtn =
ρlVltatten
µl
Measured liquid inertial to viscous
forces
ReFilm ReFilm =
ρlVlttheo
µl
Predicted liquid inertial to viscous
forces
Reg Reg =
ρgVgDHydraulic
µg
Predicted gas inertial to viscous
forces
WeLiqAtn Weg =
ρgV 2g tatten
σl
Measured gas inertial to liquid sur-
face tension forces
Wel Wel =
ρgV 2g DHydraulic
σl
Predicted gas inertial to liquid sur-
face tension forces
Ohl Ohl =
µl
sqrt(ρlσlttheo
Predicted gas viscous forces to iner-
tial and surface tension forces
Momentum
Flux
Mflux =
m˙gVg
m˙lVl
Measured gas momentum flux to liq-
uid momentum flux ratio
used that allowed for comparisons of design parameters, with measured flow parameters that
integrated measurements from time-averaged x-ray attenuation data. Within the analysis,
several insightful trends were observed and are shown in the following paragraph. Additional
figures which offered limited insight are shown in the Appendix Section A.
Figure 6.6: Comparison of Reynolds number based on measured attenuation to Reynolds num-
ber based on numerically predicted liquid film thickness for different levels of atomization.
Shown in Fig. 6.6, compilation of spray data comparing a design case Reynolds number,
with Reynolds number based on x-ray absorption. Observed in the figure, water spray data
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can be shown to be in a narrow distribution along both axes. In contrast, cryogenic spray data
can be shown to be quite scattered along both axes and over a wide range of flow conditions.
Interestingly, both spray media can be shown to have some level of dependence on ReF ilm, but
very limited correlation can be observed to measured attenuation based Reynolds numbers.
Figure 6.7: Comparison of liquid phase Reynolds number based on measured attenuation to
gas phase Reynolds number.
Initial visual observations of the injector atomization found that variations in gas flow
properties resulted in more significant variations in atomization intensity. As a consequence,
while performing the experiments, the liquid flow rate was often kept constant while gas flow
rate and gaseous media were changed. For water experiments, an additional degree was also
varied by changing the gas annulus diameter. The dimensional term, Reg captures a large
degree of this variation and was found to correlate strongly to different levels of atomization
and measured properties. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6.7. Shown, for both water and
cryogenic conditions, changes in Reg correlate strongly to observed levels of breakup intensity.
Conversely, limited correlation was found between ReLiqAtn with breakup intensity.
In our investigations, one of our major areas of study was to attempt to understand the
similarity between water as a simulant flow, to an actual cryogen. While the density between
cryogens and liquid water is within ≈ 30%, variations in surface tensions are known to be a
factor of 20 great for water compared to liquid nitrogen. As a consequence, it is of interest to
understand variations in Weber number between the sprays. An example plot is shown in Fig.
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6.8.
Figure 6.8: Comparison of Weber number based on measured attenuation to Weber number
based on predicted liquid film thickness.
Shown, variations in Wel were able to be correlated reasonably well to both breakup in-
tensity as well as WeLiqAtn for both water and cryogenic spray data. This correlations demon-
strates that predicted inertial forces from a priori design conditions do indeed correlate to
physical indicators of inertial forces for known values of surface tension.
Figure 6.9: Comparison of Weber number based on measured attenuation to gas phase Reynolds
number.
Expanding on the data shown in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, further analysis was performed and is
shown in Figs. 6.9. Shown in the figure, very clear bifurcation of the data can be observed
separating the low and intermediate atomization conditions from the full atomization conditions
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for Reg ≈ 20,000 for both cryogenic and water flows. Also observed within the figure, a
relationship between Reg and WeLiqAtn can be seen for both water and cryogenic flows.
Based on these findings, we can make several summary observations about the flow and
it’s operating regimes. Firstly, for both water and cryogenic flow, the operating regime of the
injector appears to be predominantly driven the gas phase Reynolds number of the flow. This
makes intuitive sense given the importance of the Reynolds number in laminar-turbulent tran-
sitions across many aspects of fluid mechanics, and the correlations made between turbulence
intensity, and atomization intensity. Secondly, observed correlations between Reynolds number
and Weber numbers shown in the data, make intuitive sense as both measure the relative iner-
tia of fluid flows. Interesting, stronger correlations are observed between a priori calculations
of both Reg and Wel to WeLiqAtn than ReLiqAtn. Since both measurements utilize identical
measurements of path length, this data gives insight into the relative effect of surface tension
in comparison to viscosity observed in our spray.
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CHAPTER 7. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
As part of developing new measurement techniques and interpreting the results of fluid
studies, it is necessary to understand and quantify all sources of uncertainty within the exper-
iment. Within the current set of experiments, it is important to understand the uncertainty in
the distinct sub-elements of the experimental setup in addition to the new diagnostic. These
sources of uncertainty can often be quantitatively measured, such as the uncertainty of flow
properties, injector geometry, and help to put bounds onto the levels of confidence that can be
inferred from the data. Within this thesis, the uncertainty of the experiments will be quan-
tified into three separate areas: diagnostic measurements, fluid state properties, and injector
and hardware setup.
7.1 Quantitative Sources of Uncertainty
7.1.1 Flow and state measurement and uncertainty
For all experiments, a series of Omega PX319 series pressure transducers and Omega type
K thermocouples and were integrated into the fluid setup on both gas and liquid systems at
multiple locations. Omega PX319 series pressure transducers are shown to have a quoted
uncertainty of +/− 0.25% Full Scale ( +/− 1.25 psi) accounting for linearity, hysteresis and
repeatability. The Omega type K thermocouples are shown to have a manufactured quoted
uncertainty of 0.75%.
To record volumetric flow rates of injected liquid and gas, volumetric flow meters were used.
For all experiments, flow rates were operated at conditions within manufactures recommended
range. A Turbines Inc. liquid flow meter was used to record liquid flow rates for both water
and cryogenic fluids. The flow meter has a manufacture quoted uncertainty of +/− 0.1 %
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repeatability within range and +/− 0.5% linearity within approved range. To measure gas
flow, a Hoffer HO1/2X1/4A turbine gas flow meter was used to record all gas flow rates for all
gases used within the study. The gas flow meter had a manufacturing quoted uncertainty of
+/− 0.1 % repeatability within range and +/− 1.0% linearity within range.
For experiments requiring liquid fluorescence with tracer salts, 200 ppm of nickel sulfate
hexahydrate and 200 ppm of zinc sulfate heptahydrate were dissolved in water. The liquid
properties of the salt solutions were similar to water within the accuracy of the measurements of
viscosity (∼1%) and surface tension (∼3%), using a falling ball rheometer and force tensiometer,
respectively.
7.1.2 Injector and hardware setup and uncertainty
For all experiments, the beam was in a fixed location and the injector was translated in an
x-y plane via a translation stage. The injector was connected to the translation stage via a
1/2” thick steel plate to minimize deflection and vibration.
To create a relative spatial scale, a series of scans around the injector tip was used to set a
center and zero the injector relative to the spray. Once a center ’zero’ is found, the uncertainty
in the absolute location can be estimated to be 10 µm and the translation stages used have a
manufacturer stated uncertainty of 0.5 µm.
As previously detailed in Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5, liquid was provided to the injector via
pressurized cylinders and a twin gear pump for water experiments, as well as with a cryogenic
dewar pressurized with gaseous helium. For cryogenic experiments, care was taken to ensure
fully subcooled liquid conditions were maintained at the injector entrance. To better understand
the typical variation in measured flow properties, statistical analysis of different conditions
were examined. Typical values for standard deviations of measured are shown of quantities of
interest, shown in Table 7.1.
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Table 7.1: Example (typical) standard deviations for recorded flow properties of injected liquid
and gas phases. Note water cases shown with shop air, and cryogenic case shown with K-bottle.
Measurement Water Pump Water Pressure Vessel Cryogenic Dewar
Liquid Injector Pressure (kPA) 0.5 0.1 2.5
Liquid Injector Temperature
(K)
0.05 0.02 1.5
Liquid Flow Rate (m3/s) 5.0e-8 6.0e-8 4.0e -07
Gas Injector Pressure (kPa) 0.03 0.03 0.5
Gas Injector Temperature (K) 0.05 0.05 1.5
Gas Flow Rate (m3/s) 5.0e-5 5.0e-5 7.0e-6
7.2 Qualitative Sources of Uncertainty
7.2.1 Thermal Drift of Scintillator
When performing two dimensional radiographs using the polychromatic ’white beam’, care
must be taken to limit the incident flux on optical equipment. In addition to limiting damage
caused by the beam, in order to utilize the scans for quantitative results, it is imperative that
relative differences in pixel values be attributable only to changes stemming from absorption,
and not changes from scintillator intensity or the like.
While the intensity of the visible emission scales proportionally with the x-ray power ab-
sorbed by the scintillator, the thermal state of the scintillator is also an important secondary
function in determining the intensity of the visible light radiation. Within a series of scans, it
is important to routinely take flat-field scans to ensure that the thermal state of the scintillator
is captured.
While performing experiments using two dimensional radiography, an experimental flow
condition was defined by setting a liquid pressure regulator within the hutch, and a gas pres-
sure regulator outside of the hutch. In this way, several successive scans at different levels of
atomization could be performed. At each condition, once conditions were considered steady
state, the injector was translated to different spatial locations and radiographs were taken.
Within each series of experiments, a flat field image was taken at both the beginning
and end of the series of experiments to capture the ’cold’ and ’warm’ scintillator flat field.
The radiographs of the spray taken at each condition can then be normalized by the flat field.
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However, since a flat field was not taken directly after each scan, a slight variation in background
intensity was observed.
An example of a series of run’s highlighting the effects of thermal drift can be observed in
Fig. 7.1. Shown, a sequence of scans, taken almost back to back, was processed with a flat
field image at the begging and end of the series of experiments. As can be observed, for Fig.
7.1c the background values can be observed to be very close to 1, as would be expected for an
accurately normalized image. However, when using the same flat field for Fig. 7.1d, normalized
values are shown to exceed unity, indicating stronger signal from the image than from the flat
field. In contrast, the same condition can be processed using a ’hot’ flat field, as shown in Fig.
7.1e and f. As can be observed, the initial values of Fig. 7.1e are far less than unity, but Fig.
7.1f is is shown to be much closer to, slightly less than 1 (which is expected given the flow
field).
Since it can be observed that thermal drift can in fact play a non-negligible effect in ra-
diographs, it’s important to consider its ramification for the study. Within the following ex-
periments, ’processed’ images were inspected with background areas compared to an expected
value of ≈1. For images that have a clear ’background region, this is easier to inspect and
verify that images are processed as expected. For images such as Fig. 7.1e which do not have
any background area to confirm an expected value of unity, the uncertainty in possible thermal
drift was high enough that those images were not used for quantitative studies.
7.2.2 Spray evacuation system
In order to effectively study an atomizing flow field, it is necessary to capture the products
of the atomizing flow field being probed to prevent damage to nearby optical equipment. In
order to do this, several different flow evacuation systems were designed each with the goal to
remove, and often recycle, the atomizing flow field.
For water experiments, in order to capture the flow, a series of PVC ’flow catching’ ducts
were constructed which allowed for the flow to captured and then routed back into either a
flow reservoir (in open loop operation) or a pump (in closed loop operation). A picture of this
can be shown in Fig. 7.2a.
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(a) Run 41 Radiograph (b) Run 43 Radiograph
(c) Run 41 ’Cold’ Flat Field (d) Run 43 ’Cold’ Flat Field
(e) Run 41 ’Hot’ Flat Field (f) Run 43 ’Hot’ Flat Field
Figure 7.1: Identical experiments shown using different flat fields. (Top) Radiographs are shown
for two flow conditions with a spatial field of approximately 8 mm x 6 mm.. (Middle) Surface
plots are shown having flat field normalization with a ’cold’ flat field which was taken prior to
the experiment starting. (Bottom) Surface Plots are shown having a flat field normalization
using a ’warm’ flat field after the experiment.
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(a) Picture of flow catcher with in-
jector installed
(b) Picture of flow catcher with in-
jector installed
(c) Picture of air movers and ex-
haust vent following data collec-
tion run
Figure 7.2: Pictures of air moving setup for cryogenic experiments
In this configuration, the flow was often low enough that the injector flowing into the
ducts would be sufficiently captured and routed without any interference or modulation of the
atomizing flow field. However, under some conditions with high levels of atomization, the flow
catcher could not capture all of the flow, and a vacuum was plumbed into the catch system
to assist in capturing the flow field. Since the vacuum catch system was quite large (8 inch in
diameter), even modest vacuum created only comparably low relative dynamic pressure.
Since investigations into fluid mechanics were an important area of investigation, it was
imperative to ensure that any vacuum evacuation system did not effect the fluid mechanics.
To ensure this, a simple experiment was performed. The fluid evacuation system was turned
off and the pressure swirl atomizer was operated and the spray cone angle was measured using
visible light images. Next, the vacuum system was turned on and slowly increased in intensity.
After measuring the spray cone angle as a function of vacuum pressure, the spray cone angle
was observed to not change or deflect for any level of vacuum possible.
For the operation of the cryogenic system, the flow evacuation system was needed to be
significantly more robust. Since the cryogenic fluids will rapidly vaporize at ambient pressures
and temperatures, the atomizing flow has a significantly increased volumetric flow downstream
of the injector compared to water flows. By examining Fig. 7.3, the significant differences
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Figure 7.3: Computed Density as a function of Temperature for Nitrogen and Argon
between the density at liquid and gas phases is clearly visible. As can be observed, cryogenic
argon and nitrogen are shown to have densities of at least 386 and 291 times that of their gas
phase. In operation the cryogenic experiments, this significant volumetric flow must be routed
away from the region of study for two reasons. The primary reason for this is safety in ensuring
that oxygen concentration within the hutch does not significantly decrease. The second reason
for this is to ensure that ambient gas flow does not linger in the region of study which could
result in unintended attenuation.
Given the high volumetric flows coming out of the hutch, a series of industrial air movers
were routed to the flow catch area, as can be observed in Fig. 7.2. The outlet of the air movers
was then routed to the hutch air duct system, which was turned to maximum. In operation,
the air movers were shown to effectively capture the atomizing flow, though care was taken
to limit the run duration as freezing of the electric air movers (and tubing) was shown to be
possible. As with water experiments, an investigation into potential changing of flow dynamics
was performed. As with water experiments, this effect was shown to be negligible on bulk fluid
motion.
While visual investigations into changes in bulk fluid motion would confirm an effect of
the evacuation system on the flow, it is not a conclusive proof that it is not effecting the flow
on scales smaller than the bulk scale. Physical phenomena, such as droplet formation and
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propagation, are known to be quite sensitive to ambient environment, and consequently, effects
from the vacuum system could have played an impact. Unfortunately, these effects are difficult
to quantify. Given this, the evacuation system was only used when necessary, and was designed
to limit it’s effect on the ambient flow by only using the lowest amount of vacuum needed, and
through a large area duct to limit the reduction in local pressure.
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CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSIONS
8.1 Executive Summary
A series of experiments performed at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Labo-
ratory demonstrated synchrotron based x-ray diagnostics capable of non-invasive measurements
in several optically dense, multiphase flow fields. The experiments were performed on a NASA
designed coaxial rocket injector intentionally designed for flow diagnostics.
Using simultaneous radiography and fluorescence, the diagnostics proved useful in providing
quantitative measurements of mass distribution of both liquid and gas phases. Further inves-
tigations of time–resolved, pathlength integrated, point scans of attenuation demonstrated a
fundamentally new method for the collection of turbulent spectra. Through variation of beam
energy and flow media, the technique was shown capable of being ‘tuned’ to be sensitive to
either gas or liquid phase flow dynamics. Upon analysis, the collected turbulent spectra was
revealed to have a distinctive -5/3 slope under highly turbulent flow conditions, indicative of
homogeneous and isentropic turbulence as predicted from Kolmogorov’s K41 theory of tur-
bulence. Additional investigations using two-dimensional ‘white beam’ imaging demonstrated
the utility of time-sequential imaging at speeds of up to 120kHz. Observations from collected
data provided insight into unique fluid structures, such as hollow droplets and stable mixed
phase regions, in addition to conventional atomization and spray breakup processes. Finally,
the collection of diagnostics was applied to the study of both a pressure swirl atomizer and a
swirl coaxial rocket injector using water as a simulant as well as cryogenic nitrogen and argon.
Investigations of atomization conditions classified three distinct breakup regimes, which were
found to correlate strongly to gas Reynolds number and liquid Weber number.
Combined, the techniques discussed represent an significant advancement in the study and
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quantitative measurements of optically dense and multiphase flows. Further, the study demon-
strated techniques able to probe flow fields from injectors not specifically designed for flow
diagnostics, and on cryogenic fluids exceptionally similar to cryogenic propellants that might
be used in propulsion applications.
8.2 Diagnostics
8.2.1 Time-Averaged Radiography
Building off of previous investigations, time-averaged line scans of beam attenuation were
collected for a series of flow conditions comprised of liquid water, cryogenic nitrogen, or argon
for liquid phase flow field, and gaseous nitrogen, argon, or a blend of nitrogen and krypton
for gas phase flow. For all investigations, a nearly monochromatic beam was used with beam
energies ranging from ≈ 6-15 keV. The resolution of the monochromatic beam, normal to the
beam direction, was 5 µm x 7 µm full width at half maximum focus of the beam. Horizontal
spacing between scans was as low as 0.1 mm. Time-averaged data was collected by integrating
2 second exposures on a digital oscilloscope with a sampling frequency of 1.25 MHz.
In initial experiments of largely single phase flows from the pressure swirl atomizer, water
flows were found to produce uniform flow fields, while cryogenic conditions were found to be
much more dynamic. Liquid film thickness of water in the near nozzle region were found to be of
the order of 0.75 mm in certain conditions while film thicknesses for cryogenic conditions were
found to be of the order of 0.4 mm. Comparisons between liquid argon and liquid nitrogen flows
demonstrated quantitative measurements of liquid nitrogen path lengths at axial distances as
small as 0.1 mm from the injector exit with limited uncertainty.
For investigations of the combined swirl coaxial injector flow, quantitative measurements of
liquid path length were demonstrated for water simulant and cryogenic flow conditions. The
evolution of mass distribution was measured with high precision over a wide range of flow
conditions and atomization intensities. Measurements of path length were approximately 0.05
- 0.2 mm for both water and cryogenic conditions in the centerline region of the spray.
Some uncertainly in the measurements and experimental setup were also identified. Liquid
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argon flows, which has higher density and attenuation coefficient compared to liquid nitrogen,
was found to attenuate nearly all of the beam signal at times, producing measurements with
high uncertainty. Additionally, despite significant efforts to design and implement a spray
catch system, certain conditions of simultaneous high mass flow rates of cryogenic liquid and
co-flowing gas overwhelmed the designed catch system at times, resulting in non-negligible
absorption in the ‘wings’ of scans and introducing difficulty in normalizing the signal.
8.2.2 Time-Resolved Radiography
In studies of time-averaged radiography, traces of measured initial and final beam intensity
were time-averaged to increase signal to noise in attenuation measurements. A follow-up in-
vestigation that analyzed the raw signal traces was then performed. To perform this analysis,
the signal was analyzed using a Matlab based Fast-Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm and
included a series of filters designed to remove background noise, synchrotron harmonics, and
low frequency content.
Initial analysis of time-resolved radiography data was performed on nearly single phase flows
of the pressure swirl atomizer. Results in these experiments indicated an ability to resolve a
specific spectral content at the centerline of the spray at 4880 Hz. This signal was concluded to
be coherent oscillatory liquid breakup frequency of the hollow cone, and was shown to decrease
at increasing distances from the injector exit.
Additional analysis of time-resolved radiography content was performed on the swirl co-
axial injector flows. Particular insight was obtained in the study of cryogenic flows, which
are known to have a wider range of spatio-temporal dynamics due to their inherit multiphase
effects. Signal-to-noise of the measurements was found to range from 5.30-11.05.
In the investigations, slopes of the spectra were measured and were found correlated to
the levels of turbulence within the spray. Of significance, for highly turbulent flow fields, a
power law fits to the slope of the spectra for several conditions was found to be -1.667 or -5/3
over the frequency range from 10,000 Hz to 275,000 Hz, with coefficients of determination in
excess of R2 = 0.97 for several cases. A turbulent spectra of -1.667 within the inertial subrange
signifies the potential for isotropic and homogeneous turbulence within the flow, as predicted
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using classical Kolmogorov theory of turbulence.
Following identification of the slope for certain conditions, its utility was implemented in
the classification of different breakup regimes within the spray. Since the attenuation of the
beam is ‘tunable’ through selection of different beam energies and flow media, a series of time-
resolved scans were analyzed for both liquid and gas phases. While SNR was shown to be
lower for liquid nitrogen conditions than gas argon conditions, application of the technique on
liquid nitrogen cases allowed for insightful measurement of the evolution of the flow field from
distinctly non-isentropic turbulent conditions at low gas Reynolds number, to fully turbulent
conditions for high gas Reynolds number.
8.2.3 Fluorescence
In an effort to probe mass distributions within the spray, several x-ray fluorescence tech-
niques were utilized. An initial attempt for water sprays was implemented based on simultane-
ously recording radiography data, and multiple tracer fluorescence signals from metallic salts
dissolved within the liquid phase (water). This method proved effective in producing simulta-
neous quantitative measurements of both liquid and gas phase path length and were shown to
have a minimum accuracy of 4 µm, based on ratios of signal-to-background noise of 83, 260, and
20 for the total, water, and argon path length, respectively. While this technique was shown to
be effective in the simultaneous measurement of both gas and liquid path lengths in the near
injector region, it was also found to be experimentally difficult. An additional drawback in the
techniques was limited relevance to cryogenic flows due to issues in dissolving metallic salts
within cryogenic dewars.
A alternate technique utilizing Krypton fluorescence was subsequently tested. By taking
advantage of the higher emission energy of the Krypton fluorescence photon, signal trapping
of emitted fluorescence photons, which must transverse the spray, was largely eliminated. To
implement this technique, a blend of 99% by massN2 and 1% Kr was used as co-flowing gas. The
technique proved to be largely successful, with calculated signal-to-noise values ranging from 91-
155. Utilization of the technique was shown capable of identification of gas phase distributions
in both water and cryogenic flows. However, while signal strength was significantly improved
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allowing for very detailed measurements of gas phase distributions, the use of Krypton as a
fluorescence tracer was not able to lead to quantitative calculations of gas path length.
8.2.4 Two Dimensional ‘White beam’ Imaging
Following investigations employing a focused nearly monochromatic x-ray beam, a follow
up investigation was performed utilizing a two-dimension polychromatic x-ray beam in order
to collect two-dimensional, time-sequential images. The experiments performed demonstrated
collection of radiographs at speeds of 120 kHz. For the radiographs, the individual pixel
resolution was found to be 21 µm and the spatial resolution was 65 µm, as measured using the
10%-90% rise distance across a sharp opaque edge. The spatial field of view of the radiographs
shown was approximately 8 mm x 7 mm.
Results of the investigation using the ‘white beam’ demonstrated the technique’s ability to
identify unique fluid structure, such as hollow droplets and stable mixed phase regions. Collec-
tion speeds of 120 kHz facilitated observation of transient two-dimensional fluid phenomena,
such as ligament breakup and drop formation in optically dense flow regions. Additionally,
through identification of liquid structures and correlations with measured flow variables, the
method was useful in developing a qualitative understanding and categorization of breakup
regimes. Finally, the technique provided unique quantitative measurements of internal flow
structure not previously measured.
Utilization of the technique for quantitative measurements had differing degrees of success.
Limited SNR, combined with the small flow features (such as droplets) in atomizing flow fields,
resulted in difficulty in producing quantitative measurements. Further difficultly was also en-
countered in accurately quantifying thermal drift of the scintillator resulting from overexposure
from the source beam.
8.3 Fluid Mechanics
Following investigations in developing and understanding the diagnostics, the information
collected from the different experiments was further analyzed in an effort to build an under-
standing of the fluid mechanics and atomization conditions of the injector.
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Following visual identification of distinct flow regimes at different gas flow condition during
data collections, an investigation was performed to tie together distinct information from the
individual diagnostics. For conditions with low gas flow rates (Reg > 10, 000), ‘white beam’
radiographs revealed largely continuous liquid columns with limited mixing and breakup. This
phenomena correlated with line scans from time-average radiographs showing distinct edges
at the periphery of the scans. These limited gas flow conditions also found correlated with
measured spectra in time-resolved radiographs which were found to not have indications of
homogeneous turbulence. As the gas flow rate was increased to 10, 000 > Reg > 20, 000, ‘white
beam’ radiographs indicated an increase in the perceived level of atomization, with an increase
in the production of ligaments and droplets, which was found to correlate to an increase in
the levels of mixing found in line scans from time-averaged radiographs, as well as an increase
in the slope of power law spectra from time-resolved radiographs to values between -1.1 to
-1.4. Finally, as gas flow rate was further increased and Reg exceeded 20,000, ‘white beam’
radiographs revealed a dense droplet field, which correlated to both an increase in the levels of
mixing as observed using gas phase fluorescence and time-averaged radiography. Further, this
high flow condition was found to correlate to observed slopes of -5/3 in power law spectra from
time-resolved radiography indicating homogenous and isentropic turbulence.
Once these breakup regimes were identified, a thorough analysis of the flow parameters was
performed using both dimensional and non-dimensional parameter’s. In these investigations,
the non-dimensional parameters’ Reynolds number and Weber number were found to strongly
correlate with observed categorizations of breakup regimes. Additionally, the integration of
measured path lengths from radiography was useful in the categorization of non-dimensional
flow parameters as characteristics lengths, demonstrating further utility of the diagnostics in
the understanding of the fundamental breakup mechanisms and flow features of the atomizing
flow field.
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APPENDIX A. SPRAY BREAKUP
Spray Breakup
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Figure A.1: Plot of momentum flux versus attenuation based Reynolds number
Figure A.2: Plot of momentum flux versus attenuation based Weber number
Figure A.3: Plot of Ohnesorge versus attenuation based Reynolds number
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Figure A.4: Plot of Ohnesorge versus attenuation based Weber number
Figure A.5: Plot of velocity ratio versus attenuation based Reynolds number
Figure A.6: Plot of velocity ratio versus attenuation based Weber number
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Figure A.7: Plot of velocity ratio versus attenuation based Reynolds number
Figure A.8: Plot of mass flow rate ratio versus attenuation based Weber number
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